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Introduction

Mental health problems are among the costliest challenges we face, in every possible sense of cost. The
numbers are staggering: to cite just a few, in the United States mental health spending accounted for
$33 billion in 1986, $100 billion in 2003, and is projected to increase to $203 billion for 2014; some
25 million American adults will have an episode of major depression this year; and suicide is the third
leading cause of death for people between 10 and 24 years old. The importance of clinical psychology
as a problem space cannot be overstated.
For clinical psychologists, language plays a central role in diagnosis. Indeed, many clinical instruments
fundamentally rely on what is, in effect, manual annotation of patient language. Applying language
technology in this domain, e.g. in language-based assessment, could potentially have an enormous
impact, because many individuals are motivated to underreport psychiatric symptoms (consider active
duty soldiers, for example) or lack the self-awareness to report accurately (consider individuals involved
in substance abuse who do not recognize their own addiction), and because many people — e.g. those
without adequate insurance or in rural areas — cannot even obtain access to a clinician who is qualified
to perform a psychological evaluation. Bringing language technology to bear on these problems could
potentially lead to inexpensive screening measures that could be administered by a wider array of
healthcare professionals, which is particularly important since the majority of individuals who present
with symptoms of mental health problems do so in a primary care physician’s office. Given the burden on
primary care physicians to diagnose mental health disorders in very little time, the American Academy
of Family Physicians has recognized the need for diagnostic tools for physicians that are “suited to the
realities of their practice".
Although automated language analysis connected with mental health conditions goes back at least as far
as the 1990s, it has not been a major focus for computational linguistics compared with other application
domains. However, recently there has been noticable uptick in research activity on this topic. One recent
shared task brings together research on the Big-5 personality traits, and another involved research on
identification of emotion in suicide notes. Research has been done on language analysis in the context
of, for example, autistic spectrum disorders, dementia, depression, post-partum depression, general life
satisfaction , and suicide risk. This increase in attention is consistent with, and gains power from,
the recent rise in computational linguistics activity connected with computational social science more
broadly.
With computational linguistics research on this topic moving toward critical mass, one key goal of this
workshop was to bring together researchers to discuss the current state of the art, share methods, and
set directions for the future. The workshop had a second goal also, though: to directly engage clinical
practitioners in mental health. By including clinicians on our program committee and as discussants, the
workshop was designed to increase NLP practitioners’ understanding of what mental health clinicians
do and what their real needs are, and to increase clinical practitioners’ understanding of what is possible
in NLP and what it might have to offer.
We received a total of 17 submissions. Of these, 7 (41%) were accepted for oral presentation and
discussion, and an additional 7 were selected for inclusion in the workshop’s poster session.
We wish to thank everyone who showed interest and submitted a paper, all of the authors for their
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contributions, the members of the Program Committee for their thoughtful reviews, our clinical
practitioner discussants, and all the attendees of the workshop. We also wish to extend sincere thanks
to the Association for Computational Linguistics for making this workshop possible, and to CHIB, the
Center for Health-related Informatics and Bioimaging at the University of Maryland, for its generous
sponsorship.
Workshop co-chairs:
Philip Resnik, PhD, University of Maryland
Rebecca Resnik, PsyD, Mindwell Psychology Bethesda
Margaret Mitchell, PhD, Microsoft Research
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network user behavioral intent enabling intervention; facilitated by social / online data sources,
powered by a medically-validated suicide risk
classifier.

Abstract
This paper describes the three phases of
the Durkheim Project. For this project
we developed a clinician's dashboard that
displays output of models predicting suicide risk of veterans and active duty military personnel. During phase one, we
built the clinician’s dashboard and completed a Veterans Affairs (VA) predictive
risk medical records study, based on an
analysis of the narrative, or free text, portions of VA medical records, In phase
two, we will predict suicide risk based on
opt-in social media postings by patients
using social media websites, e.g., Facebook. We describe the software infrastructure that we have completed for this
phase two system. During phase three
we will provide a three layer intervention
strategy. We discuss our methodology
for the three phases, including IRBapproved protocols for the first two phases and a soon-to-be approved IRB protocol for phase three.
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Craig J. Bryan
National Center for
Veterans Studies
craig.bryan@utah.edu

2 Suicide risk and military culture
The suicide rate among members of the United
States Armed Forces has continued to rise for the
past decade, beginning soon after the onset of
military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. Suicide is now the second-leading cause of death
among military personnel, with more service
members dying by suicide in 2012 than by combat-related causes (Zoroya, 2012). In response to
steadily rising suicide rates among military personnel and veterans, researchers, clinicians, policy-makers, and military leaders have responded
with an overwhelming and concerted effort to
reverse these trends. Despite these considerable
efforts, however, no evidence of effectiveness
has been observed to date, resulting in considerable frustration for all involved. Although specific reasons explaining the lack of success to date
are not yet known, it has been noted that most
suicide prevention efforts used with military and
veteran populations lack cultural relevance and
do not incorporate several critical characteristics
of the military culture that can create unique
challenges from a suicide prevention perspective
(Bryan et al., 2012). For instance, mental toughness and suppressive coping, fearlessness of
death, and self-sacrifice are qualities that are valued in the military, but can serve as barriers to
traditional prevention efforts.

Introduction

Diagnosis of psychological health and the prediction of negative events, such as suicide, or suicide ideation, is limited by: a) a lack of understanding of the true differentiating risks of suicidality (Health Promotion, 2010; Treating Soldiers, 2010) and b) a lack of near real-time reaction capability to large volumes of data. There is
a need for broader coverage suicide risk detection and a better understanding of the expression
of suicide ideation through data mining of text
and images. The Durkheim Project’s proposed
solution is to provide continuous monitoring of
text based information, such as found in social

The military culture values strength, resilience,
courage, and personal sacrifice when faced with
adversity. Weakness is not tolerated, and service
members are expected to “shake it off” or “suck
it up” when experiencing problems or illness.
1
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in every situation. In the military, one’s life
might actually be viewed as subordinate to other,
higher “goods” such as the well-being of others
or ideals and principles such as freedom and justice. Laying down one’s life for a greater good is
widely considered to be one of the highest honors a service member can achieve. A considerable amount of research has converged on a very
suicide-specific and dangerous thought process
for suicidal behavior: perceived burdensomeness.
Perceived burdensomeness entails the mistaken
perception that “others would be better off without me” or that one’s death is of greater value
than one’s life. Perceived burdensomeness and
self-sacrifice are in many ways opposite sides of
the same coin, and it is not yet clear how or when
perceived burdensomeness (“taking” one’s life)
becomes mistaken for self-sacrifice (“giving”
one’s life) among military personnel and veterans.

Suppression and avoidance have long been
linked to mental health problems and emotional
distress (Hayes et al., 1996), including suicidal
ideation and suicide attempts (Najmi et al.,
2007). Yet despite this “common sense” piece of
knowledge, suppression and avoidance are nonetheless taught and reinforced within the military
culture as a coping strategy because, in the short
term after a stressful or traumatic event, suppression can actually reduce emotional distress and
foster adaptation to extreme adversity (Beck et
al., 2006; Bonanno 2004). This is especially relevant in combat situations, when natural grief
responses may need to be suppressed to sustain
adequate performance and achieve mission objectives. For example, crying in the midst of a
fire fight is not adaptive or conducive to survival,
and therefore must be stifled. Suppression and
avoidance therefore presents the first paradox for
understanding military and veteran suicide: a
skill that is adaptive and useful in the short-term
following a traumatic event can be detrimental
and impair adaptive functioning in the long-term.

These characteristics simultaneously function as
an asset (in terms of military performance) and
as a liability (in terms of suicide prevention) for
military personnel and veterans, thereby creating
a paradox for suicide prevention in military and
veteran populations, and contributing directly to
mental health stigma. Furthermore, the values of
the military culture are generally at odds with the
values and ideals of mental health systems,
which value emotional vulnerability and helpseeking, and focus on deficiencies and clinical
disorders, thereby reinforcing stigma even more.
In essence, traditional prevention approaches
have conceptualized suicide in a way that conflicts with the core identity and values of military
personnel and veterans. To be effective, suicide
prevention efforts must be culturally-relevant
and integrate these values and ideals of military
personnel and veterans.

Military personnel are also explicitly trained to
overcome their fear of injury and death, typically
through repeated exposure to scenarios and environments that increasingly mimic actual combat
situations, which habituates them to fear and
eventually replaces this fear with exhilaration
and/or other positive emotions (i.e., the opponent-process). Indeed, greater exposure to combat, especially combat marked by higher levels
of violence and injury, are associated with less
fear of death among military personnel (Bryan
and Cukrowicz, 2011; Bryan et al. 2011). Fearlessness is an essential quality of a service member; retreating from danger and life-threatening
situations are generally not conducive to an effective fighting force. Yet at the same time, fear
of death is a well-known protective factor for
suicide, given that individuals who are afraid to
die are unlikely to attempt suicide, and fearlessness is associated with more severe levels of suicide risk among military personnel relative to
civilian samples, and is associated with increased
severity of suicide risk among military personnel
(Bryan et al., 2010). Consequently, fearlessness
about death paradoxically serves both as a necessary strength and asset for military personnel, yet
also serves as a risk factor for suicide.

3

Related work

In addition to the work related to military culture
issues discussed in section 2, there are many linguistic approaches to analyzing suicide risk
(Barak and Miron, 2005; Jones and Bennell,
2007; Lester, 2008a; Lester, 2008b; Lester,
2010a; Lester, 2010b; Lester et al., 2010; Lester
and McSwain, 2010; Stirman and Pennebaker,
2001). In 2011, one of the Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside (i2b2) shared
tasks was a sentiment analysis task to identify
emotion in suicide notes (Combined Objective,
2011). Of this literature only Barak and Miron

The military culture also places a premium on
selflessness in the service of a higher good, and
does not necessarily view life as the highest good
2

imize tree size and genetic to ensure tree species
diversity. In our prior research we have found
that MOSES consistently outperforms standard
text classification approaches, such as Support
Vector Machines (SVMs). The primary hyperparameter that we used was the dynamic feature
size. The resulting inference accuracy was at
first 65% and then consistently 67% or more.
This was the prediction accuracy for assigning a
patient to the correct cohort. These data suggest
that computerized text analytics can be applied to
unstructured sections of medical records to estimate the risk of suicide (Poulin et al. 2014). The
resulting system could potentially allow clinicians to screen seemingly healthy patients at the
primary care level, and to continuously evaluate
suicide risk among psychiatric patients.

(2005) considers online text. Most other text
analysis suicide research concerns analysis of
suicide notes. There are studies of the writings
of suicidal poets (Lester and McSwain, 2010;
Stirman and Pennebaker, 2001) and studies involving distinguishing genuine and simulated
suicide notes (Jones and Bennell, 2007; Lester,
2010a).

4

The Durkheim Project

4.1 Overview
The Durkheim Project consists of three phases.
During the first phase, described in section 4.2, a
clinician’s dashboard was built and a Veterans
Affairs (VA) predictive risk medical records
study was completed, based on an analysis of the
narrative, or free text, portions of VA medical
records. Also during the first phase, the initial
software infrastructure to collect and analyze the
social media data for phase two, was designed
and implemented. During the second phase, section 4.3, now underway, opt-in social media
postings are being collected and will be analyzed. During the third phase, section 4.4, a pilot
program will isolate serious suicide risk for individuals in real-time, and develop a prediction
triage model for improved suicide intervention

4.3 Phase 2: Predicting risk with opt-in social
media postings
Although data collection and analysis for phase 2
is just beginning, the software development required for this data collection and analysis was
completed during phase 1. A phase 2 protocol
for collecting and analyzing opt-in social media
postings and presenting predictions to clinicians
via the Durkheim Project’s Clinicians’ dashboard
has also been approved by our IRB. When the
system is fully operational, a clinician will see
predictive models of suicide risk for a patient
constructed from the patient’s medical records
and the patient’s opt-in social media postings.
Subjects are being recruited via targeted efforts.
Subjects will be recruited through our collaboration with Facebook (PR Newswire 2013). A Facebook pop-up window will be used to recruit
people that Facebook has identified as being military personnel or veterans.

4.2 Phase 1: Veteran Affairs medical records
study
During phase 1 linguistics-driven prediction
models were developed to estimate the risk of
suicide. These models were generated from unstructured clinical notes taken from a national
sample of United States VA medical records.
The protocol for this study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the VA
Medical Center, where the study was conducted.
We created three matched cohorts: veterans who
completed suicide, veterans who used mental
health services and did not complete suicide, and
veterans who did not use mental health services
and did not complete suicide during the observation period (n = 70 in each group). From the clinical notes, we generated datasets of single keywords and multi-word phrases, and constructed
prediction models using a supervised machinelearning algorithm based on a genetic programming framework, MOSES (Looks, 2006, 2007;
Goertzel et al., 2013). MOSES can be described
as a variant of a decision-tree forest, with certain
genetic and maximum entropy techniques mixed
in: maximum entropy to apply pressure to min-

4.4 Phase 3: Intervention
For phase 3, a protocol has been completed,
which will soon be submitted to a final IRB.
This protocol includes an unblinded, 3-cohort
design, for a pilot program, which proposes to
isolate serious suicide risks for individuals in
real-time and to develop a prediction triage model for improved suicide intervention. Plans are to
use and improve upon the linguistically-based
prediction capabilities of the model developed
during phase 1. The phase 1 retrospective study
was able to predict with limited accuracy before
suicides occurred. The theoretic assumption is
that wording chosen by those at risk will vary at
different stages of risk. By building from ongoing observations from the phase 2 study and
3

feedback obtained during the conduct of the
phase 3 study, the aim is to adjust the linguisticsdriven model to predict suicide risk within the
critical period for interventions of various levels
of severity.

that used certain word pairs had significantly
better scores than single-word models,
though they are far less human readable. The
phrases “negative assessment for PTSD” and
“positive assessment for PTSD" carry different meanings. This phrase-based approach
was more accurate than a single-word approach. For pre-selected word pairs, the individual model scores ranged from 52-69%,
with an average of 64% (for 100 models). In
the final experiments, the combined Cohorts
‘1v2v3 classifier’ had a peak performance of
70%, and an average performance of 67%.

In this protocol, ongoing monitoring of the network will allow continuous updating and change
in value of risk alert levels among the green-tored color coding. When the predictive system
detects postings that indicate a certain threshold
level of potential suicide risk, risk alerts are triggered in real-time and sent to either a monitoring
clinician or a pre-identified buddy monitor, or to
an automated system, which will generate supportive messages that are sent to the at-risk individual.
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Our analyses were successful at determining
useful text-based signals of suicide risk. We
obtained accuracies of greater than 60% for
ensemble averages of 100 models, and our
individual model accuracies reached 6769%. Given the small size of the dataset and
the fragmentary nature of the clinical notes,
this performance level represents a significant achievement. For a classifier, these results represent a statistically significant ‘signal’. Meanwhile, we showed that, methodologically, word pairs are more useful than
single words for model construction on electronic medical record (EMR) data.
Furthermore, the predictive feature words that
distinguished each group were highly revealing, especially for the suicidal cohort, and
were consistent with the existing medical
literature on suicide. Many medical conditions have been associated with an increased
risk for suicide, but these conditions have
generally not been included in suicide risk
assessment tools. These conditions include
gastrointestinal conditions, cardiopulmonary
conditions, oncologic conditions, and pain
conditions. Also, some research has emerged
that links care processes to suicide risk. The
word "integrated" emerged as a key term in
our study and is also reflected in the integrated care literature (Bauer et al., 2013).

To better characterize the risk for the population
of active-duty military and veterans, the analysis
for this study will be limited to the primary participants. These primary participants may be
newly recruited via the dedicated Facebook and
mobile applications or, through that same dedicated application, from among those already participating in the phase 2 study. In either case, all
primary participants must provide informed consent for this specific study. That is, those already
involved in the phase 2 study must provide separate consent to participate in the phase 3 study.
However, outside of the context of this study, the
computerized intervention will be open to members of the general public who might wish to take
advantage of the program’s intervention potential. Primary participants are active duty U.S.
military or veterans with English as a primary or
secondary language, who agree to post to social
media using English. The age limit for primary
participants in the phase 3 study, as with phase 2
study, targets the age group most likely to actively use social media, i.e., those between the ages
of 18 and 45.

5

Discussion

Results

So far results are only available for the phase
1 study. For single-word models, the predictive accuracy was approximately 59% (the
average for 100 models), and scores for individual candidate models ranged from 4667%. Because our training sets are balanced,
we have used accuracy as a surrogate for
precision and recall. Accuracy was computed using five-way cross-validation. Models

Although the text on which our predictive
model was based for the phase 1 medical
records study was text written by a physician
or other healthcare provider, our hypothesis
4

cult problem. We believe that studies such
as our phases 1 and 2 studies, which use supervised machine learning techniques, can
uncover predictive risk factors that are not
clearly understood by the medical community. At the same time, we also believe that
more effective suicide risk prediction systems can be built based on the integration of
machine learning methods and the expertise
of suicidologists. In particular, building an
understanding of military culture into our
methods will be important.

is that some of the highly predictive features
learned during phase 1 will carry over to the
predictive modeling of opt-in social media
postings during phase 2. This text is written
by the patient. However, we expect that
some of the features, or concepts, will be the
same due to the ability to do software based
synonym matches Additionally, a physician
or other healthcare worker may sometimes
quote or paraphrase what a patient said when
adding a note to the clinical record. A key
predictive feature, such as the word “anxiety,” may be used either by a clinician or a
patient. We believe that the use of specialized text-analytic resources such as linguistic
inquiry and word count (LIWC) would also
help improve our results. Some preliminary
results have been obtained using LIWC on
our dataset.
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Abstract

helps to improve access and reduce waiting times,
and is just as effective as standard therapy (Kessler
et al., 2009). However, this new online setting
provides a challenge of evaluation and optimisation (Hanley and Reynolds, 2009; Beattie et al.,
2009). Online therapy is a significant departure
from face-to-face therapy, and it is not yet known
exactly what features or approaches are likely to
lead to successful outcomes, or help identify negative outcomes such as risk to the patient or others. Current methods (e.g. controlled studies) are
expensive and time-consuming; we need fast, accurate methods to ensure treatment can be made
effective and efficient in this new context.

Mental illnesses such as depression and
anxiety are highly prevalent, and therapy
is increasingly being offered online. This
new setting is a departure from face-toface therapy, and offers both a challenge
and an opportunity – it is not yet known
what features or approaches are likely to
lead to successful outcomes in such a different medium, but online text-based therapy provides large amounts of data for linguistic analysis. We present an initial investigation into the application of computational linguistic techniques, such as topic
and sentiment modelling, to online therapy for depression and anxiety. We find
that important measures such as symptom
severity can be predicted with comparable accuracy to face-to-face data, using
general features such as discussion topic
and sentiment; however, measures of patient progress are captured only by finergrained lexical features, suggesting that
aspects of style or dialogue structure may
also be important.

1

Professional communication varies widely
(McCabe et al., 2013b) and aspects of doctorpatient interaction and language are known to
influence outcomes such as patient satisfaction,
treatment adherence and health status (Ong et
al., 1995; McCabe et al., 2013a). For therapists,
automated methods to analyse therapist-client
communication are of interest as there is little
known about how the quality of communication
influences patient outcome. Identifying patterns
of effective communication – both in terms
of what is spoken about and how it is spoken
about – would help guide training of therapists.
Moreover, it may assist in identifying successful
therapy and perhaps, more importantly, where
communication is not therapeutic and patients are
failing to improve. This may warrant a different or
more intensive therapeutic intervention. Applying
computational linguistic techniques to therapy
data could therefore offer potential to produce
tools which can aid clinicians in predicting outcomes, diagnosing severity of symptoms and/or
evaluating progress. Recent work on spoken
therapy dialogue has shown promising results in a
range of mental health tasks, including diagnosis
of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and
depression (DeVault et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2013),

Introduction

Mental illnesses such as depression and anxiety
have been called “the biggest causes of misery
in Britain today” (Layard, 2012). The main avenue of treatment for such conditions is talking
therapies, such as Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
(CBT); however, there is far greater demand than
can currently be met, and currently only 25% of
sufferers in the UK receive treatment. Therapy is
therefore increasingly being delivered online: this
∗
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use features of speech, and Yu et al. (2013) multimodal features, from video-mediated dialogue to
detect depression and PTSD with promising accuracies (0.66 to 0.74 depending on condition and
task). In face-to-face therapy for schizophrenia,
Howes et al. (2012; 2013) use a combination of
supervised and unsupervised approaches to predict a range of diagnostic and outcome measures,
including future adherence to treatment (accuracy
0.70); fine-grained lexical features gave reasonable accuracy, with more general topic features
giving weaker prediction of some outcomes.

and prediction of outcomes in schizophrenia
treatment (Howes et al., 2013).
Online therapy data provides a new challenge
– language and interaction styles differ to faceto-face – but also an opportunity in the availability of large amounts of text data without the need
for automatic speech recognition or manual transcription. Here, we present an initial investigation into the application of computational linguistic techniques to online therapy for depression and
anxiety. We find that important measures such as
symptom severity can be predicted with comparable accuracy to face-to-face data, and that general
aspects such as discussion topic and sentiment are
useful predictors; and suggest some ways in which
techniques can be adapted for improved performance in future.

2
2.1

2.2

Topic modelling

One focus of research for mental health is therefore on methods for analysing content (what is
talked about). Traditional methods, while effective, involve time-consuming hand-coding of
data (Beattie et al., 2009; John et al., under review); NLP techniques can reduce this requirement. Unsupervised probabilistic models (e.g. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Blei et al. (2003)
and variants) have been widely applied to learn
topics (word distributions) from the data itself,
connecting words with similar meanings and even
distinguishing between uses of words with multiple meanings (Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007).
Such techniques have been applied successfully
to structured dialogue e.g. meetings and tutorials (Purver et al., 2006; Eisenstein and Barzilay, 2008), and more recently to dialogues in the
clinical domain (Cretchley et al., 2010; Howes et
al., 2013), with topics found to identify important
themes within therapy conversation such as medication, symptoms, family and social issues, and to
correlate with outcomes.

Background
Computational analysis & mental health

Research into computer-based diagnosis in mental
health goes back at least to the 1960s – see (Overall and Hollister, 1964; Hirschfeld et al., 1974)
amongst others – but most systems rely on doctoror patient-reported data rather than naturally occurring language. Much recent work similarly
uses self-reported clinical and socio-demographic
data, e.g. to predict treatment resistance in depression (Perlis, 2013). Some recent natural language
processing (NLP) research examines features of
the language used by patients when discussing
conditions or treatment, e.g. discovering topics
and opinions from online doctor ratings (Paul et
al., 2013) or social media (Paul and Drezde, 2011).
However, aspects of the communication during treatment itself are also associated with patient outcomes (Ong et al., 1995). In the mental
health domain, recent work suggests that, for patients with schizophrenia both conversation structure (how communication proceeds in therapy),
and content (what is talked about), can affect outcomes (McCabe et al., 2013a; John et al., under
review). NLP research has now begun to examine
both. Wallace et al. (2013) model speech acts to
characterise doctor-patient consultations on medication adherence; Angus et al. (2012) use unsupervised topic models to visualise shared content in
clinical dialogue; Cretchley et al. (2010) use a similar approach for a qualititative analysis of topic
and communication style between patients with
schizophrenia and carers. DeVault et al. (2013)

2.3

Sentiment and emotion analysis

One aspect of conversation process and style is
the affect or emotion present. NLP research has
generally approached this via the task of sentiment detection, distinguishing positive from negative (and sometimes neutral) stance (Pang and
Lee, 2008). Methods generally take either a
knowledge-rich approach (relying on e.g. dictionaries of sentiment-carrying words (Pennebaker
et al., 2007)), or a data-rich approach via (usually supervised) machine learning over datasets of
sentiment-carrying text (e.g. Socher et al. (2013)).
The former can provide deeper insights, but are
less robust in the face of unexpected vocabulary,
unusual or errorful spelling; the latter are more ro8

by Psychology Online, who deliver ‘live’ therapy
from a qualified psychologist accessed via the internet (http://www.psychologyonline.
co.uk). Of the 882 transcripts, 837 are between
therapists and patients who were in an ongoing
treatment program or had completed their treatment by the time our sample was collected. There
are 167 patients in this sample (125 females and
42 males), with 35 different therapists (for 2 patients the identity of the therapist is unknown).
The number of transcripts per patient ranges from
1 to 14, with a mean of 5.011 (s.d. 2.73). For all
of the measures based on the transcripts, as outlined below, we included all text typed by both the
therapist and the patient. In addition to the transcripts themselves, each patient normally filled out
two questionnaires prior to each session with their
therapist. These are described below.

bust but require training from large datasets. Recent research has attempted finer-grained distinctions, e.g. detecting specific emotions such as
anger, surprise, fear etc; again, approaches can
be characterised as dictionary-based or machinelearning-based (Chuang and Wu, 2004; Seol et al.,
2008; Purver and Battersby, 2012; De Choudhury
et al., 2012). The resulting sentiment or emotion
ratings have been widely used to determine aspects of personality and mental state in various domains. In social media text, Quercia et al. (2011;
2012) found correlations between sentiment and
levels of popularity, influence and general wellbeing; O’Connor et al. (2010) with measures of
public opinion. Closer to our application, Liakata
et al. (2012) show that these methods can be applied to analyse emotion in suicide notes.
2.4

Research questions

3.2

Here, similar to (DeVault et al., 2013; Howes et
al., 2013), our primary question is whether these
approaches can be usefully applied to diagnose
conditions and predict outcomes, but in a new
modality – online text-based therapy – which may
require different and/or more robust methods. In
addition, we would like to gain some insight into
which features of language and interaction might
be predictive, in order to help clinicians improve
therapeutic methods, and to assess how general
and transferable any model might be. Our main
questions here are therefore:

Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) This
is a self-administered diagnostic instrument for
common mental disorders (Kroenke and Spitzer,
2002). The PHQ-9 is the depression module,
which scores each of the 9 DSM-IV criteria as ‘0’
(not at all) to ‘3’ (nearly every day). A higher
score indicates higher levels of depression, with
scores ranging from 0-27. It has been validated
for use (Martin et al., 2006).
Generalised Anxiety Disorder scale (GAD-7)
Similarly, the GAD-7 (Spitzer et al., 2006) is a
brief self-report scale of generalised anxiety disorder. This is a 7-item scale which scores each of the
items as ‘0’ (not at all) to ‘3’ (nearly every day).
A higher score indicates higher levels of anxiety.

• What features of text-based online therapy dialogue might help predict symptoms and/or
outcomes? Specifically, how predictive are
conversation topic and emotional content?

Outcome measures For the data in our sample, PHQ-9 and GAD-7 were highly correlated
(r = 0.811, p < 0.001) so for the results reported below we focus on PHQ-9. As each patient
filled in the PHQ-9 before each consultation, we
used two different outcome measures: PHQ now
– the PHQ-9 score of the patient for the questionnaire completed immediately prior to the consultation; and PHQ start-now – the difference between
the PHQ-9 score prior to any treatment and PHQ
now, i.e. a measure of progress (how much better or worse the patient is since the start of their
treatment). Although these two measures are numerical, one of the general aims of our research
is to identify patients at risk. We therefore binarised the outcome measures and treated our task

• Can we detect them accurately and reliably, using approaches generalisable to large
datasets, across different subjects and conditions?
• Can the features provide any insights into the
treatment process and/or the online modality?

3
3.1

Outcomes

Method
Data

The data used in this study consisted of the transcripts from 882 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) treatment dialogues between patients
with depression and/or anxiety and their therapists using an online text-based chat system.
The transcripts are from online CBT provided
9

tersby, 2012).2 None are specifically designed for
therapy dialogue data; however, given the unorthodox spelling and vocabulary used in text chat, we
expect machine-learning based approaches, and
training on “noisy” social media text, to provide
more robustness.
We used each to provide a positive/negative/neutral sentiment value; for LIWC,
we took this from the relative magnitudes of the
posemo and negemo categories. Two human
judges then rated the 85 utterances in one transcript independently. Inter-annotator agreement
was good, with Cohen’s kappa = 0.66. Agreement
with LIWC was poor (0.43-0.45); with Stanford
better (0.51-0.54); but best with Sentimental
(0.63-0.80). For anger, LIWC gave only one
utterance a non-zero rating, while Sentimental
provided a range of values. We therefore used
Sentimental in our experiments. Raw values
per turn were scaled to [-1,+1] for sentiment
(-1 representing strong negative sentiment, +1
strong positive), and [0,1] for anger; we then
derived minimum, maximum, mean and standard
deviation values per transcript.

as a categorisation problem to identify the group
of interest. For PHQ now, these were patients with
moderate to severe symptoms; for PHQ start-now,
patients whose PHQ score had not improved.
3.3

Topics

The transcripts from the 882 treatment consultations were analysed using an unsupervised probabilistic topic model, using MALLET (McCallum,
2002) to apply standard Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al., 2003), with the notion of document corresponding to a single consultation session, represented as the sequence of words typed
by any speaker. Stop words (common words
which do not contribute to the content, e.g. ‘the’,
‘to’) were removed as usual (Salton and McGill,
1986), but the word list had to be augmented for
text chat conventions and spellings (e.g. unpunctuated “ive”). Additionally, common mispellings
were mapped to their correctly spelled equivalents
using Microsoft Excel’s in-built spellchecker. This
was due to the nature of text chat, in contrast to
transcribed speech or formal text – the word ‘questionnaire’, for example, was found to have been
typed in 21 different ways. Following (Howes et
al., 2013) we set the number of topics to 20,1 used
the default setting of 1000 Gibbs sampling iterations, and enabled automatic hyperparameter optimisation to allow an uneven distribution of topics
via an asymmetric prior over the document-topic
distributions (Wallach et al., 2009).
As Howes et al. (2013) did in face-to-face therapy, we found most topics were composed of coherent word lists, with many corresponding to
common themes in therapy e.g. family (Topic 12),
symptoms (16), treatment process (2, 14), and issues in work and social life (19, 5) – see Table 5.
3.4

3.5

Classification experiments

We performed a series of experiments, to investigate whether various features of the transcripts
could enable automatic detection of patient responses to the PHQ-9. The full range of possible
features were calculated for each transcript – see
Table 1. As well as topic, sentiment and emotion
features as detailed above, we include raw lexical features to characterise details of content, and
some high-level features (amount of talk; patient
demographics; and therapist identity, known to affect outcomes).
In each case, we used the Weka machine learning toolkit (Hall et al., 2009) to pre-process
data, and a decision tree classifier (J48), a logistic regression model and the support vector machine implementation LibLINEAR (Chang and
Lin, 2001) as classifiers. PHQ now was binarised based on the classification in Kroenke and
Spitzer (2002), whereby scores of 10 or over are
moderate to severe and scores of less than 10 are
mild. PHQ start-now was binarised according to
whether there was an improvement (reduction) in
the PHQ score or not. Positive scores indicate

Sentiment and emotion analysis

Each turn in the transcripts was then annotated for
strength of positive and negative sentiment, and
level of anger. We compared three approaches: the
dictionary-based LIWC (Pennebaker et al., 2007)
and two machine learning approaches, the Stanford classifier based on deep neural nets and parse
structure trained on standard text (Socher et al.,
2013), and one based on distant supervision over
social media text, Sentimental (Purver and Bat1

An arbitrary decision, but Howes et al. (2013) chose it
to match the number defined by manual coders in a therapy
domain.

2
Available from liwc.net, nlp.stanford.edu
and sentimental.co respectively.
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Feature set
AgentID
High level

Topic
Sentiment

Word

N-gram

Description
Identity of the therapist
Client gender; client age group; session
number; client/agent number of words and
turns used; proportion of all words per participant
Probability distribution of topics per transcript (one value per topic per transcript)
Overall sentiment mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum; overall
anger mean, standard deviation, minimum
and maximum
Unigrams, for all words that appeared in
at least 20 of the transcripts, regardless of
speaker; the features were the normalised
counts of each word
As word, but including unigrams, bigrams
and trigrams

amount since the start of their treatment program
(see Table 2).
Sentiment As shown in Table 3, more negative
sentiment expressed in the transcripts (mean and
minimum), a higher variability of sentiment between negative and positive (s.d.), and greater levels of anger (mean and maximum) are associated
with worse PHQ scores. More positive sentiments
(mean and maximum) are also associated with better progress.
Topic Topics 2, 6, 9, 10, 16 and 17 are negatively correlated with PHQ scores, i.e. higher
levels of these topics are associated with better
PHQ (see Table 4). Some of these topics involve
words related to assessing the patient’s progress
and feedback, e.g. topic 2 includes session, goals
and questionnaires, and topic 17 includes good,
work and positive. Others relate to specific concerns of the patient, e.g. topic 6 (worry, worrying
and problem) and topic 16 (anxiety, fear and sick).
The top twenty words assigned to each topic by
LDA, and the direction of significant correlations
are shown in Table 5.
Conversely, topics 4, 5, 7, 8, 11 and 18 are
positively correlated with PHQ scores, meaning
more talk assigned to these topics is associated
with worse PHQ. Several of these topics relate to
specific issues, such as topic 5 (sleep, bed, night)
and topic 18 (eating, food, weight). Some of these
topics display overlap with the previous group
(e.g. topics 2 and 4 both contain words reviewing
progress such as session, week, next and last); this
suggests that some topics (e.g. progress or particular issues) are discussed in importantly (and recognisably) different ways or contexts (possibly different emotional valences – see below), and these
differences are being identified by the automatic
topic modelling.
Similarly, greater amounts of talk in topics 2, 15
and 17 are weakly associated with better progress.
These are the topics identified above as involving
words related to assessing progress, and feedback.
Greater amounts of talk in topic 8 (checking, OCD,
anxiety, rituals) is associated with worse progress.

Table 1: Feature sets for classification experiments
an improvement; scores of 0 or lower indicate no
change or a worsening of PHQ score. Each outcome indicator was tested with different feature
sets using 10-fold cross-validation.3

4

Results

4.1

Correlations

First, we examined statistical associations between our four outcome measures and our available features (see Section 3). R-values are shown
for all significant correlations (at the p < 0.05
level) in Tables 2-4. For the PHQ now measure,
a positive correlation means a greater value of the
feature is associated with a greater value of the
PHQ score (i.e. a higher level of symptoms). For
the PHQ start-now measures, a positive correlation means that a greater value of the feature is associated with a greater improvement in the PHQ
score since the start of treatment. Correlations
greater than ±0.2 are shown in bold.
High-level With patients with a worse (higher)
PHQ score (PHQ now), more words and turns are
typed by both participants. Better overall progress
scores are also weakly associated with the amount
of talk, with fewer turns typed by both participants
if patients’ PHQ score has improved by a greater
3

We partition the data into 10 equal subsamples, and use
each subsample as the test data for a model trained on the
remaining 90%. This is repeated for each subsample (the 10
folds), and the test predictions collated to give the overall results. This partitioning is done by transcript: different transcripts from the same patient may therefore appear in training
and test data within the same fold; our use of low-dimensional
topic/sentiment features should minimise over-fitting, but future work will investigate the extent of this effect.

Cross-correlations between topic and sentiment features Previous work has hypothesised
that automatically derived topics may differ from
hand-coded topics in picking up additional factors
of the communication such as valence (Howes et
al., 2013). To explore this on a global level (i.e.
11

Measure
Agent number of words
Client number of words
Agent number of turns
Client number of turns

PHQ now
0.231
0.195
0.149
0.193

PHQ start-now
-0.080
-0.071

Table 2: Significant correlations of high-level features and outcomes
Measure
Sentiment mean
Sentiment s.d.
Sentiment minimum
Sentiment maximum
Anger mean
Anger s.d.
Anger minimum
Anger maximum

PHQ now
-0.237
0.161
-0.167
0.185
0.074

PHQ start-now
0.119
0.074

0.192

Table 3: Significant correlations of sentiment features and outcomes
patients who are not getting better. As a baseline,
the proportion of the data in the class of interest in
each case is shown in the first column in Table 7 –
note that these are not exactly 50%, but reflect the
actual proportions in the data (see Section 3.5).

at the level of the transcript, rather than at the
finer-grained level of the turn) we examined crosscorrelations between sentiment and topic. This
initial exploration offers support for this hypothesis, as can be seen in Table 6. For example, topics 3 and 4 both contain words relating to feelings and thoughts, but topic 3 is positively correlated with sentiment, while topic 4 is negatively
correlated. These correlations indicate a complex
relationship between topic and sentiment which
should be explored further in future research; a
joint topic-sentiment model might be appropriate
e.g. (Paul et al., 2013). Although some topics
pattern consistently with sentiment (e.g. topic 12,
with words about relatives and relationships, is associated with negative sentiments and higher levels of anger) some do not (e.g. topic 19 is associated with more positive sentiment, but greater
anger). Examination suggests that this topic involves discussions about feelings of anger, but not
necessarily expressing anger, and also may include
talk on how to deal with such feelings (with words
like assertive). These observations may indicate
that in this domain, in which people explicitly talk
about their feelings, fully accurate sentiment and
emotion analysis may require a different approach
than in domains such as social media analysis.
4.2

High-level As can be seen in Table 7, if we use
a feature set consisting of high-level features and
AgentID, we are able to predict PHQ now and
PHQ start-now reasonably well (> 0.7). However, given the nature of the data, it is uncommon
for a therapist to have many clients of the same
age group and gender; these features can therefore
act as a reasonable proxy for identifying individual patients, meaning that this result is somewhat
spurious. Also, although identity of therapist is an
important factor in therapeutic outcomes (McCabe
et al., 2013a; McCabe et al., 2013b), we would
like to identify aspects of the communication that
explain why particular therapists are more successful than others, and generalise our findings to new
therapists. AgentID was therefore removed in all
subsequent experiments.
Sentiment and topic As shown in Table 8, using the proportions of derived topics by transcript
as features does allow us to predict whether a patient has a high PHQ now score reasonably well;
but sentiment alone performs poorly. Combining
sentiment and topic features, however, allows us
to predict PHQ now with scores of around 0.7 (i.e.
approaching the accuracy achieved using highlevel and AgentID features above). Prediction of
the progress measure is less effective.

Classification experiments

Results of classification experiments on different
feature sets are shown in Tables 7-9. For each experiment, the weighted average f-score is shown,
with the f-score for the class of interest shown
in brackets. For PHQ now the class of interest
is patients with high (moderate to severe) PHQ-9
scores; for PHQ start-now we are concerned with

Words and n-grams For the symptom measure, using words and n-grams gives f-scores in
12

Measure
Topic 2
Topic 4
Topic 5
Topic 6
Topic 7
Topic 8
Topic 9
Topic 10
Topic 11
Topic 12
Topic 15
Topic 16
Topic 17
Topic 18

PHQ now
-0.157
0.124
0.176
-0.117
0.217
0.093
-0.077
-0.149
0.140
0.080

PHQ start-now
0.112

-0.126

0.072

-0.112
-0.211
0.121

0.079

PHQ +/Sentiment +/Anger +/-

Table 4: Significant correlations of topic features and outcomes

Topic
Topic 0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
Topic 4
Topic 5
Topic 6
Topic 7
Topic 8
Topic 9
Topic 10
Topic 11
Topic 12
Topic 13
Topic 14
Topic 15
Topic 16
Topic 17
Topic 18
Topic 19

+
+
+
+
+
+

+

keywords
- + good thought re well also mindfulness hw thoughts now vc maybe prob message neg just wk one self bit
people good others self evidence thought enough wrong negative esteem thinking say confidence beliefs person true someone belief situation
+ - session send goals next week last sent read great think questionnaires also homework goal appointment set time cbt able
+ thoughts thinking unhelpful helpful look thought behaviours go feelings may think anxiety negative try aware behaviour agenda start self
feel think like just good really week now know last session next say felt people thoughts going feeling bit
- + sleep bed day week work get night mood time diary see better much sleeping activity house routine done activities
worry worrying worries bit stop train worried problem go example idea control hierarchy driving exposure home happen worst car
help feel gp depression thank understand therapy now feeling life today think problems able little message medication sorry make
check checking ocd thoughts anxiety try something difficult danger brain week sense threat helpful away rituals anxious elephant images
- think time like much way sure see though know look lot sounds well also right thing sorry sense different
+ thought thoughts anxiety really situation situations one week next example social experience record great emotions thanks notice see make
+ things get time go need like want now just something feel know one work good day going give next
- + mum relationship husband life family dad parents never love feelings children said years mother much hard way told sister
really week think appointment homework however lets teeth questions great just ready start may dentist set end sure therapy
+ - great right sure appointment just thank well tonight loo lol good say really cool get going sorry transcript absolutely
+ - things like get bit good sounds feeling also something really great today think idea send week useful anything make
- anxiety panic breathing get anxious feeling going go attack fear physical control try happen sick symptoms times cope distraction
+ - good work well positive back help really time still last much weeks use thanks session better keep done things
eating eat food weight day week meal lunch dinner pie energy good mum put table public walk believe ate
+ + work job anger angry school stress thanks wife team stuff issues also boss year assertiveness assertive meeting kids times

Table 5: Top 20 words per topic
tive sentiments expressed near the start or end of a
consultation linked to better progress)?

line with those using only the reduced dimensionality of sentiment and topic. This is surprising; one might expect finer-grained lexical features (which provide more information via a much
higher-dimensional feature space) to increase predictivity, as per Howes et al. (2013); on the other
hand, it is also promising as it suggests that meaningful generalisations can be drawn out of this data
using NLP techniques.

5

Discussion

Standard topic, sentiment and emotion modelling
can be usefully applied to online text therapy dialogue, although care is needed choosing and applying a technique suitable for the idiosyncratic
language and spelling. The resulting information
allows us to predict aspects of symptom severity and patient progress with reasonable degrees
of accuracy (similar to those achieved with faceto-face data (DeVault et al., 2013; Howes et al.,
2012)), without requiring knowledge of therapist identity. However, some measures of patient
progress are predicted better with fine-grained,
high-dimensional lexical features, suggesting that
insight into style and/or dialogue structure is required, beyond simple topic or sentiment analysis.

For the progress measure, on the other hand, ngram features perform better than topic/sentiment
(though not as well as on the symptom measures);
this suggests that there are aspects of the communication that can assist in predicting patient
progress, but that they are not captured by the topic
and sentiment information as currently defined.
This suggests that dialogue structure or style may
play a role; one possibility for exploration is to
look at topic and/or sentiment at a finer-grained
level and examine their dynamics (e.g. are posi13

Measure
Topic 0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
Topic 4
Topic 5
Topic 6
Topic 7
Topic 8
Topic 9
Topic 10
Topic 11
Topic 12
Topic 13
Topic 14
Topic 15
Topic 16
Topic 17
Topic 18
Topic 19

mean
-0.083
0.245
0.113
-0.350
-0.079
-0.083

Sentiment
s.d.
min
0.189 -0.234
-0.180
-0.213
0.324

0.112
0.140

0.078
-0.072
-0.167
0.086
0.182
-0.111
0.156
-0.179

0.385

-0.156

0.100
-0.338

0.202
0.159
-0.201

max
0.206
0.087
-0.135
-0.135
0.099
0.068
-0.167
0.123

0.133
-0.156

-0.073

-0.183
0.072

-0.112
0.186
-0.064

0.267

-0.116

mean
0.329
-0.175
0.119

Anger
s.d.
min
0.343 -0.144
0.083
-0.109
0.076
-0.123
0.110
0.074
-0.109

-0.071
0.161
0.233
-0.087
-0.161
-0.090
-0.408

0.177

0.209

0.132
0.092
-0.243
0.225
-0.156
-0.089
-0.139
-0.071

max
0.267
-0.176
0.095

0.110
-0.104
-0.075
-0.087
0.077
-0.116
0.073
0.078

0.121
0.146
-0.089
0.204
-0.070
-0.115
-0.288

Table 6: Significant correlations between topic and sentiment features

Measure
PHQ Now
PHQ Start-now

Baseline
Proportion
40.5%
38.1%

Agent
OneR (Worse)
0.584
(0.360)
0.639
(0.446)

High-level (H/L)
inc Agent J48
exc Agent J48
0.738 (0.637) 0.640 (0.561)
0.707 (0.611) 0.545 (0.299)

Table 7: Weighted average f-scores of outcomes using different high-level feature groups (figures in
brackets are the f-scores for the class of interest; i.e. PHQ Now – patients with higher/more symptomatic
PHQ; PHQ Start-now – patients showing no change or a worsening in PHQ)

PHQ Now
PHQ Start-now
Logistic PHQ Now
Regr.
PHQ Start-now
J48

Sentiment
inc H/L
exc H/L
0.625 (0.528) 0.610 (0.437)
0.630 (0.412) 0.508 (0.094)
0.626 (0.497) 0.610 (0.432)
0.532 (0.218) 0.605 (0.025)

Topic
inc H/L
exc H/L
0.642 (0.548) 0.650 (0.512)
0.628 (0.479) 0.477 (0.024)
0.689 (0.585) 0.658 (0.537)
0.593 (0.369) 0.569 (0.283)

Sentiment + Topic
inc H/L
exc H/L
0.641 (0.544) 0.638 (0.522)
0.619 (0.474) 0.526 (0.147)
0.707 (0.613) 0.674 (0.559)
0.591 (0.377) 0.557 (0.295)

Table 8: Weighted average f-scores using sentiment/topic features (figures in brackets are the f-scores
for the class of interest)

Measure
PHQ NOW
PHQ Start-now

Words
inc H/L
exc H/L
0.655 (0.575) 0.676 (0.614)
0.616 (0.528) 0.623 (0.506)

N-grams
inc H/L
exc H/L
0.696 (0.615) 0.686 (0.616)
0.626 (0.459) 0.645 (0.532)

Table 9: Weighted average f-scores using raw lexical features (words/ngrams) using LibLINEAR (figures
in brackets are the f-scores for the class of interest)
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Abstract

when trained on features which were automatically extracted from speech transcripts.
In this paper, we summarize previous research
on the automatic analysis of speech samples from
individuals with dementia, focusing in particular
on primary progressive aphasia. We discuss in detail different types of features and compare their
effectiveness in the classification task. We suggest some benefits and drawbacks of these different features. We also examine the interactions between different feature sets, and discuss the relative importance of individual features across feature sets. Because we examine a large number
of features on a relatively small data set, we emphasize that this work is exploratory in nature;
nonetheless, our results are consistent with, and
extend, previous work in the field.

We use computational techniques to extract a large number of different features
from the narrative speech of individuals
with primary progressive aphasia (PPA).
We examine several different types of features, including part-of-speech, complexity, context-free grammar, fluency, psycholinguistic, vocabulary richness, and
acoustic, and discuss the circumstances
under which they can be extracted. We
consider the task of training a machine
learning classifier to determine whether a
participant is a control, or has the fluent or
nonfluent variant of PPA. We first evaluate
the individual feature sets on their classification accuracy, then perform an ablation
study to determine the optimal combination of feature sets. Finally, we rank the
features in four practical scenarios: given
audio data only, given unsegmented transcripts only, given segmented transcripts
only, and given both audio and segmented
transcripts. We find that psycholinguistic features are highly discriminative in
most cases, and that acoustic, context-free
grammar, and part-of-speech features can
also be important in some circumstances.

1

2

Background

In recent years, there has been growing interest in
using computer techniques to automatically detect
dementia from speech and language features derived from a sample of narrative speech. Some researchers have explored ways to use methods such
as part-of-speech tagging, statistical parsing, and
speech signal analysis to detect disorders such as
dementia of the Alzheimer’s type (DAT) (Bucks et
al., 2000; Singh et al., 2001; Thomas et al., 2005;
Jarrold et al., 2010) and mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) (Roark et al., 2011).
Here, we focus on a type of dementia called
primary progressive aphasia (PPA). PPA is a subtype of frontotemporal dementia (FTD) which is
characterized by progressive language impairment
without other notable cognitive impairment. There
are three subtypes of PPA: semantic dementia
(SD), progressive nonfluent aphasia (PNFA), and
logopenic progressive aphasia (LPA). SD, sometimes called “fluent” progressive aphasia, is typically marked by fluent but empty speech, anomia,

Introduction

In some types of dementia, such as primary progressive aphasia, language deficit is a core symptom, and the analysis of narrative or conversational speech is important for assessing the extent
of an individual’s language impairment. Analysis of connected speech has been limited in the
past because it is time-consuming and requires expert annotation. However, studies have shown that
it is possible for machine learning classifiers to
achieve high accuracy on some diagnostic tasks
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deficits in comprehension, and spared grammar
and syntax (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011). In
contrast, PNFA is characterized by halting and
sometimes agrammatic speech, reduced syntactic complexity, word-finding difficulties, and relatively spared single-word comprehension (GornoTempini et al., 2011). The third subtype, LPA, is
characterized by slow speech and frequent word
finding difficulties; this subtype is not included in
the current analysis.

Male/Female
Age (yrs)
Education (yrs)

SD
(N = 11)
8/3
65.9 (7.1)
17.5 (5.8)

PNFA
(N = 13)
7/6
64.5 (10.4)
14.0 (3.5)

Control
(N = 16)
9/7
67.8 (8.2)
16.8 (4.3)

Table 1: Demographic information. Numbers are
given in the form: mean (standard deviation).
features extracted from manually-transcribed transcripts. They distinguished between SD and control participants with very high accuracy, and were
also successful at distinguishing between PNFA
and control participants. However, their method
did not perform as well on the task of classifying SD vs. PNFA speakers. In subsequent work
(Fraser et al., 2013b), they expanded their feature
set to include acoustic features extracted directly
from the audio file.

Although clear diagnostic criteria for PPA have
been established (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011),
there is no one test which can provide a diagnosis. Classification of PPA into subtypes requires
evaluation of spoken output, as well as neuropsychological assessment and brain imaging. Qualitative evaluation of speech often can be done accurately by clinicians or researchers, but the ability
to do this evaluation can require years of training
and experience. Some researchers have performed
detailed quantitative characterization of speech in
PPA, but the precise characteristics of speech are
not yet fully understood and this process is too
time-consuming for most clinicians.

3
3.1

Methods
Data

Twenty-four patients with PPA were recruited
through three Toronto memory clinics, and 16 ageand education-matched healthy controls were recruited through a volunteer pool. All participants
were native speakers of English, or had completed
some of their education in English. Exclusion criteria included a known history of drug or alcohol
abuse and a history of neurological or major psychiatric illness. Each patient was diagnosed by a
behavioural neurologist and all met current criteria for PPA (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011). Table 1
shows demographic information for each group.
To elicit a sample of narrative speech, participants were asked to tell the well-known story of
Cinderella. They were given a wordless picture
book to remind them of the story; then the book
was removed and they were asked to tell the story
in their own words. This procedure, described in
full by Saffran et al. (1989), is commonly used in
studies of connected speech in aphasia.
The narrative samples were transcribed by
trained research assistants. The transcriptions include filled pauses, repetitions, and false starts,
and were annotated with the total speech time.
Sentence boundaries were marked according to semantic, syntactic, and prosodic cues.

Peintner et al. (2008) conducted one of the earliest automatic analyses of speech from individuals
with FTD, including SD and PNFA as well as a
behavioural variant. They considered psycholinguistic features as well as phoneme duration features extracted from the audio samples. Although
they were fairly successful in classifying participants according to their subtype, they did not report many details regarding the specific features
which were useful or how those features might reflect the underlying impairment of the speakers.
Pakhomov et al. (2010a) examined FTD speech
from an information-theoretic approach. They
constructed a language model of healthy control
speech, and then calculated the perplexity and outof-vocabulary rate for each of the patient groups
relative to that model. In another study, Pakhomov
et al. (2010b) extracted speech and language features from samples of FTD speech. In a principal
components analysis, they discovered four components which accounted for most of the variance
in their data: speech length, hesitancy, empty content, and grammaticality. However, they did not
perform any classification experiments.

3.2

Fraser et al. (2013a) attempted to classify participants as either SD patients, PNFA patients, or
healthy controls using a large number of language

Classification framework

Given the audio files and transcripts, we can then
calculate our features (described in detail below)
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Nouns # nouns / # words
Verbs # verbs / # words
Noun-verb ratio # nouns / # verbs
Noun ratio # nouns / (# nouns + # verbs)
Inflected verbs # inflected verbs / # verbs
Determiners # determiners / # words
Demonstratives # demonstratives / # words
Prepositions # prepositions / # words
Adjectives # adjectives / # words
Adverbs # adverbs / # words
Pronoun ratio # pronouns / (# nouns + # pronouns)
Function words # function words / # words
Interjections # interjections / # words

and use them to train a support vector machine
(SVM) classifier. We use a leave-one-out crossvalidation framework and report the average accuracy (i.e. proportion of correctly classified instances) across folds. We optimize the complexity
parameter and the kernel type in a nested crossvalidation loop over the training set. For comparison, we also tested a naı̈ve Bayes classifier; however we found that the results were consistently
poorer and we do not report them here.
3.3

Table 2: Part-of-speech features.

Features

In the following sections we will describe each of
the feature sets that we use and explain how the
features are computed, and we will discuss some
of the potential advantages and disadvantages associated with each set. In particular, we discuss
what types of data are necessary for the extraction
of these features. The data types are: unsegmented
transcripts, segmented transcripts, and audio.
3.3.1

Max depth maximum Yngve depth of each parse tree,
averaged over all sentences
Mean depth mean Yngve depth of each node in the
parse tree, averaged over all sentences
Total depth total sum of the Yngve depths of each node
in the parse tree, averaged over all sentences
Tree height height of each parse tree, averaged over
all sentences
MLS mean length of sentence
MLC mean length of clause
MLT mean length of T-unit
Subordinate conjunctions number of subordinate
conjunctions
Coordinate conjunctions number of coordinate conjunctions
Subordinate:coordinate ratio ratio of number of subordinate conjunctions to number of coordinate
conjunctions
Mean word length mean length, in letters, of each
word in the sample

Part-of-speech features

Different categories of words may be selectively
impaired in different types of dementia. In PPA,
individuals with SD tend to be more impaired
with respect to nouns than verbs, and may replace
nouns with pronouns or circumlocutory phrases.
In contrast, individuals with PNFA may have more
difficulty with verbs and may even demonstrate
agrammatism, which can result in the omission
of grammatical morphemes and function words.
Thus, it is often useful to compare the relative frequencies with which words representing the different parts-of-speech (POS) are produced in a sample, as in Table 2. Similar features have been reported in computational studies of MCI (Roark et
al., 2011), FTD (Pakhomov et al., 2010b), and
DAT (Bucks et al., 2000). Numerous POS taggers
exist, although we use the Stanford tagger here
(Toutanova et al., 2003).
3.3.2

Table 3: Complexity features.
(Yngve, 1960), require full parses of the sentences
(we use the Stanford parser (Klein and Manning,
2003) and Lu’s Syntactic Complexity Analyzer
(Lu, 2010)).
3.3.3

CFG features

Although many of the complexity features above
are derived from parse trees, in this section we
present a set of features that take into account
the context-free grammar (CFG) labels on each
of the nodes. CFG features have been previously
used to assess the grammaticality of sentences in
an artificial error corpus (Wong and Dras, 2010)
and to distinguish human from machine translations (Chae and Nenkova, 2009). However, this
is the first time such features have been applied to
speech from participants with dementia.
In Table 4 we list a few examples of our 134
CFG features, as well as the three phrase-level features (calculated for noun phrases, verb phrases,
and prepositional phrases).

Complexity features

Changes in linguistic complexity may accompany
the onset of dementia, although some studies have
found a decrease in complexity (e.g. Kemper et al.
(2001)) while others have found an increase (e.g.
Le et al. (2011)).
The features in Table 3 vary in their ease of
computation. Mean word length can be calculated
from an unsegmented transcript, while mean sentence length requires only sentence boundary segmentation. Other measures, such as Yngve depth
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NP → NNS Noun phrases consisting of only a plural
noun
VP → VBN PP Verb phrases consisting of a pastparticiple verb and a prepositional phrase
ROOT → INTJ Trees consisting of only an interjection
Phrase type proportion Length of each phrase type
(noun phrase, verb phrase, or prepositional
phrase), divided by total narrative length
Average phrase type length Total number of words in
a phrase type, divided by the number of phrases
of that type
Phrase type rate Number of phrases of a given type,
divided by total narrative length

Frequency Frequency with which a word occurs in
some corpus of natural language
Familiarity Subjective rating of how familiar a word
seems
Imageability Subjective rating of how easily a word
generates an image in the mind
Age of acquisition Subjective rating of how old a person is when they first learn that word
Light verbs Number of occurrences of be, have, come,
go, give, take, make, do, get, move, and put,
normalized by total number of verbs

Table 6: Psycholinguistic features.

Table 4: CFG features.

age of acquisition (see Table 6). We compute the
average of each of these measures for all content
words, as well as for nouns and verbs separately.
Another measure that fits into this category is
the frequency of occurrence of light verbs, which
an impaired speaker may use to replace a more
specific verb. We use the same list of light verbs
as Breedin et al. (1998), given in Table 6.
One challenge associated with psycholinguistic features is finding norms which provide adequate coverage for the given data. Fraser et al.
(2013a) reported that the SUBTL frequency norms
had a coverage of above 90% on their data, but the
Bristol-Gilhooly-Logie norms had a coverage of
only around 30%.

Um Frequency of filled pause um
Uh Frequency of filled pause uh
NID Frequency of words Not In Dictionary (e.g. paraphasias, neologisms)
Verbal rate Number of words per minute
Total words Total number of words produced

Table 5: Fluency features.
3.3.4

Fluency features

Park et al. (2011) found that listeners’ judgements
of fluency were affected by a number of different
variables, and the three most discriminative features were “speech rate, speech productivity, and
audible struggle.” For our list of fluency features
(Table 5), we include only those features which
could be extracted from the transcripts alone (assuming the total speech time is given). We count
pauses filled by um and uh separately, as research
has suggested that they may indicate different cognitive processes (Clark and Fox Tree, 2002).
The number of words in a sample could be easily generated using the word count feature in most
text-editing software (although we first exclude
filled pauses and NID tokens), and the verbal rate
can subsequently be calculated directly. The other
three features are easily calculated using string
matching and an electronic dictionary.
3.3.5

3.3.6

Vocabulary richness features

Individuals experiencing semantic difficulty may
use a limited range of vocabulary. We can measure the vocabulary richness or lexical diversity
of a narrative sample using a number of different
metrics (see Table 7). Type-token ratio has been
a popular choice, perhaps due to its simplicity;
however it is sensitive to the length of the sample.
Bucks et al. (2000) were the first to apply Honoré’s
statistic and Brunét’s index to the study of dementia, and found significant differences between individuals with DAT and healthy controls. Covington and McFall (2010) proposed a new measure called the moving-average type-token ratio
(MATTR), which is independent of text length.
This feature was later applied to aphasic speech in
a study by Fergadiotis and Wright (2011), and was
found to be one of the most unbiased indicators of
lexical diversity in impaired speakers.
The measures given in Table 7 are easily computed from their respective formulae. In this work,
we lemmatize each word using NLTK (Bird et
al., 2009) before calculating the features. For
MATTR, we consider w = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50.

Psycholinguistic features

Some types of dementia are characterized by impairments in semantic access. Such impairments
may be sensitive to psycholinguistic features such
as lexical frequency, familiarity, imageability, and
age of acquisition (Table 6). We use the SUBTL
frequency norms (Brysbaert and New, 2009) and
the combined Bristol and Gilhooly-Logie norms
(Stadthagen-Gonzalez and Davis, 2006; Gilhooly
and Logie, 1980) for familiarity, imageability, and
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Total duration of speech Total length of all non-silent
segments
Phonation rate Total duration of speech / total duration of the sample (including pauses)
Mean pause duration Mean length of pauses > 0.15
ms
Short pause count # Pauses > 0.15 ms and < 0.4 ms
Long pause count # Pauses > 0.4 ms
Pause:word ratio Ratio of silent segments longer than
150 ms to non-silent segments
F0:3 mean Mean of the fundamental frequency and the
first three formant frequencies
F0:3 variance Variance of the fundamental frequency
and the first three formant frequencies
Mean instantaneous power Measure related to the
loudness of the signal
Mean 1st ACF Mean first autocorrelation function
Max 1st ACF Maximum first autocorrelation function
Skewness Measure of lack of symmetry, associated
with tense or creaky voice
Kurtosis Measure of the peakedness of the signal
ZCR Zero-crossing rate, can be used to distinguish
between voiced and unvoiced regions
MRPDE Mean recurrence period density entropy, a
measure of periodicity
Jitter Measure of the short-term variation in the pitch
(frequency) of a voice
Shimmer Measure of the short-term variation in the
loudness (amplitude) of a voice

−0.165

Honoré’s statistic NV
/ where V is the number of
word types and N is the number of word tokens.
Brunét’s index 100 log N/(1 −V1 /V ) where V1 is the
number of words used only once, V is the total
number of word types, and N is the number of
word tokens.
Type-token ratio (TTR) V /N where V is the number of word types and N is the number of word
tokens.
Moving-average type-token ratio (MATTRw ) TTR
calculated over a moving window of size w,
and averaged over all windows.

Table 7: Vocabulary richness features.
3.3.7

Acoustic features

What we call acoustic features are extracted directly from the audio file. We consider the features given in Table 8. Acoustic features have been
shown to be useful when automatically detecting
conditions such as Parkinson’s disease, in which
changes in speech are common (Little et al., 2009;
Tsanas et al., 2012). Acoustic features have also
been examined in studies of DAT (Meilán et al.,
2014), FTD (Pakhomov et al., 2010b), and PPA
(Fraser et al., 2013b, whose software we use here).
An obvious benefit to acoustic features is that
they do not require a transcription, and can be calculated immediately given an audio sample. The
corresponding drawback is that they tell us nothing about the linguistic content of the narrative.

4

Table 8: Acoustic features.
The measures of vocabulary richness do not distinguish between the SD and control groups, suggesting it is the words themselves, and not the number
of different words being used, that is important.
In the case of PNFA participants vs. controls,
we find that the highest accuracy is achieved using all the features, and the second highest by using only acoustic features. This is not surprising,
considering that the acoustic features include measures of pausing and phonation rate, which can
detect the characteristic halting speech of PNFA.
The third best accuracy is achieved using the fluency features, which also fits with this explanation. However, we might have expected that the
complexity and CFG features would be more sensitive to the grammatical impairments of PNFA.

Experiments

We report the results of three experiments exploring the discriminative power of the different features. We first compare the classification accuracies using each individual feature set. We then perform an ablation study to determine which combination of feature sets leads to the highest classification accuracy. We also look at individual
features across sets and discuss which ones are
the most discriminative, particularly in situations
where data might be limited.
4.1

Finally, the best accuracy for SD vs. PNFA
is lower than in the previous two cases, and is
achieved using only CFG features. This suggests that there are some grammatical constructions which occur with different frequencies in
the two groups. These differences do not appear
to be captured by the complexity features, which
could explain why Fraser et al. (2013a) did not find
syntactic differences between the SD and PNFA
groups. Interestingly, the results using CFG fea-

Individual comparison of accuracy by set

The accuracies which result from using each feature set individually are given in Table 9. The
highest accuracy across the three tasks is achieved
in distinguishing SD participants from controls.
An accuracy of .963 can be achieved using all
the features together, or using the psycholinguistic or POS features alone. This is consistent with
the semantic impairments that are observed in SD.
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Feature set
All
Acoustic
Psycholinguistic
POS
Complexity
Fluency
Vocab. richness
CFG

SD vs.
controls
.963
.778
.963
.963
.852
.667
.481
.630

PNFA vs.
controls
.931
.862
.724
.690
.621
.828
.586
.690

SD vs.
PNFA
.708
.167
.708
.375
.667
.500
.583
.792

(a) SD vs. controls.
Removed
F
A
VR
CFG
C
POS

Accuracy
.963
.963
1.00
.926
.926
1.00
.963

(b) PNFA vs. controls.

Table 9: Classification accuracies for each feature
set individually using a SVM classifier. Bold indicates the highest accuracy for each task.

Removed
VR
C
POS
CFG
F
P

tures are actually higher than the results using all
features. This demonstrates that classifier performance can be adversely affected by the presence
of irrelevant features, especially in small data sets.
4.2

Remaining Features
A+P+POS+C+F+VR+CFG
A+P+POS+C+VR+CFG
P+POS+C+VR+CFG
P+POS+C+CFG
P+POS+C
P+POS
P
Remaining Features
A+P+POS+C+F+VR+CFG
A+P+POS+C+F+CFG
A+P+POS+F+CFG
A+P+F+CFG
A+P+F
A+P
A

Accuracy
.931
.931
.931
.931
.966
.966
.862

(c) SD vs. PNFA.
Removed
POS
VR
F
A
C
P

Combining feature sets

In the previous section we examined the feature
sets individually; however, one type of feature
may complement the information contained in another feature set, or it may contain redundant information. To examine the interactions between
the feature sets, we perform an ablation study.
Starting with all the features, we remove each feature set one at a time and measure the accuracy
of the classifier. The feature set whose removal
causes the smallest decrease in accuracy is then removed permanently from the experiment, the reasoning being that the most important feature sets
will cause the greatest decrease in accuracy when
removed. In some cases, we observe that the classification accuracy actually increases when a set
is removed, which suggests that those features are
not relevant to the classification (at least in combination with the other sets). In the case of a tie, we
remove the feature set whose individual classification accuracy on that task is lowest. The procedure
is then repeated on the remaining feature sets, continuing until only one set remains.
The results for SD vs. controls are given in Table 10a. The best result, 1.00, is achieved by
combining the psycholinguistic and POS features.
This is unsurprising, since each of those feature
sets perform well individually. Curiously, the
same result can also be achieved by also including
the complexity, vocabulary richness, and CFG features, but not in the intermediate stages between
those two optimal sets. We attribute this to the interactions between features and the small data set.
For PNFA vs. controls, shown in Table 10b, the

Remaining Features
A+P+POS+C+F+VR+CFG
A+P+C+F+VR+CFG
A+P+C+F+CFG
A+P+C+CFG
P+C+CFG
P+CFG
CFG

Accuracy
.708
.750
.833
.833
.792
.917
.792

Table 10:
A=acoustic, P=psycholinguistic,
POS=part-of-speech, C=complexity, F=fluency,
VR=vocabulary richness, CFG=CFG production
rule features. Bold indicates the highest accuracy
with the fewest feature sets.

best result of .966 is achieved using a combination of acoustic and psycholinguistic features. In
this case the removal of the fluency features, which
gave the second highest individual accuracy, does
not make a difference to the accuracy. This suggests that the fluency features contain similar information to one of the remaining sets, presumably the acoustic set.
In the case of SD vs. PNFA, we again see that
the best accuracy can be achieved by combining
two feature sets, as shown in Table 10c. Using psycholinguistic and CFG features, we can
achieve an accuracy of .917, a substantial improvement over the best accuracy for this task in
Table 9. In fact, in all three cases we see that using a carefully selected combination of feature sets
can result in better accuracy than using all the feature sets together or using any one set individually.
4.3

Best features for incomplete data

Up to this point, we have examined complete feature sets. We now briefly explore which individual
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and POS feature sets, features relating to familiarity and frequency are very important, as well as
nouns and demonstratives. In the PNFA vs. controls case, we see that a number of the vocabulary
richness features are selected, which is in contrast
to the previous two experiments. However, it appears that only the MATTR feature is important
(with varying window lengths), so when we considered only full feature sets, that information was
obscured by the other, irrelevant features in that
set. The SD vs. PNFA case shows a mix of features from the previous two cases.
For Scenario 3 (Table 11c), we add the complexity and CFG features. These features do not
have a large effect in the SD vs. controls case, but
a few CFG features are selected in the PNFA vs.
controls and SD vs. PNFA cases.
In Scenario 4 (Table 11d), we consider all features. In the SD vs. controls case this increases
the accuracy. However, for PNFA vs. controls and
SD vs. PNFA, the classification accuracy actually
decreases, relative to Scenario 3. When the number of features increases, the potential to overfit to
the training data fold also increases, and it seems
likely that that is occurring here. Nonetheless, we
expect that the features which are selected in every
fold are still highly relevant. These features are
unchanged between Scenarios 3 and 4 in the SD
vs. controls and SD vs. PNFA case, however in the
PNFA vs. controls case, the acoustic features are
now ranked more highly than some of the vocabulary richness and CFG features from Scenario 3.

features are the most discriminative across feature
sets. We approach this as a practical consideration:
given the data that a researcher has, and limited resources, what are the best features to measure? We
consider the following four scenarios:
1. Given audio files only. This scenario often
arises because it is relatively easy to record
speech, but difficult to have it transcribed.
Only acoustic features can be extracted.
2. Given basic transcriptions only (no audio).
We assume there is no sentence segmentation
and the time is not marked (e.g. as in the output of automatic speech recognition). Thus,
we can measure psycholinguistic, POS, and
vocabulary measures. We can also measure
the fluency features except for verbal rate,
as well as mean word length and subordinate/coordinate conjunctions from the complexity set. Without sentence boundaries, we
cannot parse the transcripts.
3. Given fully segmented transcripts (no audio).
We can measure all features except for acoustic features.
4. Given audio and fully segmented transcripts.
We can measure all features.
For each scenario, we rank the available features by their χ 2 value and choose the top 10 only
as input to the SVM classifier (see Manning et al.
(2008) for a complete explanation of χ 2 feature selection). We only include features if χ 2 > 0, so in
cases where there are very few relevant features,
fewer than 10 features may be selected. Because
we perform cross-validation, the selected features
may vary across different folds. In the tables that
follow, we present the features ranked by the number of folds in which they appear (i.e. a feature
with the value 1.00 was selected in every fold).
Due to space constraints, only the top 10 ranked
features are shown.
The results for Scenario 1 are given in Table 11a. For the SD vs. controls and PNFA vs.
controls, the most highly ranked features tend to
be related to fluency and rate of speech, as well
as voice quality (skewness and MRPDE). However, when distinguishing between the two patient
groups, the acoustic features are essentially useless. In most cases, we see that none of the acoustic features had a non-zero χ 2 value, and thus the
classifier could not be properly trained.
For Scenario 2 (Table 11b), the results for SD
vs. controls show that within the psycholinguistic

5

Discussion

While it may be tempting to calculate as many
features as possible and use them all in a classifier, we have shown here that better results can be
achieved by choosing a small, relevant subset of
features. In particular, psycholinguistic features
such as frequency and familiarity were useful in all
three classification tasks. Acoustic features were
useful in discriminating patients from controls, but
not for discriminating between the two PPA subtypes. We also found that MATTR was relevant
in some cases, although the other vocabulary richness features were not, and that the CFG features
were more useful than traditional measures of syntactic complexity. POS features were useful only
in distinguishing between SD and controls.
One of the biggest challenges in this type
of work is the small amount of data available.
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(a) Scenario 1: audio only.
SD vs. control, Acc: .852
1.00 skewness
1.00 phonation rate
1.00 MRPDE
1.00 mean duration of pauses
.037 long pause count
.037 mean 1st ACF
.037 kurtosis

PNFA vs. control, Acc: .793
1.00 long pause count
1.00 phonation rate
1.00 short pause count
1.00 MRPDE
1.00 mean duration of pauses
.966 pause:word ratio
.793 skewness
.793 ZCR
.345 mean inst. power
.035 jitter

SD vs. PNFA, Acc: .500
.083 max 1st ACF
.042 mean F3

(b) Scenario 2: unsegmented transcripts.
SD vs. control, Acc: .926
1.00 familiarity
1.00 noun frequency
1.00 noun familiarity
1.00 frequency
1.00 verb frequency
1.00 nouns
1.00 demonstratives
.778 pronoun ratio
.667 noun imageability
.630 Honoré’s statistic

PNFA vs. control, Acc: .621
1.00 MATTR 50
1.00 MATTR 40
1.00 MATTR 30
1.00 frequency
1.00 MATTR 20
.931 total words
.759 light verbs
.690 adjectives
.241 age of acquisition
.241 MATTR 10

SD vs. PNFA, Acc: .792
1.00 familiarity
1.00 noun frequency
1.00 noun familiarity
1.00 MATTR 20
.708 MATTR 10
.208 MATTR 30
.042 MATTR 50
.042 MATTR 40
.042 light verbs
.042 verbs

(c) Scenario 3: segmented transcripts.
SD vs. control, Acc: .926
1.00 word length
1.00 familiarity
1.00 noun frequency
1.00 noun familiarity
1.00 frequency
1.00 demonstratives
.889 nouns
.852 verb frequency
.630 MLS
.630 total Yngve depth

PNFA vs. control, Acc: .897
1.00 MATTR 50
1.00 MATTR 40
1.00 WHNP → WP
1.00 frequency
1.00 MATTR 20
1.00 verbal rate
.966 MATTR 30
.827 S1 → INTJ
.483 total words
.414 word length

SD vs. PNFA, Acc: .792
1.00 WHADVP → WRB
1.00 familiarity
1.00 noun familiarity
1.00 noun frequency
1.00 MATTR 20
1.00 NP → NNS
1.00 SBAR → WHADVP S
.667 MATTR 10
.500 NP → DT JJ NNS
.458 SQ → AUX NP VP

(d) Scenario 4: segmented transcripts + audio.
SD vs. control, Acc: .963
1.00 word length
1.00 familiarity
1.00 noun frequency
1.00 noun familiarity
1.00 frequency
1.00 demonstratives
.963 phonation rate
.741 verb frequency
.593 nouns
.333 MLS

PNFA vs. control, Acc: .793
1.00 frequency
1.00 phonation rate
1.00 MRPDE
1.00 verbal rate
1.00 mean duration of pauses
.897 MATTR 50
.897 WHNP → WP
.897 MATTR 20
.690 MATTR 40
.690 MATTR 30

SD vs. PNFA, Acc: .750
1.00 WHADVP → WRB
1.00 familiarity
1.00 noun familiarity
1.00 noun frequency
1.00 MATTR 20
1.00 NP → NNS
1.00 SBAR → WHADVP S
.625 MATTR 10
.500 NP → DT JJ NNS
.458 SQ → AUX NP VP

Table 11: Classification accuracies and top 10 features for four different data scenarios.
Psychological studies are typically on the order of only tens to possibly hundreds of participants, while machine learning researchers often
tackle problems with thousands to millions of data
points. We have chosen techniques appropriate for
small data sets, but acknowledging the potential
weaknesses of machine learning methods when
training data are limited, these findings must be
considered preliminary. However, we also believe
that this is a promising approach for future ap-

plications, including automated screening for language impairment, support for clinical diagnosis,
tracking severity of symptoms over time, and evaluating therapeutic interventions.
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Abstract

samples, the treatment and prognostic implications of living patients are often determined in
large part on the basis of language assessment.

This pilot study evaluates the ability of machined
learned algorithms to assist with the differential
diagnosis of dementia subtypes based on brief (<
10 min) spontaneous speech samples. We analyzed1recordings of a brief spontaneous speech
sample from 48 participants from 5 different
groups: 4 types of dementia plus healthy controls. Recordings were analyzed using a speech
recognition system optimized for speakerindependent spontaneous speech. Lexical and
acoustic features were automatically extracted.
The resulting feature profiles were used as input
to a machine learning system that was trained to
identify the diagnosis assigned to each research
participant. Between groups lexical and acoustic
differences features were detected in accordance
with expectations from prior research literature
suggesting that classifications were based on features consistent with human-observed symptomatology. Machine learning algorithms were
able to identify participants' diagnostic group
with accuracy comparable to existing diagnostic
methods in use today. Results suggest this clinical speech analytic approach offers promise as an
additional, objective and easily obtained source
of diagnostic information for clinicians.

1

Although language is clearly not the exclusive
diagnostic factor for AD, existing literature suggests it is an important one. Studies show significant differences in the written language abilities of AD patients and healthy older adults (Pestell et al., 2008 and Platel et al., 1993). The
speech of patients with AD is partly characterized by word-finding difficulties, smaller vocabularies, and problems with semantic processing
(Forbes at el., 2002). These symptoms appear
early in the disease’s progression, however language assessment of AD patients can fail to identify early symptoms that family members report
to be present in their conversations (Crockford
and Lesser, 1994).
FTLD has a prevalence similar to AD in patients
under the age of 65 years (Mendez at el., 1993).
Misdiagnosis of FTLD is common Mendez at el.,
1993). Three variants are defined by the widely
adopted Neary criteria (Neary at el., 1998); one
with altered social conduct, the behavioral variant of frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD); the
second characterized by a deterioration of conceptual-semantic knowledge, semantic dementia
(SD); and the third marked by a disorder of expressive language fluency, progressive nonfluent aphasia (PNFA).

Introduction

Accurately differentiating certain neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s Disease (AD)
and variants of Fronto-temporal Lobar Degeneration (FTLD) is extremely difficult (Varma et
al., 1999). Differential diagnosis is often left to
tertiary care settings (e.g. Research I Universities
with medical schools). While the most definitive
diagnosis is made post-mortem using brain tissue
1

Clinicians diagnose using a wide array of evidence including patient history, imaging and
neuropsychological assessment in which speech
and language diagnostics feature prominently. In
AD, cognitive disturbance is a required diagnostic feature and language impairment one several
sufficient signs of such impairment. In the case
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of SD and PNFA, changes in speech and language are core diagnostic features, with changes
in lexical content features being highly diagnostic of SD, and changes in the acoustic properties
of speech being highly diagnostic of PNFA.
Even in bvFTD, where changes in social behavior are the defining features, analysis of language-based differences is important, because
language is an essential mediator of social behavior. To be sure, the clinician does not diagnose exclusively on language features -- patient
history, imaging, memory functioning and more
play a role. However, language does feature
prominently in the differential diagnosis of AD,
FTLD and its three subtypes. For this reason,
computerized analysis of speech may offer an
important aid to the clinical diagnosis of these
syndromes.

tween a wider array of dementia subtypes, i.e.
not only AD vs controls, but also the three subtypes of FTLD. Second, we use not just lexical
features but also acoustic/prosodic related features. Third, in order to shed light on the opaque
“black box” nature of many machine-learned
classifiers, we identify relationships between
model features and symptoms from the clinical
literature. Fourth, our approach can claim to be
more ecologically valid because it analyzes spontaneous speech as input rather than recall of a
remembered passage. Fifth, we do not require
human transcription - a labor-intensive step that
hinders broader use in a clinical setting. Sixth we
provide a comparison of our system performance
against benchmarks obtained from practicing
clinicians. Our paper is the first we know of to
exhibit all of the above properties.

Prior work in clinical speech analytics supports
the possibility of computer-based diagnosis of
dementia related syndromes. Singh (2001) describes a means of quantifying the degree of
speech deficits derived from human transcriptions of the speech of patient with AD. Machine
Learning has already been applied to distinguish
AD from controls using human transcribed spontaneous speech (Thomas at el., 2005). Abel et al.
(2009) applied a connectionist net that models
patient speech errors (naming and repetition disorders) to the problem of diagnosis. Tur et al.
(2010) have shown the ability to automatically
score patient speech from a story recall and picture description task that is on par with human
performance. Lehr et al. (2012) have developed a
system that automatically transcribes and scores
patient speech obtained during the story recall
portion of the Wechsler Logical Memory test.
The evaluation demonstrated it could distinguish
mild cognition impairment from typical controls
at performance level comparable to human scorers.

In sum we used computational techniques to analyze acoustic and lexical features of the speech of
patients with AD and FTLD variants, and we
investigated whether models derived from these
features via machine learning could accurately
identify a patient’s diagnosis.

2
2.1

METHOD
Participant Recruitment and Diagnosis

We obtained spontaneous speech data from 9
controls, 9 AD patients and 30 FTLD patients—9
with frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), 13 with
semantic dementia (SD), and 8 with progressive
nonfluent aphasia (PNFA). Table 1 shows demographic information.
Data were collected in an ongoing series of NIHfunded studies being performed at the UCSF
Memory and Aging Center. Patients were diagnosed by expert clinicians at the center by applying current clinical criteria. Patients underwent
detailed standard speech and language, cognitive,
emotional, genetic, pathological, and neuroimaging evaluations. Age-matched healthy controls
were community volunteers obtained by SRI In-

Our work builds upon these prior studies along a
number of dimensions. First, we distinguish be-

Male/Female
Age
Education *

bvFTD
5/4
63.00(8.25)
17.33(1.73)

PNFA
1/7
62.88(7.75)
16.13(2.30)

SD
6/7
65.23(6.61)
16.45(2.54)

AD
5/4
59.11(7.47)
15.44(2.30)

MMSE

24.4(5.85)

22.0(9.34)

17.09(8.15)

18.67(7.53)

Table 1. Demographic information for participants
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Controls
3/6
61.7(6.0)
17.27(2.1)
Not Administered

Acoustic Feature Extraction (AFE)

Microphone
Automatic
Speech
Analysis
(ASA)

Acoustic
Feature
Extractor

Acoustic
feature profile

Training Data Labels
(Each participant’s
Diagnosis)

Machine
Learning

Subject
audio
recordings
Speech to Text

Automatic
Transcription
(AT)

POS
tagger

POS feature
profile

Human
Transcriptionist

Human
Transcription
(HT)

LIWC

LIWC feature
profile

Disease Identifying
Model

Lexical Feature Extraction (LFE)

Figure 1. System Information Flow and Evaluation. Participant speech is subjected to automatic
speech analysis of two kinds: Acoustic Feature Extraction (AFE) and Lexical Feature Extraction
(LFE). Feature selection (not shown) is explained in Sects 2.3 and 2.6. Each machine learning algorithm produces a classification model based on labeled training data. All models used both acoustic
and lexical features. Each such disease identifying model is evaluated against held-out training data
(not shown). To measure sensitivity to ASR error, half of these models were based on lexical features
derived from automatic transcription (AT), the other half from human transcription (HT).
ternational and were paid $10 for their participation.
2.2

extraction (AFE), which obtains measures the
duration of consonants, vowels, pauses, and other acoustic-phonetic categories. In parallel, we
perform a lexical feature extraction (LFE) on
transcripts of participant speech producing profiles of each speaker’s language use. This profile
characterizes frequencies of different types of
words – e.g. frequency of nouns, verbs, function
words, words about emotion, etc. – present in a
language sample along ~100 dimensions.

Speech Samples

Speech samples were recordings of Part 1 of the
Western Aphasia Battery (Kertesz, 1980). Participants are administered a semi-structured interview (e.g., questions such as “How are you?”)
and asked to describe a drawn picture of a picnic
scene. The resulting 3 to 5 minutes of speech was
recorded via wireless lapel microphones. Controls were recorded via digital audio recorder
sampling at 48 kHz, 16 bit PCM, and later downsampled to 16 kHz for use with the speech recognizer. Digital audio was down-sampled at 16
kHz, 16 bit PCM. Recordings were manually
segmented in order to separate the interviewee’s
voice from the interviewer’s. Only patient
speech segments were subject to analysis
2.3

Next, The AFE and LFE profiles are combined
to form one large vector of features that collectively characterize the speaker. Feature selection
is applied to select the most informative features.
For feature selection, we performed a one-way
ANOVA on each extracted feature to determine
which features were significantly related to a
diagnostic category using the BenjaminiHochberg adjustment for multiple comparisons.

Procedure

The vector of selected features for the speech
samples in the training set is taken as input to
machine learning. Based on these data machine
learning automatically induces a diagnostic model that should predict any speaker’s diagnosis
based the AFE and LFE profiles of his or her
speech sample.

To tackle speech-based diagnosis of AD, bvFTD,
SD and PNFA, we employ several types of computer-based analyses (see Figure 1). Audio recordings were processed via the Meeting Understanding system (Stolcke at el., 2007), which was
custom-tailored
to
recognize
speakerindependent, multi-person speech. First, using
this system we perform acoustic-level feature
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The performance of a learned diagnostic model
is measured in terms of ability to generalize to
cases that it has not been trained on is measured
by feeding test set cases – i.e. cases that have not
been a part of the training set. We compared the
accuracy of the machine learning induced algorithms with accuracy studies of traditional diagnostic methods in the literature.

organized into 81 categories, such as psychological processes (e.g., emotional or cognitive) and
linguistic dimensions (e.g. function words, verb
tenses, negations).
To measure sensitivity to speech to text error,
each ANOVA was performed twice, once for the
“ground truth” human transcriptions (HT) and
once for the automatic transcriptions (AT). During hypothesis testing, statistical significance of
each pair of AT versus HT based LFEs (i.e.,
“ground truth”) was compared. Additionally
different models were learned, half using HT the
other half using AT. To test for lexical-level differences between diagnostic categories, we performed a one-way ANOVA for each of the 95
LFE features (e.g. frequency of nouns) in which
diagnosis was the independent variable and the
given feature’s frequency was the dependent variable.

In addition to the above, as part of a desire to
achieve insight into the way these models were
functioning, we sought verification that a differences in feature profiles as a function of diagnostic group correspond meaningfully to existing
expectations derived from the literature. To do
so, we formed and tested several predictions
about specific feature differences based on the
clinical literature (see Hypotheses below).
Finally, we wanted to determine how sensitive
the feature differences and classification models
were to speech recognition error. To do so we
tested each hypothesis on both the human and
automatic transcriptions. In addition, we learned
a set of models based on automatic transcriptions
and a second set of models based on human transcriptions and compared accuracies.
2.4

2.6

We assessed how well a variety of machine
learning algorithms predicted a patient’s diagnosis, using his or her combined AFE and LFE profile. Evaluation was conducted using five-fold
cross-validation over the set of patients, with
each “fold” consisting of two phases: a training
phase, where the feature profiles and diagnoses
from 4/5ths of the subjects are used to select features and then train the given learning algorithm,
and a test phase where the trained learner is given just the feature profiles of the remaining patients, and attempts to predict their diagnoses.
This procedure is executed five times, each time
using different sets of subjects for the train and
test phases, with overall accuracy being the average performance on the test subjects, across all
five folds. We applied three learning methods,
(1) logistic regression, a statistical learning technique for determining categorical outcomes, (2)
Multi-Layered Perceptrons, an artificial intelligence (AI) learning method that roughly mimics
biological neural networks, and (3) decision
trees, another AI technique which induces sets of
rules used to predict outcomes. All three are
commonly used machine learning techniques,
and for this study we used implementations
available in Weka, an off-the-shelf machine
learning toolkit (Witten and Frank, 2005).

Acoustic Feature Extraction

We used the automatic speech recognition (ASR)
system to extract a set of acoustic-level features
corresponding to the overall rate, plus the mean
and standard deviation of (a) pause lengths and
(b) hypothesized phoneme durations. For each
speech sample, the speech rate as well as the
mean and standard deviation of the duration of
pauses, vowels, and consonants were computed. The SRI speech processing system also further identified consonant classes based on manner features (e.g., fricative, stop, etc. …) voicing features (voiced, voiceless) and measured the
mean and standard deviation of the duration of
these classes. Our Automatic Speech Analysis
system produced 41 different duration-based
measures extracted from the speech stream.
2.5

Machine Learning

Lexical Feature Extraction (LFE)

For each transcript we performed two types of
computer-based lexical analysis. The first determined frequencies of 14 different parts of speech
(e.g. nouns, verbs, pronouns etc.) using an automatic part-of-speech (POS) tagger. The second
involved Dr. Pennebaker’s Linguistic Inquiry
and Word Count (LIWC) software (Pennebaker,
et al 2001), which determines word frequencies

2.7

Hypotheses

Machine learned classification models can be
difficult to understand and often used merely as
black boxes. To address this issue, we tried to
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draw a meaningful link between certain features
and diagnosis. In particular, we formed and tested several hypotheses based on expectations derived from clinical literature. We used all the
data (rather than one of the training folds) to test
these hypotheses.

tients with PNFA will have fewer function words
(H5) (Saffran at el., 1989). These hypotheses,
along with whether each was supported by our
analyses, are listed in Table 2 in Results.
The first acoustic hypothesis about acoustic features (H6) is related to the Neary criteria (Neary
et al., 1998), which notes that PNFA is characterized by non-fluent spontaneous speech (among
other required features). Additionally, patients in
this group have significant apraxia of speech
(Gorno-Tempini at el., 2004). Signs of this condition difficulty include articulatory groping –
i.e. where the mouth searches for the correct configurations. Such trial and error speech often
sounds “robotic” and can involve sounds that
may be held out longer. Thus, given the duration
features that are generally associated with apraxia of speech (Samuel at el., 1996; Edythe at el.,
1996; Ballard and Robin, 2002), we hypothesize
that PNFA patients would exhibit significantly
longer vowel and consonant durations than controls (H6).

The hypotheses about the lexical features are as
follows. First, based on (Forbes at el., 2002) we
predicted that AD patients use more pronouns,
verbs, and adjectives and fewer nouns than controls (H1).
In SD, one sees decreased lexical access to concrete concepts, so patients tend to use fewer
nouns (H2). To compensate for such difficulties
with word retrieval, they also use more pronouns
(H3). This gives the impression of empty or circumlocutory speech. For example, rather than
saying “The boy is flying a kite,” a SD patient
would be more prone to say “He is flying that.”
(Grossman and Ash, 2004).
In PNFA, one sees fewer verbs (H4) (Grossman
and Ash, 2004). In addition, PNFA patients often exhibit agrammatism. Such speech is simplified and ungrammatical and involves fewer function words, for example “give cupcake” or “water now”. Thus (H5) is that the speech of paHypothesis and source
H1. AD patients use more
pronouns, verbs, and adjectives
and fewer nouns than controls
(Forbes at el., 2002)
H2. SD patients use fewer nouns
(Grossman and Ash, 2004)
H3. SD patients use more
pronouns (Grossman and Ash,
2004)
H4. Lower verb frequency in
PNFA (Grossman and Ash, 2004)
H5. Fewer function words in
PNFA (Saffran at el., 1989)
H6. PNFA patients would exhibit
longer vowel and consonant
durations
H7. SD and bvFTD patients have
shorter pauses than controls.

The second acoustic feature hypothesis (H7) is
based on the fact that in the Neary criteria (Neary
at el., 1998) pressured speech is a supportive
(but not a core) diagnostic feature of both SD
and bvFTD. In pressured speech one sees rapid

Supported in
LFE of HT?

Supported in LFE
or AFE of AT?

Figures (see
Supplementary
Materials)

Yes, but only
significant for
nouns

Yes, significant for
nouns, pronouns,
and adjectives

Figure 3

Yes

Yes, but not
Figure 3
significant vs PNFA

Yes

Partial: SD sig. >
CNTRL only

Figure 3

Yes, but only
significant vs. SD

No

Figure 3

Yes

Yes, but only
significant vs SD

Figure 3

N/A

Yes

Figure 2

N/A

Yes

Figure 2

Table 2. Hypotheses extracted from literature and whether our measures—based on human transcripts
(HT) and automatic transcripts (AT)—support them [Hypotheses 1-5 relate to Lexical Feature Extraction; Hypotheses 6-7 relate to Acoustic Level Analyses]
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“flight of ideas” speech. We would thus expect
some patients in these conditions to exhibit press
of speech, and so hypothesize that the mean duration of pauses should be significantly less than
controls (H7).

3

tients do exhibit significantly longer vowel and
consonant durations, as the literature linking
PNFA with apraxia of speech would predict. Furthermore, SD and bvFTD patients have significantly shorter pauses than controls, which is consistent with the hypothesis that some patients
with these diagnoses exhibit press of speech.

RESULTS

Results suggest that analyses at the lexical and
acoustic levels are capable of detecting differences in accordance with expectations of prior
research. Additionally, machine-learning algorithms predict clinical diagnosis surprisingly
well.
3.1

3.2

There were several lexical-level differences between diagnostic groups. We checked for significant differences (hereafter, “significant features”) with respect to diagnosis while using the
Benjamini-Hochberg test for multiple comparisons (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). (We use
this adjustment for all multiple comparisons).
There were several more lexical level differences
based on the HTs than one would predict by
chance. For example, 11 of the 14 POS features
were significant (p ≤ .05) including verbs, nouns,
adjectives and adverbs. For LIWC features, 22 of
81 features were statistically significant at the p

Results: Acoustic-Level Hypotheses

For each measure, we performed an ANOVA
with respect to diagnosis and found that 25 out of
41 measures were significant at the (BenjaminiHochberg multiple comparison adjusted) 0.05
level. Hypotheses 7 and 8 in Table 2 and Figure
2 in Supplementary Materials deal specifically
with AFE measures. These show that PNFA pa(A)

1. Random diagnosis
Naïve learner (always picks
2.
largest class in training set)
3. Our method

4.

(B)
AD vs SD
FTLD vs
vs PNFA
AD vs
vs bvFTD
Controls
vs Control
33%
20%
63%

80%

Results: Lexical-Level Hypotheses

27%

61%

Radiologists in Klöppel at
el. (2008) using MRI data

Frontal Behavioral
5. Inventory in Blair at el.
(2007)
Neuropsychiatric inventory
6.
in Blair at el. (2007).
NINCDS-ARDA criteria in
7.
Lopez at el. (1990)
DSM-III criteria in Kukull
8.
at el. (1990)
NINCDS criteria in Kukull
9.
at el. (1990)
ECRDC criteria in Kukull at
10.
el. (1990)

(C)

(D)

FTLD vs AD

AD vs Controls

50%

50%

77%

50%

88%
88%
Sens/Spec AD
! = .64 /Spec AD .83/.90
.58/0.77
Sens/Spec Controls
Sens/Spec FTLD
.92/.86
.95/.89
69%
89% Sensi/Spec AD
Sens/Spec AD
.88/.90
.64/.71
75%
54%
! = .36 − .65
! = .55
! = .64
! = .37

Table 3. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for Layered Perceptron learned models for FTLD subtypes.
(Accuracy of a random and naïve learner id 33% and 43% respectively)
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<= 0.05 level, with p ≤ 0.005 for 17 of them. As
to the question of whether the profile differences
correspond meaningfully to existing literature,
Table 2 shows which literature-generated hypotheses were supported. See Figure 3 in Supplementary Materials which show the means and
standard error for each diagnostic class on a particular feature.

ences are detectable despite the present level of
ASA inaccuracy. Although diagnosis should
never be made on the basis of one source of information, our pilot data show that automatic
computer-based analyses of spontaneous speech
show promise as diagnostic aids by detecting the
at times subtle differences that characterize these
neurodegenerative disorders.

3.3

Inferences drawn from these results are subject
to a variety of assumptions and limitations. Perhaps the biggest limitation is the small number of
research participants. Larger samples will be
needed in order to make valid generalizations to
the population. Small samples increase the probability of Type I and II Errors and decrease power in testing for normality. That said, many of
our hypothesized linguistic differences based on
prior research were confirmed. Additionally,
low N in each group entailed that test sets in each
fold were small. Though it is remarkable in our
pilot study that we obtained classification accuracy on par with clinical judgment, a larger sample size is required to make a rigorously valid
claim about on par accuracy.

Machine Learning Results

Using cross-validation, we tested the ability of
machine learning methods to produce algorithms
that could synthesize lexical-level and acousticlevel profiles and then identify the clinician diagnosis.
We tried several different machine-learning algorithms and found that performance was roughly
the same. See Table 3 for the performance of the
Multi-layered Perceptron algorithm, which was
slightly superior. Performance was measured
across several different diagnostic problems
(e.g., FTLD vs AD vs Controls (Column A), AD
vs Controls (Column D), etc.). For purposes of
rough comparison, Table 3 also provides diagnostic performance of other methods, including
radiologists using MRI data.

Statistically minded readers may question our
use of parametric statistics (ANOVA) in feature
selection because we have not tested the normality assumption. There are too few observations in
each group to test for normality of residuals with
any power. In future work with a larger sample
we should perform such a test. Alternatively, on
the present data we could use the non-parametric
Kruskal-Wallis test as a stand in for ANOVA.

In evaluating machine learning results, we
wished to compare model performance against
various benchmarks. The two easiest such
benchmark are random guessing (see Table 3
Row 1: given N diagnostic alternatives, one has a
1 / N chance of correctly guessing) and naïve
learner guessing, (see Table 3 Row 2) which
always chooses the most frequent (i.e., modal)
diagnosis found in the training sample. The row
labeled “Our method” corresponds to the accuracy of models generated from lexical and acoustic
features using AT. For this case, HT results differs from AT in accuracy by only 2-3% for all
prediction problems. Note that our method is at
least equal to the accuracies, sensitivities, specificities, and kappa’s of the other clinical benchmarks in most cases. See Table 4, which shows
the performance on distinguishing FTLD subtypes. For more detail on machine learning results see Peintner et al (2008).

4

Additionally, such readers may question our use
of the Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) adjustment
which controls false discovery rate over a more
stringent correction for familywise error rate
such as Bonferoni or Holm. Our rationale was
that an occasional false positive (5% if we have a
5% false positive rate) among our total set of
positives isn’t a big concern. As our focal aim
was machine learning, scientific discovery, was a
secondary concern. Thus, we were less interested in the question “was there any difference between the groups". We were more interested in
which features showed a difference. Better to
have a small proportion of false positives than to
miss true positives. In addition, because the false
negative rate criterion is less stringent about false
positives, the BH procedure tends to have greater
power than multiple comparison approaches that
control the familywise error rate.

DISCUSSION

The accuracy of the best machine learned diagnostic model was 88% in the binary classifications of AD versus FTLD, and AD versus Controls (Table 3). Acoustic and lexical level differ-
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tive and objective picture of cardiac functioning
which complements the stethoscope. Analogously, if scaled-up studies can demonstrate adequate
diagnostic accuracy results, then computationally
extracted lexico-acoustic profiles may someday
augment information provided by current speech
and language diagnostic methods which are currently based substantially on subjective clinical
judgment. As modern EKG’s provide automatic
interpretation, our analysis suggests that classification of speech as AD-like or FTLD-like may
be possible. The competent physician never relies only the automated diagnosis provided by
EKG but also interprets a profile of measures in
the context of clinical observation. Our assumption is that the methods outlined above should be
used in a way analogously to the EKG.

The success of our methods is surprising given
(1) we have performed no customization of “off
the shelf” LFE and machine learning techniques;
(2) models were trained on a relatively small
number of subjects; (3) speech samples were
short (3-5 minutes). Larger speech samples, larger N and more tailored tools (e.g. language models) will enable lower word error rate, higher accuracy and finer discrimination amongst and
within diagnostic types. It also suggests that this
can be accomplished without training the system
to the voice of each subject.
The results also draw significance because the
overall approach may be applied to other neurological or psychological disorders. Many such
disorders have characteristic lexical or acoustic
profiles. For example, Jarrold (2011) and Stirman et al (2001) have shown that depression is
associated with high frequencies of first person
words (I, me, I’ve) and lower frequencies of social and second person words (us,we). Sanchez
et al (2011) and Keskinpala (2007) have shown
acoustic prosodic features indicative of depression or suicide risk. Our results suggest a very
similar study design can be applied to detect these kinds of depression related lexical and acoustic/prosodic profiles.

The results of our hypothesis testing show that
differences in feature profiles are generally consistent with what we would expect from the clinical literature. This may be the first of several
steps required to provide assurance to clinicians
who would prefer to trust a model that had
somewhat transparent features to the opaque
“black box” models that are often learned. Establishing trust of clinicians is required for wide
scale adoption and future work should build on
these results.

Our results suggest we may be able train the
models to assess specific highly diagnostic language symptoms – such as fluency, circumlocution, and apraxia of speech. This can be particularly important where the inter-rater reliability of
given symptoms is poor. We believe that poor
inter-rater reliability is mainly caused by the inability to precisely delineate the objective characteristics of these symptoms. Assuming we can
get a range of values that characterize a given
symptom, we can apply machine learning to
identify symptoms in addition to diagnosis.

Our pilot data suggest this approach provides
diagnoses of comparable accuracy to other more
time intensive or more invasive methods (e.g.
neuropsychological testing or imaging). This is a
fast, inexpensive, and non-invasive means of
obtaining diagnostically useful information. Thus
the tool may show most promise as a screening
tool to decide which patients need deeper evaluation. Additionally, it may provide objective and
quantifiable measures of speech and language
symptomatology – a kind of symptomatology for
which there are few objective, quantifiable
measures.

We view the methods described as analogous to
EKG. The EKG trace affords a more quantitaAccuracy

bvFTD
(Sens/Specif)

PNFA

SD

63%

.51 / .58

.54 /
.72

.76 /
.62

5

Conclusion

Clinical speech analytics applied to spontaneous
speech can detect distinguish between AD,
bvFTD, SD PNFA and healthy control groups
via lexico-acoustic profiles. Diagnostic accuracy
is comparable to other clinical data sources despite speech sample brevity. Accuracy levels
suggest the approach offers promise as an additional, objective and easily obtained source of
diagnostic information for clinicians.

Table 4. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for
Lay-ered Perceptron learned models for FTLD
subtypes. (Accuracy of a random and naïve
learner id 33% and 43% respectively)
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Abstract

primarily for the purpose of detecting symptoms
of thought disorder or evidence of impending violent behavior. Language technology is rarely utilized in these efforts, yet it could be a valuable tool
for detecting evidence of illness and increased violence risk in verbal and written communications.
We analyzed a unique data set of threatening
communications sent to judges. Examination of
these written communications indicate that, for
this sample, explicit threats are rare, but evidence
of mental illness is common. We applied two types
of computational methods to the communications
in the sample—topic models, and a simple computational text analysis method: LIWC (Pennebaker
et al., 2001). The results point towards a useful
role for such methods in the analysis of threatening communications, as well as limitations. Advances in language technology methods, as well as
the availability of more data, may both be needed
to make substantial progress.

Violence risk assessment is an important
and challenging task undertaken by mental health professionals and others, in both
clinical and nonclinical settings. To date,
computational linguistic techniques have
not been used in the risk assessment process. However they could contribute to the
current threat assessment process by allowing for early detection of elevated risk,
identification of risk factors for violence,
monitoring of violent intent, and determination of threat level. We analyzed a sample of communications to judges that were
referred to security personnel for evaluation as constituting potential threats. We
categorized them along multiple dimensions including evidence of mental illness,
presence and nature of any threat, and
level of threat. While neither word countbased or topic models were able to effectively predict elevated risk, we found topics indicative of persecutory beliefs, paranoid ideation, and other symptoms of Axis
I and Axis II disorders.
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2

Violence Risk Assessment and Mental
Health Professionals

Assessment of the risk of violence is a task that
belongs to a diverse group of mental health professionals (MHPs): those who provide clinical care,
forensic MHPs specializing in mental health issues related to the legal system, and those who engage in the even more specialized field of threat
assessment. Other disciplines involved in threat
assessment include law enforcement, security professionals, and intelligence analysts.
Violence risk assessment is a routine aspect of
the work of mental health professionals treating

Introduction

Mental health professionals are called upon to assess the risk of violence in many different settings,
from the determination of the need for hospitalization or increased treatment to consultations for
the criminal justice system (Skeem and Monahan,
2011). These assessments include examination of
the verbal content of a subject’s communications,
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COVR (Monahan et al., 2006), and VRAG (Quinsey et al., 1998). None of these instruments consider linguistic factors. They utilize actuarial determinations of violence risk. These instruments
do not provide strict cutoff scores that differentiate between nonviolent and violent individuals.
Rather, they serve as adjunct tools to clinical judgment. As a result, the current best practice in violence risk assessment consists of structured clinical judgment, a process in which actuarial risk assessments are combined with clinical judgment to
reach a determination regarding a specific individual’s risk.
Whereas treating clinicians primarily rely upon
examination of the patient in assessing the risk
of violence, forensic MHPs are expected to go
beyond the clinical examination and incorporate
information from a variety of collateral sources,
such as medical and mental health records, psychological testing, legal documents, police reports, and criminal histories in order to increase
the objectivity and “scientific” basis of their opinion. As in clinical care, language is an important
part of the mental status examination. More detailed review of the evaluee’s communications is
more common in forensic work, as it may provide
insight into the writer’s emotional state, motivation, and intention, as well as thought processes.
The content, syntax, and grammar of communications, as well as the page layout, variations in font
size, use of color, and graphics may all be considered in assessing for presence of a mental disorder
and indications of violence risk.

people with mental illness. While violence against
others on the part of people with diagnoses of
mental illness is far less prevalent than is popularly
thought, the increased risk attributable to these illnesses is barely statistically significant (Steadman
et al., 1998; Swanson et al., 1990). This increased
risk is largely attributable to a small group of individuals who have a history of childhood or adult
antisocial behavior in combination with substance
use disorders and psychotic illness (Elbogen and
Johnson, 2009).
2.1

Methods and Practice of Violence Risk
Assessment

Treating clinicians are responsible for evaluating
their patients to determine if they pose a risk of
violence and adjusting treatment accordingly, or
arranging for hospitalization, as needed. The risk
of violence, as evidenced by threats or attempts to
harm self or others, are two of the bases for hospitalizing people with mental illness against their
will. This assessment primarily relies upon information obtained through interviewing and observing the patient, as well as information from collateral sources when it is available. The patient’s
language is taken into account largely as a part
of the mental status examination, in which attention is paid to the content and form of the patient’s
thoughts, which are characteristically disrupted in
certain illnesses. Clinicians look at many factors
to determine if someone poses a risk of violence,
but a patient’s written communications is typically
not one of them.
MHPs who practice in the field of forensic mental health do so as an even larger component of
their work. Many are routinely asked to assess the
risk of violence in both the civil and criminal justice systems. In the civil justice system, for example, they may be called upon as expert witnesses
in civil commitment proceedings or as consultants
on such matters. In the criminal justice system,
they may be asked to assess the risk of violence
in conjunction with the issuance of restraining orders, determination of conditions of bail and probation, and sentencing. While judges make the ultimate decisions, they generally rely highly upon
the clinical judgment of MHPs with regard to diagnosis and assessment of the risk of violence.
In recent years, a number of tools have been introduced to assist in the assessment of violence
risk, such at the HCR-20 (Webster et al., 1982),

2.2

Threat Assessment

Threat assessment is a discipline that relates to, yet
is separate from, clinical violence risk assessment.
Meloy, et al. distinguish between the two fields,
noting that violence risk assessment is consultative in nature, and generally aimed at assisting legal decision-making and managing a particular individual over the long term. They note that threat
assessment is operational, rather than consultative,
in nature and is aimed at protecting victims by determining the level of risk that they face at a given
moment in time (Meloy and Hoffmann, 2013).
Although the emphasis is different, both take into
account the likelihood that a given individual will
act in a violent fashion. Threat assessment goes
beyond the determination of risk of physical violence and extends to insider threats such as sabo39

natural, purposeful communications from a sender
to at least one judge or court official. They were
perceived as threatening, and referred to court security officers for risk assessment. These referrals were usually made by judges, though District Attorneys and Clerks of the Court can also
report threats to court security. The documents
represented all cases that contained written material (not just verbal threats) from the two largest
districts within the purview of the office responsible for trial court security for this region. Judges
may refer a potentially threatening communication
based on a perceived risk of harm to self, or to the
security of the courtroom.

tage, espionage, hacking, harassment, and attacks
on reputation. Language assumes an even greater
role in the analysis of threat than it does in violence risk assessment.
The Risk Assessment Guideline Elements for
Violence (RAGE-V) produced by the Association
of Threat Assessment Professionals lists a wide
range of behaviors and risk factors to be considered in assessing the threat of violence. It contains
no reference to the analysis of written materials or
communications, other than suicide notes. (Available at www.atapworldwide.org).

3

The Language of Threat

Analysis of language is an important aspect of
threat assessment and has traditionally been utilized in much the same manner as in forensic evaluations. That is, it has largely involved ad hoc,
impressionistic assessments of communications.
Efforts towards a more methodical approach to
linguistic analysis of threatening communications
have been made. However, many of these still rely
primarily on human judgment of content. Smith
and Shuy describe closely examining language as
evidence for clues to race, ethnicity, or gender
of a perpetrator, for identifying false allegations,
and for related law enforcement tasks (Smith and
Shuy, 2002). Scalora describes analyzing threatening language towards members of Congress in
terms of several thematic areas relating to presence
and types of demands (such as policy changes or
personal favors) (Scalora et al., 2003), and Calhoun (Calhoun, 1998) examines threatening or inappropriate communications and assaults against
federal judicial officials based upon factors such
as the directness or immediacy of the threat.
In other related work, efforts to predict case
outcomes for a set of 96 FBI cases involving
threatening communications have incorporated interviews and automated text processing (Smith,
2008) Computational methods have also been applied to the communications of terrorist or radical religious extremist groups to detect aggressive
or violent intent, using function word categories
(Pennebaker et al., 2008) or frame analysis (Sanfilippo, 2010).

All documents were in English. All documents
underwent optical character recognition (OCR),
and the output of the OCR process was reviewed
to correct errors in the text. Handwritten portions
of documents were manually transcribed.

4

A high, medium, or low judgment for risk of violence was made in the manner common in threat
assessment practice, i.e., an overall impression
based upon the intensity of emotion conveyed, the
presence of paranoid ideation directed toward the

Each document was manually annotated for the
presence of atypical formatting or text features,
(e.g., the inclusion of magazine cut-out words or
images, or the use of unusual bolding or italics,
centering, or large point size in text), or presence
of handwritten comments in addition to the text.
These documents include legal documents, letters,
faxes, cards, and other printed materials, as well
as hard copies of emails.
Documents were also coded for indications of
psychotic symptoms, Axis I mental disorders such
as mania, depression, anxiety and psychotic disorders, or Axis II disorders such as personality disorders, developmental disabilities or autism spectrum disorders, utilizing the multi-axial diagnostic scheme contained in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR)
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Psychotic symptoms are characteristic of a number of
Axis I disorders, but were coded separately due
to their special significance in the conveyance and
determination of violence risk. Where indications
of one of these types of disorders were present, the
strength of the evidence was rated as significant, or
very compelling. Forty-eight of the 60 documents
showed significant or very compelling indications
of at least one of these disorders.

Data

Our data consisted of 60 documents that were
sent to judges in a major metropolitan area in the
United States. These documents were genuine,
40

Indications of Mental Illness
Absent
Present

Psychotic
34
26(7,19)

Axis I Disorder
24
36(15,21)

Axis II Disorder
29
31(3,28)

Table 1: Indications of mental illness appeared in most of the threatening communications. When indications were present, these were shown as counts of total number of document, and further broken down
into counts of (very compelling, significant).
recipient, and specificity and nature of any threat.
This annotation was performed by one of the authors, who is a board-certified forensic psychiatrist
with over 20 years’ experience in both violence
risk assessment and clinical practice.
The presence of an actual threat in the document, and the nature of that threat, were also
recorded. Interestingly, while all documents were
referred out of concern for the personal safety of
at least one judge or court official, in or outside
the courtroom, only a minority of the documents
threatened violence. Just three of the 60 documents made clear threats of violence, while another five contained vague or ambiguous threats.
Fewer than half (26) contained threats of any kind,
and most of these were threats to take legal action. Other documents expressed threats to reputation – they purported to “expose” or embarrass
the judge in some way. Some threatened to file
an ethics complaint. Other threats were more fanciful and clearly outside the power of the author
to effect. For example, they threatened to report
the judge to a non-existent “people’s committee,”
or threatened punishment from God. Some documents contained more than one threat.
Type of Threat
None
Violence
Legal Action
Ethics Complaint
Reputation
Other

able from a single sender, the documents were examined individually, with an effort to isolate each
document from its companions, in order to maintain a focus on language used in the document itself, and enable clearer comparison with the automated methods used later.
In the actual practice of threat assessment, if
multiple documents were attributed to a single
sender, and the case was not referred for assessment until after multiple documents had been received, the documents would be assessed together
as a pattern of communications. Our approach
more closely parallels the situation faced in assessing anonymous threatening communications,
where knowledge of personal, historical, or clinical factors of the sender is not available. Assessment in these circumstances must rely more
heavily on linguistic factors of the communications (Simons and Tunkel, 2013).
The fact that a single assessor reviewed all the
documents is a limitation of the current study,
which can be addressed in future work.
This research was approved as exempt by the
Partners Institutional Review Board, with the provisions that the confidentiality of materials and the
privacy of individuals be protected.

No. of Documents
34
8 (3 clear, 5 vague)
16
4
8
2

5

Methods

The potential for computational text analytic
methods to contribute to violence risk assessment
and threat assessment has been noted (Meloy and
Hoffmann, 2013). We apply two such methods,
LIWC and topic models, to our sample of threatening communications.
Word count-based methods, such as LIWC
(Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) are widely
used. LIWC’s central premise is that words people use reveal their psychological or emotional
state, and may provide insight into their perceptions and intentions. LIWC has been applied to
assessing text for a range of psychological phenomena (Pennebaker et al., 2001), and recently
has been used for detecting indications of decep-

Table 2: Actual threats of violence are uncommon.
Most communications do not contain a threat.
Based on application of the standard threat assessment methods described above to each document, the perceived risk was rated low for twothirds of the documents (41), moderate for 18, and
high for only one document. These methods consisted of examining each document in isolation.
Where two or more communications were avail41

misconduct and ethics, conspiracy or other delusional beliefs, and family and community relationships.

tion, and of aggression and hostility in the communications of terrorist groups (Pennebaker et al.,
2008; Chung and Pennebaker, 2011).
LIWC is organized into a set of dozens of categories that contain words and word stems. These
may be grammatical categories such as prepositions or pronouns, or they may be more psychologically informed categories such as “anger” (attack, battle, angry, enemy, violent, etc.). LIWC
calculates the percentage of words in a document
that belong in each of its categories.
We also employ topic models, which are probabilistic models for illuminating an underlying semantic or thematic structure within a set of documents (Blei and Lafferty, 2009). As an unsupervised method, a topic model is not based on
some predetermined set of associated words, as is
LIWC, with its dozens of categories for function
words, emotion words, and so on. Instead the topics emerge based on the statistical properties of the
documents themselves. This is a consequence of
documents that are about different things typically
using different words with different frequencies.
When the most frequent words in a topic cohere, it is relatively simple to infer what the topic
is “about.” For example, applying topic modeling to over twenty years of the Yale Law Journal
yielded topics appear to relate to various areas of
the law, such as labor (labor, workers, employees,
union, employer) and contract law (contract, liabilities, parties, contracts, party, creditors) (Blei,
2012).
To help avoid overtraining the model, location
names were removed from the documents. Names
of individuals were replaced with tokens for last
name (LN), male first name (MFN), female first
name (FFN), or middle initial (MI). References to
famous historical figures (e.g., Abraham Lincoln,
Hitler, Winston Churchill) were not altered.
We run a Latent Dirichlet Allocation topic
model (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003) using MAL LET (McCallum, 2002) (McCallum 2002) on the
set of threatening communications. In addition
to ignoring the standard English stopwords in our
documents, we also ignore a small set of extremely common words in the documents (district,
court, judge), the “LN” (last name) token, and the
months of the year.
Despite the relatively small size of our document corpus, a number of intriguing topics
emerge. We observe topics relating to corruption,
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Findings

Expressions of Anger and Negative Emotion
and Violence Risk Expression of anger and
negative emotions has long been considered a factor in violence risk assessment and threat assessment. It has been observed that acts of targeted
violence commonly arise from a grievance on the
part of the perpetrator, such as a perceived injustice (Calhoun and Weston, 2003). Chung and
Pennebaker also find significantly elevated rates of
anger words in the language of Al Qaeda leaders
compared to controls (Pennebaker et al., 2008). In
our threatening communications to judges, however, we do not observe a comparable effect with
respect to perceived violence risk. Words reflecting anger, death, or negative emotions are not used
more frequently in documents that indicate elevated risk. Nor do they vary significantly across
documents reflecting Axis I, Axis II, or psychotic
symptoms.
This may reflect a limitation of any tool such
as LIWC that uses word lists to capture emotion. The expressive capacity of natural language is much greater. For example, one threatening communication that contained no terms from
LIWC’s anger, death, or negative emotion categories, called others “animals” and “CRIMINAL
TRASH!”, who would be “held accountable” for
their actions.
Themes Induced through Topic Modeling Unsurprisingly, given that these threatening communications were sent to judges, often by litigants, terms referencing the judicial system appear
prominently in many topics. A closer look reveals
themes relating to claims of judicial misconduct or
ethical violations, conspiracies and fundamentally
sinful or evil acts (“malum in se”). Such topics are
suggestive of symptoms such as persecutory beliefs, paranoid ideation, hyperreligiosity, and hypermorality that can be found in both Axis I and
Axis II disorders. Tellingly, these themes emerged
from the corpus, not from an a-priori categorization of terms.
Not all topics show potential links to detectable
psychopathology. Another topic relates to family
and emotional attachment, and may be indicative
of child custody or child welfare issues. Topics
42

Risk Level
Elevated
Low
All

Number of Documents
19
41
60

Anger
1.22 (1.02)
1.06 (0.74)
1.11 (0.83)

Death
0.21 (0.40)
0.20 (0.40)
0.20 (0.40)

Negative Emotion
2.42 (1.35)
2.50 (1.45)
2.47 (1.45)

Table 3: Threatening communications judged to show an elevated risk cannot be distinguished from low
risk documents, based on LIWC categories of anger, death, or negative emotion. Means and standard
deviations based on LIWC scores are reported.
of redressing their grievances, e.g. appealing the
decision, seeking other legal remedies, or more
rarely, filing complaints of judicial misconduct.
Others express their disagreement and disappointment in a more direct fashion, either by choice or
because they cannot restrain themselves from doing so, in some cases by communicating implied
or direct threats to judges. In doing so, they cross
the boundary of respect for judges and the legal
system that prevents the majority of litigants from
personalizing and pursuing their grievances.
Some such communications are referred by
their recipients to a protective service responsible for the court in question. The ensuing threat
assessment process yields a determination of the
level and type of violence risk, and the need for
any protective measures. The majority of the communications referred for examination are determined to represent low risk of violence. Others,
however, are considered to represent significant
risk of harm and to require actions to eliminate or
diminish the threat.
Since the office responsible for court security
has not yet cataloged its threatening communications, we cannot ensure that this sample is perfectly representative of all threatening communications received by the courts. Plans to implement such a database are under development. In
addition, we do not have a sample of communications to judges that the recipients themselves did
not find sufficiently threatening to refer for assessment, nor do we know the prevalence of such communications.
This pilot study represents an attempt to use
computational linguistic analysis to explore what
aspects of written communications to judges result in the perception of threat and the determination of risk level. We analyzed a sample of documents referred by their recipients as potentially
threatening. In this sample we found evidence of
direct or implied threat of violence in a small minority of examples. An expert rater categorized

from this 10-topic LDA include
• Relationships, family, and community: love
children years told thing drug wife family conviction make date person community
felony simply letter dss
• Conspiracy and injustice: criminal filed order attorney trial conspiracy federal justice conduct made constitutional dr se abuse
malum
• Misconduct, ethics: judicial complaints appointed justice case attorneys federal commission attorney misconduct ethical conduct
complaint respect integrity.
Efforts to build predictive models for identifying documents containing indications of Axis I,
Axis II, or psychotic symptoms based solely on
topic distributions were not entirely successful.
For example, a logistic regression model using
features based on a 10-topic LDA outperformed
chance on a test set at predicting presence of Axis I
symptoms, achieving excellent recall, but low precision. This may have been due to the small size
of the document collection. Additionally, the overlap of symptoms between Axis I and Axis II may
have lead to topics that do not effectively distinguish between them.

7

Discussion

It is not surprising that judges can be the object of
considerable ire and attention directed at them by
disappointed litigants, family members, or others
who have concerns about legal and social issues.
They sit at the apex of a system that resolves interpersonal conflicts and administers justice, but with
no shortage of disappointed parties.
Because of the important role they play in our
society, judges are normally accorded considerable respect and deference. The majority of disappointed litigants use socially acceptable means
43

The next steps for this work include examination of a larger number of communications referred for assessment of possible increased risk
of violence. Communications addressed to other
public figures, as well as organizations and their
personnel, can be analyzed and compared to those
received by judges. Progress on automating the
extraction of text features that were manually annotated, including distinctive orthographic features (contextually inappropriate use of capitalization and emphasis), and number and titles of recipients would be valuable. In addition, it will be important to have the presence of indicators of mental illness and level of risk, rated independently by
multiple experts in the field of threat assessment
in a two part process. First, the documents will
be rated in the absence of any contextual information. Second, evaluators will be provided with
additional information regarding the individual’s
background and asked to rerate the communications.

only one communication as indicating a high level
of threat. Evidence of mental illness on the part of
the senders was found in the majority of examples
(80 percent).
Possible explanations for the disparity between
the universal perceptions of threat by recipients
and expert assessment of threat may include a
combination of the following:
1. The very act of sending an argumentative or
hostile communication to a judge represents
a breach of normative behavior, and suggests
that the sender may have difficulty controlling hostile impulses and maintaining appropriate boundaries.
2. The popular belief that mental illness is associated with a high risk of violence may
increase the likelihood that communications
containing evidence of psychotic beliefs and
other forms of disordered thinking, but no evidence of threat, get referred by court personnel for further investigation.

8

3. Over-assessment of mental illness by the expert rater, in spite of efforts to be conservative
in those ratings.

Conclusion

Mental health professionals are asked to assess
the risk of violence on a regular basis and in a
wide variety of settings. The accuracy and reliability of this complex and challenging task increases with the amount of information available
to the evaluator. To date, those charged with conducting these assessments have not utilized automated approaches for linguistic analysis to inform
their assessments. The results of this pilot study
suggest that such analysis may be a useful addition to the traditional tools currently used in violence threat assessment. The availability of such
a tool could increase the accuracy and objectivity of currently applied threat assessment methods.
However, more data is needed to train and build
models, and fully test their utility. Supervised machine learning approaches, or more sophisticated
topic models, may be needed to tackle the complexities of supporting violence risk assessment
through language technology.

4. Under-assessment of violence risk by the expert rater, however it should be noted that
documents spanned a period from 1995 to
2013 and there have been no episodes of
violence against judges in that jurisdiction
to date. Whether that represents the true
level of actual risk or the successful efforts
of court security personnel in managing the
threat cannot be determined.
The purpose of the current pilot study was to
explore if language technology could be used to
identify those aspects of a communication that
render it threatening to its recipients or correlate
with expert assessment of the level of violence
threat they present. We applied these tools to a
relatively small group of 60 written communications sent to judges. A single forensic psychiatrist, experienced in threat and violence risk assessment, rated each document individually for the
study factors. The results were promising, yet not
dispositive, with regard to the ability of language
technology to identify those factors that render a
communication “threatening,” are predictive of increased risk, or indicative of mental illness.
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Abstract

used in the DSM-IV and DSM-5, many diagnostic instruments (Lord et al., 2002; Rutter et al.,
2003) require a qualitative assessment of this phenomenon. Instances of perseveration on a particular topic in the spontaneous spoken language of
children with ASD, however, are not typically explicitly counted in a clinical setting, making comparisons with typically developing children difficult to quantify.
Expert manual analysis of conversations and
narratives of individuals with ASD has shown that
children and teenagers with autism include significantly more bizarre and irrelevant content in their
narratives (Loveland et al., 1990; Losh and Capps,
2003) and introduce more abrupt topic changes in
their conversations (Lam et al., 2012) than their
typically developing peers. Automatic detection
of poor topic maintenance has also been explored
using techniques originally developed for information extraction (Rouhizadeh et al., 2013). There
has been little work, however, in annotating the
precise direction of the departure from a target
topic. Thus, it is not clear whether children with
ASD are instigating similar topic changes or pursuing idiosyncratic directions in their narratives
and conversations consistent with their restricted
interests.
In this paper, we attempt to automatically identify topic changes and idiosyncratic interests expressed in the language of children with ASD
by measuring the semantic similarity of narrative
retellings produced by children with and without
ASD. We first use word overlap measures to calculate the semantic similarity between every possible pair of narratives. We then build three pairwise comparison matrices: one comparing pairs of
typically developing (TD) children; one comparing pairs of children with ASD; and a third com-

Children with autism spectrum disorder
often exhibit idiosyncratic patterns of behaviors and interests. In this paper, we focus on measuring the presence of idiosyncratic interests at the linguistic level in
children with autism using distributional
semantic models. We model the semantic
space of children’s narratives by calculating pairwise word overlap, and we compare the overlap found within and across
diagnostic groups. We find that the words
used by children with typical development
tend to be used by other children with typical development, while the words used
by children with autism overlap less with
those used by children with typical development and even less with those used by
other children with autism. These findings
suggest that children with autism are veering not only away from the topic of the
target narrative but also in idiosyncratic
semantic directions potentially defined by
their individual topics of interest.

1

Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by impaired
communication and social behavior. One of the
core deficits associated with ASD is an intense
preoccupation with a restricted set of interests
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000; American Psychiatric Association, 2013), which can often be observed in an individual’s tendency to perseverate on specific, idiosyncratic topics of conversation. Because this symptom is explicitly
mentioned among the diagnostic criteria for ASD
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aminer. Under standard administration, the NNM
free recall score is calculated by counting how
many from a set of 17 story elements were used
in a retelling. Following the free recall portion of
the test is the cued recall task, in which the examiner then asks the subject to provide answers to
questions about all of the story elements that were
omitted in the retelling.
The NNM was administered to each participant
in the study, and each participant’s retelling was
recorded and transcribed. The responses for the
cued recall portion of the subtest were not included in this work presented here. There was no
significant difference between the two diagnostic
groups in the standard NNM free recall score.

paring pairs consisting of one child with ASD and
one child with TD. We calculate the significance
of the differences between the pairs in the three
matrices using the Monte Carlo method to shuffle
the diagnosis label of each child.
We find that TD children share the greatest
word overlap with one another, while children
with ASD have significantly less word overlap
with TD children and even less word overlap with
other ASD children. These results indicate that
TD children tend to adhere to the target topic in
the narrative retellings, while children with ASD
often stray from the target topic. Furthermore,
the fact that the word choices of an individual
child with ASD seem not to resemble the word
choices of other children with ASD suggests that
when a child with ASD chooses to abandon the
target topic, he or she does so in an idiosyncratic
way. Although these results are only indirect indications of the presence of restricted interests,
the work presented here highlights the potential of
computational language analysis methods for improving our understanding of the social and linguistic deficits associated with the disorder.

2

3

Methods

We expect that two different retellings of the same
source will lie in the same lexico-semantic space.
As a result, they should include high percentage
of overlapping words. When a pair of retellings
has a low word overlap measure, it could be that
one or both retellings include intrusions from unrelated topics. An alternative explanation is that
the subjects recalled a non-overlapping set of story
elements or simply a small set of story elements.
However, since we did not find any significant difference between the TD and ASD groups in the
standard narrative recall score, we infer that a low
percentage of word overlap indicates a difference
in topic between the two retellings.

Data

Participants in this study included 39 children with
typical development (TD) and 21 children with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD). ASD was diagnosed via clinical consensus according to the
DSM-IV-TR criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) and the established threshold scores
on two diagnostic instruments: the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) (Lord et
al., 2002), a semi-structured series of activities designed to allow an examiner to observe behaviors
associated with autism; and the Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ) (Rutter et al., 2003),
a parental questionnaire. None of the children
in this study met the criteria for a language impairment, and there were no significant betweengroup differences in age (mean=6.3) or full-scale
IQ (mean=115.5).
The narrative retelling task analyzed here is the
Narrative Memory subtest of the NEPSY (Korkman et al., 1998), a large and comprehensive battery of tasks that test neurocognitive functioning in
children. The NEPSY Narrative Memory (NNM)
subtest is a narrative retelling test in which the subject listens to a brief narrative about a boy and his
dog and then must retell the narrative to the ex-

3.1

Word overlap measures

In order to calculate the similarity between a pair
of narratives i and j, we use type and token overlap measures based on the Jaccard similarity coefficient. Token similarity is defined as the size of
intersection of the words (i.e., the actual number
of tokens in common) in narratives i and j relative
to the size of the union of the words in the two
narratives (i.e., summing over all tokens in both
narratives, the maximum number of instances of
that token in either narrative). Type similarity is
defined as the size of intersection of the types (i.e.,
unique words) in narratives i and j relative to the
size of the union of the types in the two narratives.
For instance, for the following set of words i and
j:
i = {a, b, c, d, c}
j = {a, c, e, c, a, a},
the token intersection is equal to {a, c, c} and
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the token union is {a, a, a, c, c, b, e, d}. The token
overlap similarity between the two sets i and j is
therefore 3/8. The type intersection of i and j is
equal to {a, c} and the type union is {a, c, b, e, d},
yielding a type overlap similarity of 2/5.

the cells in other submatrices: the difference between the means, t-statistics (using the Welch
Two Sample t-test), and w-statistics (using the
Wilcoxon rank sum test). We label these observed
values observed-mean, observed-t, and observedw. We next take a large random sample with replacement from all possible permutations of the
data by shuffling the diagnosis labels of the children 1000 times, and then calculate each of the
three above statistics for each shuffle. Finally, we
determine the number of times the observed values
exceed the values generated by the 1000 shuffles.

3.2

4

Type Overlap
Token Overlap

TD.TD

TD.ASD

ASD.ASD

.23
.19

.17
.14

.13
.11

Table 3: Word overlap pairwise group means

Pairwise similarity matrix

We next build a similarity matrix for the type and
token overlap measures, comparing every possible pair of children. Every child in the TD and
ASD groups is compared to the children in his own
group (TD.TD and ASD.ASD), as well as the children in the other group (TD.ASD). The pairwise
similarity matrix is diagonally symmetrical, and
we thus consider only the top right section of the
matrix above the diagonal in our analysis.
3.3

Results

The comparison of the group means of each of
the three sub-matrices described in Section 3.2
show that TD children have the greatest overlap
with each other; children with ASD have less
word overlap with TD children than TD children
have with one another and even less word overlap with other ASD children. The group means
of both type and token overlap are summarized
in Table 3. In addition, examples of overlapping
and non-overlapping terms between the groups are
provided in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
The level plot of the pairwise token overlap
is shown in figure 1. We see that the TD.TD
sub-matrix has the lightest color, indicating higher
overlap, followed by TD.ASD. The ASD.ASD
submatrix has the darkest color, indicating low
word overlap.
In the next step, we determine the significance
of the group mean differences. As described in
Section 3.3, using the Monte Carlo permutation to
test the significance of the following comparisons:
TD.TD vs ASD.ASD, TD.TD vs TD.ASD, and
TD.ASD vs ASD.ASD. The results of these signif-

Monte Carlo permutation

Since we may not have enough information to
make an assumption that the pairwise similarity
measures of all children are from a particular distribution, we utilize a non-parametric procedure,
the Monte Carlo permutation approach, which is
widely used in non-standard significance testing
situations.
Given the three sub-matrices in the similarity
matrix described above (TD.TD, TD.ASD, and
ASD.ASD), we first calculate for each pair of submatrices (e.g., TD.TD vs ASD.ASD) three statistics that compare all cells in one submatrix with
Group

Top 10 overlapping words

TD.TD
TD.ASD
ASD.ASD

shoe, tree, climb, ladder, fall, Pepper, Jim, dog, sister, branch
shoe, tree, Jim, climb, dog, ladder, Pepper, fall, branch, sister
shoe, tree, Jim, dog, climb, Pepper, ladder, branch, boy, run

Table 1: Top 10 overlapping words between the groups
Group

Examples of non-overlapping words

TD.TD
TD.ASD
ASD.ASD

coconut, couch, jew, lie, picture, spike, stuff, t-rex, tight, watch
arm, bottom, cousin, doctor, eat, fruit, giant, meat, push, sense
bite, bridge, crunch, donut, gadget, lizard, microphone, sell, table, vision

Table 2: Examples of non-overlapping words between the groups
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applications of speech and language processing for automated narrative retelling assessment
(Lehr et al., 2013), detection of off-topic words
(Rouhizadeh et al., 2013), and pragmatic deficits
(Prud’hommeaux and Rouhizadeh, 2012). From a
clinical standpoint, diagnostic measures utilizing
these methods for automated evaluation of disordered language could be very useful in diagnosis
and planning interventions.

#$"

!"

One major focus of our future work will be to
manually annotate the narrative retellings used in
this study to determine the frequency of topic departures and the nature of these departures. Given
the vocabulary differences seen here, we expect
to find not only that children with ASD are abandoning the topic of the source narrative more frequently than children with typical development
but also that the topics they choose to pursue are
related to their own individual specific interests.

#$"

Figure 1: Level plot of the pairwise token overlap
(lighter colors indicate higher overlap)

A second area we hope to explore is the use
of external resources, such as WordNet, to expand the set of terms used to calculate word overlap. It is perfectly reasonable to expect that people
will use synonyms and paraphrases in their narrative retellings. It is therefore possible that children with autism are discussing the appropriate
topic but choosing unusual words within that topic
space in their retellings, which could be consistent with the type of atypical language often observed in children with ASD. By considering semantic overlap rather than simple word overlap,
we may be able to distinguish instances of atypical
language from true examples of poor topic maintenance.

icance tests are summarized in table 4, and in all
cases the differences are significant at p < 0.05.

5

Conclusions and future work

The methods presented for comparing the lexical
choices made by children with and without ASD
while generating a narrative retelling demonstrate
the utility of language analysis for revealing diagnostically interesting information. The low rates
of word overlap between retellings produced by
children with ASD and those produced by typically developing children suggest that the children
with ASD are having difficulty maintaining the
target topic. Furthermore, the low overlap between
pairs of children with ASD suggests that children
with ASD are not straying from the topic in similar ways but are instead exploring topics that are
of idiosyncratic interest.
These findings can be potentially used for
diagnostic purposes in combinations of other
overlap

statistic

Type Overlap

Token Overlap

Third, we are also interested in applying the
analysis described above to a set of retellings from
seniors with and without mild cognitive impairment, a frequent precursor to dementia. Like children with ASD, seniors with dementia are also
more likely to include irrelevant information in
p-values

TD.TD vs ASD.ASD

TD.TD vs TD.ASD

TD.ASD vs ASD.ASD

Means
t.test
Wilcoxon test

.004
.009
.004

.042
.012
.002

.008
.008
.002

Means
t.test
Wilcoxon test

.012
.014
.012

.034
.022
.002

.028
.022
.002

Table 4: Monte Carlo significance test results
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their narrative retellings. These intrusions, however, are often informed by real-world knowledge,
and thus may not result in a decrease in measures
of word overlap with narratives produced by unimpaired individuals.
Finally, we plan to apply our methods to the output of an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system rather than manual transcripts. Although the
ASR output is likely to contain many errors, the
fact that our methods focus on content words may
make them robust to the sorts of function word
recognition errors typically produced by ASR systems.

guage deficits in children with high-functioning
autism: Depicting the phenotype using the pragmatic rating scale. Research in Autism Spectrum
Disorders, 6(2):792–797.
Maider Lehr, Izhak Shafran, Emily Prud’hommeaux,
and Brian Roark. 2013. Discriminative joint modeling of lexical variation and acoustic confusion for
automated narrative retelling assessment. In Proceedings of the Conference of the North American
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Abstract

In contrast, social media is plentiful and has
enabled diverse research on a wide range of topics, including political science (Boydstun et al.,
2013), social science (Al Zamal et al., 2012), and
health at an individual and population level (Paul
and Dredze, 2011; Dredze, 2012; Aramaki et al.,
2011; Hawn, 2009). Of the numerous health topics for which social media has been considered,
mental health may actually be the most appropriate. A major component of mental health research
requires the study of behavior, which may be manifest in how an individual acts, how they communicate, what activities they engage in and how
they interact with the world around them including friends and family. Additionally, capturing
population level behavioral trends from Web data
has previously provided revolutionary capabilities
to health researchers (Ayers et al., 2014). Thus,
social media seems like a perfect fit for studying mental health in both individual and overall
trends in the population. Such topics have already
been the focus of several studies (Coppersmith et
al., 2014; De Choudhury et al., 2014; De Choudhury et al., 2013d; De Choudhury et al., 2013b;
De Choudhury et al., 2013c; Ayers et al., 2013).

The ubiquity of social media provides a
rich opportunity to enhance the data available to mental health clinicians and researchers, enabling a better-informed and
better-equipped mental health field. We
present analysis of mental health phenomena in publicly available Twitter data,
demonstrating how rigorous application of
simple natural language processing methods can yield insight into specific disorders as well as mental health writ large,
along with evidence that as-of-yet undiscovered linguistic signals relevant to mental health exist in social media. We present
a novel method for gathering data for
a range of mental illnesses quickly and
cheaply, then focus on analysis of four in
particular: post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), depression, bipolar disorder, and
seasonal affective disorder (SAD). We intend for these proof-of-concept results to
inform the necessary ethical discussion regarding the balance between the utility of
such data and the privacy of mental health
related information.

1

What can we expect to learn about mental health
by studying social media? How does a service like
Twitter inform our knowledge in this area? Numerous studies indicate that language use, social
expression and interaction are telling indicators of
mental health. The well-known Linguistic Inquiry
Word Count (LIWC), a validated tool for the psychometric analysis of language data (Pennebaker
et al., 2007), has been repeatedly used to study
language associated with all types of disorders
(Resnik et al., 2013; Alvarez-Conrad et al., 2001;
Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010). Furthermore, social media is by nature social, which means that
social patterns, a critical part of mental health and
illness, may be readily observable in raw Twitter
data. Thus, Twitter and other social media provide

Introduction

While mental health issues pose a significant
health burden on the general public, mental health
research lacks the quantifiable data available to
many physical health disciplines. This is partly
due to the complexity of the underlying causes
of mental illness and partly due to longstanding
societal stigma making the subject all but taboo.
Lack of data has hampered mental health research
in terms of developing reliable diagnoses and effective treatment for many disorders. Moreover,
population-level analysis via traditional methods
is time consuming, expensive, and often comes
with a significant delay.
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research, we refer the reader to De Choudhury
(2013). De Choudhury identifies ways in which
NLP has and can be used on social media data to
produce what the relevant mental health literature
would predict, both at an individual level and a
population level. She proceeds to identify ways
in which these types of analyses can be used in
the near and far term to influence mental health
research and interventions alike.
Differences in language use have been observed
in the personal writing of students who score
highly on depression scales (Rude et al., 2004),
forum posts for depression (Ramirez-Esparza et
al., 2008), self narratives for PTSD (He et al.,
2012; D’Andrea et al., 2011; Alvarez-Conrad et
al., 2001), and chat rooms for bipolar (Kramer
et al., 2004). Specifically in social media, differences have previously been observed between
depressed and control groups (as assessed by
internet-administered batteries) via LIWC: depressed users more frequently use first person pronouns (Chung and Pennebaker, 2007) and more
frequently use negative emotion words and anger
words on Twitter, but show no differences in positive emotion word usage (Park et al., 2012). Similarly, an increase in negative emotion and first person pronouns, and a decrease in third person pronouns, (via LIWC) is observed, as well as many
manifestations of literature findings in the pattern
of life of depressed users (e.g., social engagement,
demographics) (De Choudhury et al., 2013d). Differences in language use in social media via LIWC
have also been observed between PTSD and control groups (Coppersmith et al., 2014).
For population-level analysis, surveys such as
the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System
(BRFSS) are conducted via telephone (Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 2010).
Some of these surveys cover relatively few participants (often in the thousands), have significant
cost, and have long delays between data collection and dissemination of the findings. However,
De Choudhury et al. (2013c) presents a promising
population-level analysis of depression that highlights the role of NLP and social media.

a unique quantifiable perspective on human behavior that may otherwise go unobserved, suggesting
it as a powerful tool for mental health researchers.
The main vehicle for studying mental health in
social media has been the use of surveys, e.g.,
depression battery (De Choudhury, 2013) or personality test (Schwartz et al., 2013), to determine characteristics of a user coupled with analyzing their corresponding social media data. Work
in this area has mostly focused on depression
(De Choudhury et al., 2013d; De Choudhury et al.,
2013b; De Choudhury et al., 2013c), and the number of users is limited by those that can complete
the appropriate survey. For example, De Choudhury et al. (2013d) solicited Twitter users to take
the CES-D and to share their public Twitter profile, analyzing linguistic and behavioral patterns.
While this type of study has produced high quality data, it is limited in size (by survey respondents) and scope (to diagnoses which have a battery amenable to administration over the internet).
In this paper we examine a range of mental
health disorders using automatically derived samples from large amounts of Twitter data. Rather
than rely on surveys, we automatically identify
self-expressions of mental illness diagnoses and
leverage these messages to construct a labeled data
set for analysis. Using this dataset, we make the
following contributions:
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our automatically derived data by showing that statistical classifiers can differentiate users with
four different mental health disorders: depression, bipolar, post traumatic stress disorder and seasonal affective disorder.
• We conduct a LIWC analysis of each disorder to measure deviations in each illness
group from a control group, replicating previous findings for depression and providing
new findings for bipolar, PTSD and SAD.
• We conduct an open-vocabulary analysis that
captures language use relevant to mental
health beyond what is captured with LIWC.
Our results open the door to a range of large scale
analysis of mental health issues using Twitter.

2

3

Data

All data we obtain is public, posted between
2008 and 2013, and made available from Twitter
via their application programming interface (API).
Specifically, this does not include any data that has

Related Work

For a good retrospective and prospective summary of the role of social media in mental health
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Genuine Statements of Diagnosis
In loving memory my mom, she was only 42, I was 17 & taken away from me. I was diagnosed with having P.T.S.D LINK
So today I started therapy, she diagnosed me with anorexia, depression, anxiety disorder, post traumatic stress disorder and
wants me to
@USER The VA diagnosed me with PTSD, so I can’t go in that direction anymore
I wanted to share some things that have been helping me heal lately. I was diagnosed with severe complex PTSD and... LINK
Disingenuous Statements of Diagnosis
“I think I’m I’m diagnosed with SAD. Sexually active disorder” -anonymous
LOL omg my bro the “psychologist” just diagnosed me with seasonal ADHD AHAHAHAAAAAAAAAAA IM DYING.
The winter blues: Yesterday I was diagnosed with seasonal affective disorder. Now, this sounds a lot more dramat... LINK

Table 1: Examples found via regular expression keyword search for diagnosis tweets.
ods. The difference in collection methods also
suggests that the two have a reasonable chance of
being complementary. This is especially significant when considering disorders with lower incidence rates than depression (arguably the highest), where respondents to crowdsourced surveys
or self-stated diagnoses alike are rare.
This method is similar in spirit to that of De
Choudhury et al. (2013c), where they inferred
a tweet-level classifier for depression from userlevel labels (specifically, tweets from the past three
months from users scoring highly on CES-D for
the positive class and conversely for the negative).
Control Group To build models for analysis
and to validate the data, we also need a sample of
the general population to use as an approximation
of community controls. We follow a similar process: randomly select 10k usernames from a list
of Twitter users who posted to a separate random
historical collection within a selected two week
window, downloaded the 3200 most recent tweets
from these users, and apply our two filters: at least
25 tweets and 75% English. This yields a control
group of 5728 random users, whose 13.7 million
tweets were used as negative examples.
Caveats Our method for finding users with
mental health diagnoses has significant caveats: 1)
the method may only capture a subpopulation of
each disorder (i.e., those who are speaking publicly about what is usually a very private matter), which may not truly represent all aspects of
the population as a whole. 2) This method in
no way verifies whether this diagnosis is genuine
(i.e., people are not always truthful in self-reports).
However, given the stigma often associated with
mental illness, it seems unlikely users would tweet
that they are diagnosed with a condition they do
not have. 3) The control group is likely contami-

been marked as ‘private’ by the author or any direct messages.
Diagnosed Group We seek users who publicly
state that they have been diagnosed with various
mental illnesses. Users may make such a statement to seek support from others in their social
network, to fight the taboo of mental illness, or
perhaps as an explanation of some of their behavior. Tweets were obtained using regular expressions on a large multi-year health related collection, e.g. “I was diagnosed with X.” We searched
for four conditions: depression, bipolar disorder,
post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and seasonal affective disorder (SAD). The matched diagnosis tweets were manually labeled as to whether
the tweet contained a genuine statement of a mental health diagnosis. Table 1 shows examples of
both genuine statements of diagnosis and disingenuous statements (often jokes or quotes).
Next, we retrieved the most recent tweets (up
to 3200) for each user with a genuine diagnosis
tweet. We then filtered the users to remove those
with fewer than 25 tweets and those whose tweets
were not at least 75% in English (measured using
the Compact Language Detector1 ). These filtering steps left us with users that were considered
positive examples. Table 2 indicates the number
of users and tweets found for each of the mental
health categories examined. We manually examined and annotated only half the diagnosis statements for depression – indicating there are likely
800-900 depression users available via these automatic methods from our collection, compared to
the 117 obtained via the methods of De Choudhury et al. (2013d). Additionally, we emphasize
the low cost and effort of our automated effort
as compared to their crowdsourced survey meth1

https://code.google.com/p/cld2/
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Bipolar
Depression
PTSD
SAD
Control

Match
6k
5k
477
389
10k

Users
394
441
244
159
5728

Tweets
992k
1.0m
573k
421k
13.7m

2007). Previous work has found signal in the ‘positive affect’ and ‘negative affect’ categories of the
LIWC when applied to social media (including
Twitter), so we examine their correlations separately, as well as in the context of other LIWC
categories (De Choudhury et al., 2013a). In all,
we examine some of the LIWC categories directly
(Swear, Anger, PosEmo, NegEmo, Anx) and combine pronoun classes by linguistic form: I and We
classes are combined to form Pro1, You becomes
Pro2 and SheHe and They become Pro3. Each of
these classes provides one feature used by subsequent machine learning and our other analyses.

Table 2: Number of users matching the diagnosis regular

expression, users labeled with genuine diagnoses and tweets
retrieved from diagnosed users for each mental health condition.

nated by the presence of users that are diagnosed
with the various conditions investigated. We make
no attempt to remove these users, and if we assume that the prevalence of each disorder in the
general population is similar in our control groups,
we likely have hundreds of such diagnosed users
contaminating our control training data. 4) Twitter
users are not an entirely representative sample of
the population as a whole. Despite these caveats,
we find that this method yielded promising results
as discussed in the next sections.
Comorbidity Since some of these disorders
have high comorbidity, there are some users in
more than one class (e.g., those that state a diagnosis for PTSD and depression): Bipolar and depression have 19 users in common (4.8% of the bipolar users, 4.3% of the depression users), PTSD and
depression share 10 (4.0% of PTSD, 2.2% of depression), and bipolar and PTSD share 9 (2.2% of
bipolar, 3.6% of PTSD). Two users state diagnosis
of bipolar, PTSD and depression (less than 1% of
each set). No users stated diagnoses of both SAD
and any other condition investigated.

4

4.2

Language models are commonly used to estimate
how likely a given sequence of words is. Generally, an n-gram language model refers to a model
that examines strings of up to n words long. This
is less than ideal for applications in social media: spelling errors, shortenings, space removal,
and other aspects of social media data (especially
Twitter) confounds many traditional word-based
approaches. Thus, we employ two LMs, first a
traditional 1-gram LM (ULM) that examines the
probability of each whole word. Second, a character 5-gram LM (CLM) to examine sequences of
up to 5 characters.
LMs model the likelihood of sequences from
training data. In our case, we build one of each
model from the positive class (tweets from one
class of diagnosed users – e.g., PTSD), yielding ULM+ and CLM+ . We also build one of
each model from the negative class (control users),
yielding ULM− and CLM− . We score each tweet
by computing these probabilities and classifying it
according to which model has a higher probability
(e.g., for a given tweet, is ULM+ > ULM− ?).

Methods

We quantify various aspects of each user’s language usage and pattern of life via automated
methods, extracting features for subsequent machine learning. We use these to (1) replicate previous findings, (2) build classifiers to separate diagnosed from control users, and (3) introspect on
those classifiers. Introspection here shows us what
quantified signals in the content the classifiers base
their decision on, and thus we can gain intuition
about what signals are present in the content relevant to mental health.
4.1

Language Models (LMs)

4.3

Pattern of Life Analytics

For brevity, we only briefly discuss the pattern of
life analytics, since they do not depend on significant NLP. They examine how correlates found
to be significant in the mental health literature
may manifest and be measured in social media
data. These are all imperfect proxies for the findings from the literature, but our experiments will
demonstrate that they do collectively provide information relevant to mental health.
For each of the following analytics we extract
one feature to use in subsequent machine learning. Social engagement has been correlated with

Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC)

LIWC provides clinicians with a tool for gathering quantitative data regarding the state of a patient from the patient’s writing (Pennebaker et al.,
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Figure 1: Box and whiskers plot of proportion of tweets each user has (y-axis) matching various LIWC categories. Each

bar represents one LIWC category for one condition – PTSD in purple, depression in blue, SAD in orange, bipolar in red and
control in gray. Anxiety occurs an order of magnitude less often than the others, so its proportion is on the right y-axis (and thus
not comparable to the others). Statistically significant deviations from control users are denoted by asterisks.

We apply no thresholds, so any tweet with a sentiment score above 0 was considered positive, below
0 was considered negative, and those with score 0
were considered to have no sentiment. Thus we
use the proportion of Insomnia, Exercise, Positive
Sentiment and Negative Sentiment tweets as features in subsequent machine learning and analysis.

positive mental health outcomes (Greetham et al.,
2011; Berkman et al., 2000; Organization, 2001;
De Choudhury et al., 2013d), which is difficult
to measure directly so we examine various ways
in which this may be manifest in a user’s tweet
stream: Tweet rate measures how often a twitter user posts (a measure of overall engagement
with this social media platform) and Proportion
of tweets with @mentions measures how often
a user posts ‘in conversation’ (for lack of better
terms) with other users. Number of @mentions is
a measure of how often the user in question engages other users, while Number of self @mentions is a measure of how often the user responds
to mentions of themselves (since users rarely include their own username in a tweet). To estimate
the size of a user’s social network, we calculate
Number of unique users @mentioned and Number
of users @mentioned at least 3 times, respectively.
For each of the following analytics, we calculate the proportion of a user’s tweets that the analytic finds evidence in: Insomnia and sleep disturbance is often a symptom of mental health disorders (Weissman et al., 1996; De Choudhury et al.,
2013d), so we calculate the proportion of tweets
that a user makes between midnight and 4am according to their local timezone. Exercise has
also been correlated with positive mental health
outcomes (Penedo and Dahn, 2005; Callaghan,
2004), so we examine tweets mentioning one of a
small set of exercise-related terms. We also use an
English sentiment analysis lexicon from Mitchell
et al. (2013) to score individual tweets according
to the presence and valence of sentiment words.

5

Results

We present three types of experiments to evaluate the quality and character of these data, and to
demonstrate some quantifiable mental health signals in Twitter. First, we validate our method for
obtaining data by replicating previous findings using LIWC. Next, we build classifiers to distinguish
each group from the control group, demonstrating
that there is useful signal in the language of each
group, and compare these classifiers. Finally, we
analyze the correlations between our analytics and
classifiers to uncover relationships between them
and derive insight into quantifiable and relevant
mental health signals in Twitter.
Validation First, we provide some validation
for our novel method for gathering samples. We
demonstrate that language use, as measured by
LIWC, is statistically significantly different between control and diagnosed users. Figure 1
shows the proportion of tweets from each user
that scores positively on various LIWC categories
(i.e., have at least one word from that category).
Box-and-whiskers plots (Tukey, 1977)2 summarize a distribution of observations and ease com2
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For a modern implementation see Wickham (2009).

False Alarm:

0.1

0.2

Bipolar

0.64

0.82

Depression

0.48

0.68

PTSD

0.67

0.81

SAD

0.42

0.65

Figure 2: ROC curves for separating diagnosed from con-

trol users, compared across disorders: bipolar in red, depression in blue, PTSD in purple, SAD in orange. The precision (diagnosed, correctly labeled) for each disorder at false
alarm (control, labeled as diagnosed) rates of 10% and 20%
are shown to the right of the ROC curve. Chance performance
is indicated by the dotted black line.

parison between them (here, each observation is
the proportion of a user’s tweets that score positively on LIWC). The median of the distribution
is the black horizontal line in the middle of the
bar, the bar covers the inter quartile range (where
50% of the observations lie), the whiskers are a
robust estimate of the extent of the data, with outliers plotted as circles beyond the whiskers. An
approximation of statistical significance is indicated by the pinched in notches on each bar. If
the notches on the bars do not overlap, the differences between those distributions is different
(α<0.05, 95% confidence interval). Each bar is
colored according to diagnosis, and each group
of 5 bars notes the scores for one LIWC category. Differences that reach statistical significance from the control group are noted with asterisks (e.g., Pro1, Swear, Anger, NegEmo and
Anxiety are statistically significantly different for
the depression group). Importantly, this replicates previous findings of significant differences
between depressed users (according to an internetadministered diagnostic battery): significant increases are expected in NegEmo, Anger, Pro1 and
Pro3 and no change in PosEmo, given all previous
work (Park et al., 2012; Chung and Pennebaker,
2007; De Choudhury et al., 2013d). We replicate all these findings except the increase in Pro3
(which only De Choudhury et al. (2013d) found),
which validates our data collection methods.

Bipolar

Depression

PTSD

SAD

Figure 3: ROC curves of performance of individual analytics for each disorder: LIWC in blue, pattern of life in yellow,
CLM in red, ULM in green, all in black. Chance performance
is indicated by the dotted black line.

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves in Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate performance of the various classifiers at the task of separating diagnosed from control groups. In all cases,
the correct detections (or hits) are on the y-axis
and the false detections (or false alarms) are on
the x-axis. Figure 2 compares performance across
diagnoses, one line per disorder.
Figure 3 shows one plot per mental health condition, with the performance of the various analytics, individually and in concert as individual
ROC curves. A few trends emerge – 1) All analytics show some ability to separate the classes,
indicating they are finding useful signals. 2) The
LMs provide superior performance to the other analytics, indicating there are more signals present
in the language than are captured by LIWC and
pattern-of-life analytics. For readability we do not
show the performance of all combinations of analytics, but they perform as expected: any set of
them perform equal to or better than their individual components. Taken together, this indicates
that there is information relevant to separating diagnosed users from controls in all the analytics
discussed here. Furthermore, this highlights that
there remains significant signals to be uncovered
and understood in the language of social media.
These trends also allow us to compare the disorders as manifest in language usage, though this

Classification We next explore the ability of
the various analytics to separate diagnosed from
control users and assess performance on a leaveone-out cross-validation task. We train a log linear classifier on the features described in §4 using
scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
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tends to raise more questions than it answers. Generally, the pattern-of-life analytics and LIWC are
on par, but this is decidedly not true for depression, where pattern-of-life seems to perform especially poorly, and for SAD, where pattern-of-life
seems to perform especially well. This indicates
that the depression users have patterns-of-life that
look more similar to the controls than is the case
for the other disorders (perhaps especially surprising given the inclusion of the sentiment lexicon)
and that there may be significant correlation between pattern-of-life factors and SAD.
5.1

Figure 4: Pearson’s r correlations between various analyt-

ics, color indicates the strength of statistically significant correlations, or 0 (aquamarine) otherwise. Bonferroni corrected,
each comparison is significant only if α<0.0002). Rows and
columns represent the analytics in the same order, so the diagonal is self-correlation.

Analytic Introspection

To examine correlations between the analytics and
the linguistic content they depend on, we scored
a random subset of 1 million tweets from control
users with each of the linguistic analytics, and plot
their Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) in Figure 4. A simple overlap of wordlists is not sufficient to assess the true utility of these methods
since it does not take into account the frequency
of occurrence of each word, nor the correlation between these words in real data (e.g., does a classifier based on the LIWC category Swear provide
redundant information to the sentiment analysis).
Each row and column in Figure 4 represents one of
the 17 analytics, in the same order. Colors denote
Bonferroni-corrected Pearson’s r for statistically
significant correlations between the analytic on the
row and column. Correlations that do not reach
statistical significance are in aquamarine (corresponding to r=0). Excluded for brevity is a sanity
check of a χ2 test between the analytics to assert
they were scoring significantly differently.
The strong correlations between the various
LIWC analytics, notably Swear, Anger and
NegEmo, likely indicates that the analytics are
triggered by the same word(s) – in this case profanity. Similarly for LIWC’s PosEmo and the sentiment lexicon – ‘happy’ for example. The correlation between CLM for various diagnoses is particularly intriguingly, as it is in line with known
patterns of comorbidity: major depressive disorder, PTSD, and bipolar all have observed comorbidity (Brady et al., 2000; Campbell et al., 2007;
McElroy et al., 2001) while SAD is currently considered a specifier of major depressive disorder or
bipolar disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Lurie et al., 2006), without published
findings indicating comorbidity. Indeed our small

sample dataset follows the same trends, where
we observed users with multiple diagnoses exist
within depression, PTSD, and bipolar, but none
exist with SAD. The correlation observed is too
large to be solely attributed to those users shared
between the groups, though (correlations at most
r = 0.05 would be attributable to that alone). Furthermore, when taken in combination with the different patterns exhibited by the groups as seen in
Figure 1, this correlation is not solely attributable
to LIWC categories either. At its core, these correlations seem to suggest that similar language
is employed by users diagnosed with these occasionally comorbid disorders, and dissimilar language by users with SAD. This should be taken as
merely suggestive of the type of analysis one could
do, though, since the literature does not present a
strong and clear prediction for the comorbidity and
exhibited symptoms (to include language use).
Interestingly, the lack of (or negative) correlation between most of the analytics again highlights
the complexity of the mental illnesses and the divergent signals it presents. Additionally, the lack
of correlation between ULM and the other models
is to be expected, since they are basing their scores
on significantly more words (or different signals as
is the case for CLM). Each one of these analytics is
highly imperfect, and often give contradictory evidence, but when combined, the machine learning
algorithms are able to sort through the conflicting
signals with some success.
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Analytic
Bipolar LM
Depression LM
PTSD LM
Sentiment(+)
Sentiment(-)
PosEmo
Functioning
NegEmo
Anx
Anger

Example Tweet Text
I’m insecure because being around your ex of 4 years little sister, makes me feel a slight bit uncomfortable. Ok.
Pain has a weird way of working. You’re still the same person from before the pain, but that person is
underneath & doesn’t come out.
Don’t wanna get out my bed but I really need to get up & prepare myself for work
NAME is absolutely unbelievable, he just gets better and better every time I see him. The best play in
the world, no doubt about it.
I hate losing people in my life. I try so hard to not let it happen
Wowee...that was a hectic day... Got more done than expected but so glad to be in bed now. Grateful
for my supportive husband & loving pooch
if i had a dollar for all the grammatical errors ive ever typed, my college tuition, book cost, and dorm
rent would be paid in full
My tooth hurts, my neck hurts, my mouth hurts, my toungue hurts, my head hurts...kill me now.
don’t stress over someone who is going to stress over you..
Ugly n arrogant sums everytin up.shdnt hv ffd her seff

Table 3: Example high scoring tweets from each analytic.

6

Conclusion

agnosed and control users, it is unsurprising that
they outperform LIWC and pattern-of-life analyses alone, but this is evidence of as-of-yet undiscovered linguistic differences between diagnosed
and control users for all disorders investigated.
Uncovering and interpreting these signals can be
best accomplished through collaboration between
NLP and mental health researchers.

We demonstrate quantifiable signals in Twitter
data relevant to bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder, post-traumatic-stress disorder and
seasonal affective disorder. We introduce a novel
method for automatic data collection and validate
its veracity by 1) replicating observations of significant differences between depressed and control
user groups and 2) constructing classifiers capable of separating diagnosed from control users for
each disorder. This data allows us to demonstrate
equivalent differences in language use (according
to LIWC) for bipolar, PTSD, and SAD. Furthermore, we provide evidence that more information
relevant to mental health is encoded in language
use in social media (above and beyond that captured by methods based on the mental health literature). By examining correlations between the
various analytics investigated, we provide some
insight into what quantifiable linguistic information is captured by our classifiers. We finally
demonstrate the utility of examining multiple disorders simultaneously and other larger analyses,
difficult or impossible with other methods.
Crucially, we expect that these novel data collection methods can provide complementary information to existing survey-based methods, rather
than supplant them. For many disorders rarer
than depression (which has comparatively high incidence rates), we suspect that finding any data
will be a challenge, in which case combining
these methods with the existing survey collection
methods may be the best way to obtain sufficient
amounts of data for statistical analyses.
Since the LMs take more information into account when modeling the language usage of di-

Naturally, some caveats come with these results: while identifying genuine self-statements of
diagnosis in Twitter works well for some conditions, others exist for which there were few or
no diagnoses stated. For Alzheimer’s, the demographic with the majority of diagnoses does not
frequently use Twitter (or likely any social media). Eating disorders are also elusive via this
method, though related automatic methods (e.g.,
using disorder-related hashtags) may address this.
Finally, those willing to publicly reveal a mental
health diagnosis may not be representative of the
population suffering from that mental illness.
All these experiments, taken together, indicate
that there are a diverse set of quantifiable signals
relevant to mental health observable in Twitter.
They indicate that individual- and population-level
analyses can be made cheaper and more timely
than current methods, yet there remains as-of-yet
untapped information encoded in language use –
promising a rich collaboration between the fields
of natural language processing and mental health.
Acknowledgments: The authors would like to
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period of at least two weeks (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Depression disorders are
the leading cause of disability and contribute
largely to the burden of disease in middle- and
high-income countries worldwide (Üstun et al.,
2004). In 2012, more than 350 million people
around the world suffered from depression symptoms (World Health Organization, 2012). To decrease the onset of depression disorders, early
psychological interventions, i.e., psychological
methods targeting behavioral change to reduce
limitations or problems (Vingerhoets, Kop, &
Soons, 2002), aiming at adults with depression
symptoms or mild depression disorders are
necessary. Meta-analytic findings show that psychological interventions reduce the incidence of
depression disorders by 22%, indicating that prevention of new cases of depression disorders is
indeed possible (Cuijpers et al., 2008).
To evaluate the effectiveness of interventions
for depression and changes during the interventions, reliable and valid measures of depression
severity are necessary. Depression severity is
mostly measured by self-report questionnaires
such as the Center for Epidemiologic Studies
Depression scale (CES-D; Radloff, 1977), the
Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D;
Hamilton, 1960), and the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996). These
self-report questionnaires often include items on
mood and feelings. Moreover, questionnaire
items may cover physical depression symptoms
such as sleep disturbances, changes in weight

Abstract
The present study aims to investigate the
application of prosodic speech features in a
psychological intervention based on lifereview. Several studies have shown that
speech features can be used as indicators of
depression severity, but these studies are
mainly based on controlled speech recording
tasks instead of natural conversations. The
present exploratory study investigated speech
features as indicators of depression in conversations of a therapeutic intervention. The
changes in the prosodic speech features pitch,
duration of pauses, and total duration of the
participant’s speaking time were studied over
four sessions of a life-review intervention for
three older participants. The ecological validity of the dynamics observed for prosodic
speech features could not be established in
the present study. The changes in speech features differed from what can be expected in
an intervention that is effective in decreasing
depression and were inconsistent with each
other for each of the participants. We suggest
future research to investigate changes within
the intervention sessions, to relate the changes in feature values to the topical content of
the speech, and to relate the speech features
directly to depression scores.
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Introduction

Depression is a mood disorder that is mainly
characterized by a sad mood or the loss of in
terest and pleasure in nearly all activities in a
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and appetite, and loss in energy. However, in
some target groups such as older adults these
items can confound with health problems and
physical diseases, which increase in old age. For
these reasons, there is a need for valid and objective measures of depression severity. Not only to
assess depression severity before and after therapy, but also to detect the dynamics during the
therapy (Elliot, 2010).
1.1

speech loudness correlate significantly with
global depression scores during recovery (Kuny
& Stassen, 1993; Stassen, Kuny, & Hell, 1998).
After recovery from depression, the speech pause
time of depressed adults was no longer elongated
(Hardy et al., 1984). These results indicate that
prosodic speech features are valid measures of
depression.
However, these studies have the limitation that
the speech analyses are based on the recording of
controlled speech based on tasks such as counting and reading out loud. Such speech recording
tasks take place under ideal voice recording conditions (Cannizzaro, Harel, Reilly, Chappell, &
Snyder, 2004), while speech analysis is more
difficult when conducted outside a controlled
setting, because of so-called noisy channel
effects (Janssen, Tacke, de Vries, van den Broek,
Westerink, Haselager, & IJsselsteijn, 2013).
Moreover, controlled speech tasks are cognitively less demanding than free speech tasks (Alpert
et al., 2011). This evokes the question whether
speech features are also ecological valid, i.e.,
whether they can be used as indicators of depression severity, when measured during natural
conversations instead of during the recording of
controlled speech tasks (Bronfenbrenner, 1977).
A study on speech samples from video recordings of structured interviews revealed promising results: speaking rate and pitch variation, but
not the percentage of pauses, showed a large correlation with depression rating scores (Cannizaro, Harel, Reilly, Chappell, & Snyder, 2004).
Additional studies on the ecological validity of
using prosodic speech features as indicator for
depression are necessary.

Computational linguistics, speech analysis, and mental health care

It is commonly assumed and confirmed in
several studies that emotions and mood can influence the speaking behavior of a person and the
characteristics of the sound in speech (Kuny &
Stassen, 1993; Scherer, Johnstone, & Klasmeyer,
2003). Already in 1954, Moses concluded that
the voice and speech patterns of psychiatric patients differed from those of people without a
psychiatric diagnosis. Clinicians observe the
speech of depressed patients frequently as uniform, monotonous, slow, and with a low voice
(Kuny & Stassen, 1993). A review by Sobin and
Sackeim (1997) showed that depressed people
differ from normal and other psychiatric groups
on psychomotor symptoms such as speech. The
speech of depressed patients is characterized by a
longer pause duration, that is, an increased
amount of time between speech utterances as
well as by a reduced variability in mean vocal
pitch.
More recently these insights have led to
collaborative and multidisciplinary work between researchers from the fields of computational linguistics and mental health care. With
the growing availability of models and algorithms for automated natural language processing
that can be put to use in clinical scenarios, depression can now increasingly be measured
based on the characteristics of the language used
by patients, such as the frequency of verbal elements in a narrative that express a certain mood
or sentiment (Pennebaker & Chung, 2011), and
acoustic speech features. Because vocal acoustic
features such as pause durations and pitch are
biologically based, it has even been argued that
they can serve as biomarkers of depression severity (Mundt et al., 2012). As a consequence,
speech features such as pitch and pause durations
can be used to estimate the severity of a depression.
To date, several studies investigated the validity of several speech features as indicators of depression. Indeed, the speech features pitch and

1.2

Speech features as mood markers in a
life-review intervention

In the present study the speech of older adults
will be measured in four sessions of a psychological intervention, combining knowledge in the
fields of computational linguistics and psychological interventions in mental health care. Because psychological interventions of depression
have shown to be effective (e.g., Cuijpers, van
Straten, & Smit, 2006) and are broadly implemented in mental health care, the measurement
of speech features in psychological interventions
is a promising application for the field of computational linguistics. For example, speech features
can be used to provide direct feedback to both
the therapist and patient on the severity and
changes in severity of depression during the psychological intervention. Clinicians do not have
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the ability to differentiate precisely the duration
of for example the patient’s utterances and pauses (Alpert et al. 2001). There is also ample evidence that text mining techniques based on the
frequency of certain terms can be applied to narratives from patients in order to monitor changes
in mood (Pennebaker & Chung, 2011), and a recent study has shown that machines can better
recognize certain emotions than lay people
(Janssen et al., 2013), underlining once again the
added value of automated speech analysis. To
pave the way for future applications that would
enable the use of speech features as a direct
feedback mechanism, the first step is to gain
more knowledge on the patterns in speech features and on how changes in these features can
be considered as meaningful signals of patterns
in psychological interventions.
The psychological intervention in the present
study is based on life-review: the structured recollection of autobiographical memories. Depressed people have difficulties in retrieving specific, positive memories. Their autobiographical
memory is characterized by more negative and
general memories (e.g., Williams et al., 2007),
for example memories that reflect a period or
recurrent event (e.g., the period of a marriage)
rather than a specific event (e.g., the ceremony
on the wedding day). The present life-review
course targets the recollection of specific, positive memories in older adults with depression
symptoms. In four weekly sessions, the interviewer stimulates the recollection by asking
questions on the depressed person’s childhood,
adolescence, adulthood and life in general. An
advantage of life-review in comparison to other
therapies such as Cognitive Behavioral Therapy,
is that it fits in with a natural activity of older
adults to recollect memories and tell stories
about their lives (Bluck & Levine, 1998). Lifereview has shown to be an effective method to
decrease depression symptoms (Korte, Bohlmeijer, Cappeliez, Smit, & Westerhof, 2012;
Pinquart & Forstmeier, 2012) and is considered
an evidence-based intervention for depression in
older adults (Scogin, Welsh, Hanson, Stump, &
Coates, 2005).
Our study is one of the first to investigate prosodic speech features during a psychological intervention. The study is exploratory and aims to
gain insight into the ecological validity of prosodic speech features in a psychological lifereview intervention. The life-review intervention
offers the opportunity to investigate the prosodic
speech features over time. Life-review is highly

suitable to investigate speech features during an
intervention, since the speech from the recall of
autobiographical memories provides strong prosodic speech changes (Cohen, Hong, & Guevara,
2010) and the expression of emotions characterized by speech characteristics is stronger after
open and meaning-questions as compared to
closed and fact-questions (Truong, Westerhof,
Lamers, & de Jong, under review). Our paper is a
first step to gain insight into the methods that are
necessary to evaluate the application of prosodic
speech features in mental health care. In the present study into the role of prosodic speech features, vocal pitch and pause duration will be investigated in three participants across all four
weekly sessions. Because the life-review intervention is effective in decreasing depression
symptoms (Korte et al., 2011; Serrano, Latorre,
Gatz, & Montanes, 2004), we expect that the
prosodic features change accordingly. Therefore,
we hypothesize (a) an increase in average vocal
pitch, (b) an increase in the variation in vocal
pitch, (c) a decrease in average pause duration,
(d) a decrease in the ratio between the total pause
time and total speech time (pause speech ratio),
and (e) an increase in the ratio between the participant’s speech and total duration of the session
(speech total duration ratio) during the intervention.

2

Method

In this section we will describe the methodology
applied in the design of the psychological interventions during which the research data sets
were generated, the procedure for selecting the
participants and the corresponding data sets, the
data preparations steps and the analyses performed.
2.1

Intervention ‘Precious memories’

The life-review intervention ‘Precious memories’
(Bohlmeijer, Serrano, Cuijpers, & Steunenberg,
2007) targets the recollection of specific, positive
memories. The intervention is developed for
older adults with depression symptoms living in
a nursing home. Each of the four weekly sessions
focuses on a different theme: childhood, adolescence, adulthood, and life in general. The sessions are individual and guided by a trained interviewer. The sessions take place at the participant’s home and last approximately 45 minutes.
Each of the sessions is structured by fourteen
main questions that stimulate the participant to
recollect and tell specific positive memories
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about his or her life. The interviewers are instructed to ask for lively details about each of the
positive memories of the participants, for
example the colors, smells and people that were
involved in the memory. Table 1 shows an example question for each of the four sessions.

duced by the interviewer were marked and discarded in the speech analysis. For each turn,
mean pitch, standard deviation pitch, pause duration, the ratio between total pause time and total
speech time, and the ratio between total speech
time and total duration of the session were extracted. Pause durations were automatically extracted by applying silence detection where the
minimal silence duration was set at 500 ms. All
features were normalized per speaker by transforming the raw feature values to z-scores (mean
and standard deviation were calculated over all 4
sessions, z = ((x-m)/sd)). The ratio between total
speech time and total duration time was not normalized because this feature was calculated over
a whole session instead of a turn. Subsequently,
averages over all turns per session were taken in
order to obtain one value per session.

Session
1: Childhood

Example question
Can you remember an
event in which your father
or mother did something
when you were a child that
made you very happy?
2: Adolescence
Do you remember a special
moment of getting your
first kiss or falling in love
with someone?
3: Adulthood
What has been a very important positive experience
in your life between the
ages of 20 and 60?
4: Life in general What is the largest gift you
ever received in your life?
Tabel 1. Example questions for the four sessions
of the life-review intervention ‘Precious
memories’
2.2

3

The results of the prosodic speech features over
the four sessions of the life-review intervention
are graphically presented separately for each feature, in the Figures 1 to 5. We hypothesized an
increase in the average pitch during the intervention. As shown in Figure 1, the patterns in average pitch during the intervention differs across
the three participants. Only in Participant 3, the
pattern is in line with our expectations, showing
an increase in the sessions 3 and 4. In both Participant 1 and 5, there was a decrease in average
pitch in the sessions 3 and 4.

Procedure and participants

Participants with depression symptoms were recruited in nursing homes in the area of Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Participation in the lifereview intervention was voluntary. Three participants were selected for whom audio recordings
of the four sessions were available, which resulted in a dataset of twelve life-review sessions.
The three participants (below labeled as P1, P3
and P5) were females with an age between 83
and 90 years. The educational background varied
from low to high and the marital status from
married to never married. The participants signed
an informed consent form for the use of the audio-tapes for scientific purposes.
2.3

Results

Data preparation and analysis

All acoustic features were automatically extracted with Praat (Boersma, 2001). Because the
speech of both the interviewer and the participants were recorded on one mixed audio channel,
some manual interventions had to be applied in
order to determine the segments in which the
participant is talking. First, for each session, the
segments in which the participant is the main
speaker were selected. These so-called ‘turns’
were then labeled in more detail; utterances pro-

Figure 1. Average pitch of the participants
(P1,P3,P5) during the four sessions.
We expected the variation in pitch to increase
during the intervention. Figure 2 shows the participants’ patterns of the standard deviation of
pitch during the intervention. The changes in
standard deviation do not confirm our hypothesis. Although the speech of Participant 3 shows
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an increase in session 4, the standard deviation is
lower in session 4 than in session 1 of the intervention. The standard deviation of Participant 5
is relatively stable during the intervention. Participant 1 mainly shows a large variation in pitch
in session 2.

ratio in the first session (see Figure 4). In both
Participant 2 and 3, the ratio was relatively stable
in the sessions 1 to 3, but in session 4 the pause
speech ratio showed an increase in Participant 3
and a slight decrease in Participant 2.

Figure 4. Pause speech ratio of the participants
(P1,P3,P5) during the four sessions.

Figure 2. Standard deviation in pitch of the participants (P1,P3,P5) during the four sessions.

Last, we investigated the ratio between the
participant’s speech and total duration of the session. We hypothesized an increase in the speech
total duration ration during the intervention. Figure 5 shows the differences between the participants in the speech total duration ratio over the
four sessions. The ratio is relatively stable, and
high, in Participant 5. The ratio in both Participant 1 and 3 in general decreases during the intervention, with a lower speech total duration
ratio in session 4 as compared to session 1.

It was hypothesized that the average pause duration would decrease during the four sessions of
the intervention. Figure 3 shows that the average
pause duration was relatively stable over the first
three sessions in all three participants. Only in
Participant 1 the average pause duration decreased in session 4, in line with our expectations.

Figure 3. Pause duration of the participants
(P1,P3,P5) during the four sessions.
Figure 5. Speech total duration ratio of the participants (P1,P3,P5) during the four sessions.

In agreement with our hypothesis on average
pause duration, we also expected a decrease during the intervention in the ratio between the total
pause time and total speech time. Although there
was a large decrease in the pause speech ratio of
Participant 1 between the sessions 2 and 3, the
ratio in session 4 was similar to the pause speech

4

Conclusion

The aim of the present study was to investigate
the suitability of applying an analysis of prosodic speech features in the speech recordings
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collected in psychological intervention based on
life-review. Because several studies have shown
that speech features can be used as indicators of
depression severity (e.g., Kuny & Stassen, 1993;
Stassen, Kuny, & Hell, 1998), the application of
speech analyses in mental health care is promising. However, the measurement of speech features is often based on speech recording tasks
and the ecological validity within psychological
interventions is not yet established. The study is
a first exploratory step to gain insight into the
ecological validity of prosodic speech features in
a psychological life-review intervention.
We expected to measure a change during the
intervention in the prosodic speech features that
could be related to depression symptoms, and
hypothesized an increase in average pitch and
pitch variation, a decrease in average pause duration, and an increase in the amount of speech by
the participant during the intervention. However,
we could not establish the ecological validity of
these speech indicators in the present study. In
general, the patterns of the prosodic speech indicators differ from our expectations. The dynamics in the speech indicators was different from
what can be expected in an intervention that is
effective in decreasing depression (Korte et al.,
2011; Serrano et al., 2004). Moreover, the speech
indicators were inconsistent with each other for
the participants in the pool. For example, Participant 3 showed an increase in pitch during the
intervention, which indicates a decrease in depression, and an increase in average pause duration and pause speech ratio, which indicates an
increase in depression.
Taken together, the findings from the present
study indicate that the prosodic speech features
that have been validated for controlled settings,
are not directly applicable for the spontaneous
type of conversation that is typical for a mental
health care setting. More research is needed to
establish the ecological validity of prosodic
speech features such as pitch, pauses, and speech
duration as indicators of depression severity. A
few suggestions can be made. First, each of the
four sessions in the life-review intervention in
the present study focused on a different theme.
Although we aimed to evaluate the development
of the speech features during the intervention, the
differences across the session may be the consequence of differences in session theme. Moreover, not all parts of the session consisted of
life-review, and participants were talking about a
variety of subjects, for example about their
caregivers. The goal of the life-review interven-

tion is to stimulate the retrieval of specific positive memories. In a next step, we aim to select
the parts in which the participant is recollecting
such memories and to evaluate the patterns in
prosodic speech features only for these parts.
Second, the prosodic speech indicators were
averaged per session to provide a clear overview
of the changes over the four sessions. However,
changes can also occur within the session. For
example, vocal pitch may increase during the
session, which would indicate a decrease in depression symptoms. Furthermore, within each
session, the interaction between the interviewer
and participant may play a role. For instance,
when the interviewer speaks with a higher pitch
and more variation in pitch, the participant may
unconsciously take over some of this speaking
behavior. We suggest future studies to investigate not only the average session, but to include
changes during the session the interviewer’s
speech features.
Third, the present research was conducted in
line with the assumption that life-review is effective as an intervention for mood disorder, as is
shown in several studies (Korte et al., 2011; Serrano et al., 2004). However, we due to lack of
data on depression severity we do not know
whether the life-review intervention was fully
effective for the participants in the present study.
To validate the patterns prosodic speech features
as a reliable indicator for depressions that can be
used in mental health care, it is necessary to
demonstrate that the dynamics in speech features can be related directly to changes in depression scores. As argued in earlier studies, in order
to conclude that speech features correlate significantly with global depression scores during recovery (Kuny & Stassen, 1993; Stassen, Kuny, &
Hell, 1998), these correlations need to be investigated in psychological interventions.
In sum, the study of how prosodic speech features such as pitch and pauses relate to the kind
of spoken narratives that play a role in mental
health care settings is a promising field. However, the ecological validity of prosodic speech
features could not be established in the present
study. More research based on larger data samples the establishment of a direct relation to depression scores is necessary before the techniques from the field of computational linguistics
can be applied as a basis for the collection of indicators that can be used in psychological interventions in a meaningful and effective way.
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Abstract

pragmatic and social communication issues are
paramount yet may be hard to assess in a conventional test format (Tager-Flusberg et al., 2009).
At present, the expense of LSA prevents it from
being more widely used. Heilmann (2010), while
arguing that LSA is not too time-consuming, estimates that each minute of spoken language takes
five to manually transcribe and annotate. At this
rate, it is clearly impractical for clinicians to perform LSA on hours of speech. Techniques from
natural language processing could be used to build
tools to automatically annotate transcripts, thus facilitating LSA.
Here, we evaluate the utility of a set of annotated corpora for automating a key annotation in
the de facto standard annotation schema for LSA:
the Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts
(SALT) (Miller et al., 2011). SALT comprises a
scheme for coding transcripts of recorded speech,
together with software that tallies these codes,
computes scores describing utterance length and
error counts, among a range of other standard measures, and compares these scores with normative
samples. SALT codes indicate bound morphemes,
several types of grammatical errors (for example
using a pronoun of the wrong gender or case), and
mazes, which are defined as “filled pauses, false
starts, and repetitions and revisions of words, morphemes and phrases” (Miller et al., 2011, p. 48).
Mazes have sparked interest in the child language disorders literature for several reasons.
They are most often analyzed from a language
processing perspective where the disruptions are
viewed as a consequence of monitoring, detecting and repairing language, potentially including
speech errors (Levelt, 1993; Postma and Kolk,
1993; Rispoli et al., 2008). Several studies have
found that as grammatical complexity and utterance length increase, the number of mazes increases in typically developing children and children with language impairments (MacLachlan and

SALT is a widely used annotation approach for analyzing natural language
transcripts of children. Nine annotated
corpora are distributed along with scoring
software to provide norming data. We explore automatic identification of mazes –
SALT’s version of disfluency annotations
– and find that cross-corpus generalization
is very poor. This surprising lack of crosscorpus generalization suggests substantial
differences between the corpora. This is
the first paper to investigate the SALT corpora from the lens of natural language processing, and to compare the utility of different corpora collected in a clinical setting to train an automatic annotation system.
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Introduction

Assessing a child’s linguistic abilities is a critical
component of diagnosing developmental disorders
such as Specific Language Impairment or Autism
Spectrum Disorder, and for evaluating progress
made with remediation. Structured instruments
(“tests”) that elicit brief, easy to score, responses
to a sequence of items are a popular way of performing such assessment. An example of a structured instrument is the CELF-4, which includes
nineteen multi-item subtests with tasks such as
object naming, word definition, reciting the days
of the week, or repeating sentences (Semel et al.,
2003). Over the past two decades, researchers
have discussed the limitations of standardized tests
and how well they tap into different language impairments. Many have advocated the potential
benefits of language sample analysis (LSA) (Johnston, 2006; Dunn et al., 1996). The analysis of
natural language samples may be particularly beneficial for language assessment in ASD, where
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tection closely resembles the well-established task
of edited word detection. We also provide an
overview of the corpora included with the SALT
software, which are the ones we will use to train
maze detectors.

Chapman, 1988; Nippold et al., 2008; Reuterskiöld Wagner et al., 2000; Wetherell et al., 2007).
Mazes in narrative contexts have been shown
to differ between typical children and children
with specific language impairment (MacLachlan
and Chapman, 1988; Thordardottir and Weismer,
2001), though others have not found reliable group
differences (Guo et al., 2008; Scott and Windsor,
2000). Furthermore, outside the potential usefulness of looking at mazes in themselves, mazes always have to be detected and excluded in order
to calculate other standard LSA measures such
as mean length of utterance and type or token
counts. Mazes also must be excluded when analyzing speech errors, since some mazes are in fact
self-corrections of language or speech errors.
Thus, automatically delimiting mazes could be
clinically useful in several ways. First, if mazes
can be automatically detected, standard measures
such as token and type counts can be calculated
with ease, as noted above. Automatic maze detection could also be a first processing step for automatically identifying errors: error codes cannot
appear in mazes, and certain grammatical errors
may be easier to identify once mazes have been
excised. Finally, after mazes have been identified,
further analysis of the mazes themselves (e.g. the
number of word in mazes, and the placement of
mazes in the sentence) can provide supplementary
information about language formulation abilities
and word retrieval abilities (Miller et al., 2011, p.
87-89).
We use the corpora included with the SALT
software to train maze detectors. These are the
corpora that the software uses to compute reference counts. These corpora share several characteristics we expect to be typical of clinical data:
they were collected under a diverse set of circumstances; they were annotated by different groups;
the annotations ostensibly follow the same guidelines; and the annotations were not designed with
automation in mind. We will investigate whether
we can extract usable generalizations from the
available data, and explore how well the automated system performs, which will be of interest
to clinicians looking to expedite LSA.

2

2.1

SALT and Maze Annotations

The approach used in SALT has been in wide use
for nearly 30 years (Miller and Chapman, 1985),
and now also exists as a software package1 providing transcription and coding support along with
tools for aggregating statistics for manual codes
over the annotated corpora and comparing with
age norms. The SALT software is not the focus of
this investigation, so we do not discuss it further.
Following the SALT guidelines, speech should
be transcribed orthographically and verbatim. The
transcript must include and indicate: the speaker
of each utterance, partial words or stuttering, overlapping speech, unintelligible words, and any nonspeech sounds from the speaker. Even atypical
language, for example neologisms (novel words)
or grammatical errors (for example ‘her went’)
should be written as such.
There are three broad categories of SALT annotations: indicators of 1) certain bound morphemes,
2) errors, and 3) mazes. In general, verbal suffixes
that are visible in the surface form (for example
-ing in “going”) and clitics that appear with an unmodified root (so for example -n’t in “don’t”, but
not the -n’t in “won’t”) must be indicated. SALT
includes various codes to indicate grammatical errors including, but not limited to: overgeneralization errors (“goed”), extraneous words, omitted words or morphemes, and inappropriate utterances (e.g. answering a yes/no question with
“fight”). For more information on these standard
annotations, we refer the reader to the SALT manual (Miller et al., 2011).
Here, we are interested in automatically delimiting mazes. In SALT, filled pauses, repetitions
and revisions are included in the umberella term
“mazes” but the manual does not include definitions for any of these categories. In SALT, mazes
are simply delimited by parentheses; they have no
internal structure, and cannot be nested. Contiguous spans of maze words are delimited by a single
set of parentheses, as in the following utterance:

Background

Here we provide an overview of SALT and maze
annotations. We are not aware of any attempts
to automate maze detection, although maze de-

(1) (You have you have um there/’s only)
there/’s ten people
1
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detector operates in three passes. In the first pass,
filler words (‘um’, ’uh’, ‘I mean’, ’well’, etc.) are
detected. In the second and third passes, edited
words are detected. The reason for the three passes
is that in addition to extracting features (mostly
words and part of speech tags) from the raw transcript, the second and third steps use features extracted from the output of previous steps. An example of such features is adjacent words from the
utterance with filler words and some likely edited
words removed.

To be clear, we define the task of automatically applying maze detections as taking unannotated transcripts of speech as input, and then outputting a
binary tag for each word that indicates whether or
not it is in a maze.
2.2

Edited Word Detection

Although we are not aware of any previous work
on automating maze detection, there is a wellestablished task in natural language processing
that is quite similar: edited word detection. The
goal of edited word detection is to identify words
that have been revised or deleted by the speaker,
for example ‘to Dallas’ in the utterance ‘I want to
go to Dallas, um I mean to Denver.’. Many investigations have approached edited word detection from what Nakatani et al. (1993) have termed
‘speech-first’ perspective, meaning that edited detection is performed with features from the speech
signal in addition to a transcript. These approaches, however, are not applicable to the SALT
corpora, because they only contain transcripts. As
a result, we must adopt a text-first approach to
maze detection, using only features extracted from
a transcript.
The text-first approach to edited word detection is well established. One of the first investigations taking a text-first approach was conducted
by Charniak and Johnson (2001). There, they
used boosted linear classifiers to identify edited
words. Later, Johnson and Charniak (2004) improved upon the linear classifiers’ performance
with a tree adjoining grammar based noisy channel model. Zwarts and Johnson (2011) improve
the noisy channel model by adding in a reranker
that leverages features extracted with the help of a
large language model.
Qian and Liu (2013) have developed what is
currently the best-performing edited word detector, and it takes a text-first approach. Unlike the
detector proposed by Zwarts and Johnson, Qian
and Liu’s does not rely on any external data. Their

3

Overview of SALT Corpora

We explore nine corpora included with the SALT
software. Table 1 has a high level overview of
these corpora, showing where each was collected,
the age ranges of the speakers, and the size of each
corpus both in terms of transcripts and utterances.
Note that only utterances spoken by the child are
counted, as we throw out all others.
Table 1 shows several divisions among the corpora. We see that one group of corpora comes
from New Zealand, while the majority come from
North America. All of the corpora, except for Expository, include children at very different stages
of language development.
Four research groups were responsible for the
transcriptions and annotations of the corpora in
Table 1. One group produced the C ONVERSA TION , E XPOSITORY, NARRATIVE SSS, and NAR RATIVE S TORY R ETELL corpora.
Another was
responsible for all of the corpora from New
Zealand. Finally, the ENNI and G ILLAM NT corpora were transcribed and annotated by two different groups. For more details on these corpora, how they were collected, and the annotators, we refer the reader to the SALT website at http://www.saltsoftware.com/
resources/databases.html.
Some basic inspection reveals that the corpora
can be put into three groups based on the median utterance lengths, and the distribution of ut-

Table 1: Description of SALT corpora
Corpus
C ONVERSATION
ENNI
E XPOSITORY
G ILLAM NT
NARRATIVE SSS
NARRATIVE S TORY R ETELL
NZC ONVERSATION
NZP ERSONAL NARRATIVE
NZS TORY R ETELL

Transcripts
584
377
242
500
330
500
248
248
264

Utterances
82,643
56,108
4,918
40,102
16,091
14,834
25,503
20,253
2,574
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Age Range
2;9 – 13;3
3;11 – 10;0
10;7 – 15;9
5;0 – 11;11
5;2 – 13;3
4;4 – 12;8
4;5 – 7;7
4;5 – 7;7
4;0 – 7;7

Speaker Location
WI & CA
Canada
WI
USA
WI & CA
WI & CA
NZ
NZ
NZ

terance2 lengths, following the groups Figure 1,
with the E XPOSITORY and C ONVERSATION corpora in their own groups. Note that the counts
in Figure 1 are of all of the words in each utterance, including those in mazes. We see that
the corpora in Group A have a modal utterance
length ranging from seven to ten words. There are
many utterances in these corpora that are shorter
or longer than the median length. Compared to
the corpora in Group A, those in Group B have
a shorter modal utterance length, and fewer long
utterances. In Figure 1, we see that the C ONVER SATION corpus consists mostly of very short utterances. At the other extreme is the E XPOSITORY
corpus, which resembles the corpora in Group A
in terms of modal utterance length, but which generally contains longer utterances than any of the
other corpora.

4

(a) Group A

Maze Detection Experiments

4.1

Maze Detector

We carry out our experiments in automatic maze
detection using a statistical maze detector that
learns to identify mazes from manually labeled
data using features extracted from words and automatically predicted part of speech tags. The maze
detector uses the feature set shown in Table 2.
This set of features is identical to the ones used by
the ‘filler word’ detector in Qian and Liu’s disfluency detector (2013). We also use the same clas-

(b) Group B

2

All of these corpora are reported to have been segmented
into c-units, which is defined as “an independent clause with
its modifiers” (Miller et al., 2011).

Table 2: Feature templates for maze word detection, follow-

ing Qian and Liu (2013). We extract all of the above features
from both words and POS tags, albeit separately. t0 indicates
the current word or POS tag, while t−1 is the previous one
and t1 is the following. The function I(a, b) is 1 if a and b
are identical, and otherwise 0. y−1 is the tag predicted for the
previous word.

Category
Unigrams
Bigrams
Trigrams
Logic Unigrams
Logic Bigrams
Predicted tag

(c) Others
Figure 1: Histograms of utterance length (including words

Features
t−2 , t−1 , t0 , t1 , t2
t−1 t0 , t0 t1
t−2 t−1 t0 , t−1 t0 t1 , t0 t1 t2
I(ti , t0 ), I(pi , p0 );
−4 ≤ i ≤ 4; i 6= 0
I(ti−2 ti−1 , t−1 t0 )
I(ti ti+1 , t0 ti+1 );
−4 ≤ i ≤ 4; i 6= 0
y−1

in mazes) in SALT corpora

sifier as the second and third steps of their system:
the Max Margin Markov Network ‘M3N’ classifier in the pocketcrf toolkit (available at http://
code.google.com/p/pocketcrf/). The
M3N classifier is a kernel-based classifier that is
able to leverage the sequential nature the data in
this problem (Taskar et al., 2003). We use the following label set: S-O (not in maze); S-M (single word maze); B-M (beginning of multi-word
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maze); I-M (in multi-word maze); and E-M (end
of multi-word maze). The M3N classifier allows
us to set a unique penalty for each pair of confused labels, for example penalizing an erroneous
prediction of S-O (failing to identify maze words)
more heavily than spurious predictions of maze
words (all -M labels). This ability is particularly
useful for maze detection because maze words are
so infrequent compared to words that are not in
mazes.
4.2

(e.g. MLU, word count, etc.), and punctuation errors are not captured by the SALT error codes.
We exclude partial words because they are always
in mazes, and therefore can be detected trivially
with a simple rule. Furthermore, because partial words are excluded from evaluation, the performance metrics are comparable across corpora,
even if they vary widely in the frequency of partial
words.
For both space and clarity, we do not present
the complete results of every experiment in this
paper, although they are available online3 . Instead, we present the complete baseline results,
and then report F1 scores that are significantly
better than the baseline. We establish statistical
significance by using a randomized paired-sample
test (see Yeh (2000) or Noreen (1989)) to compare the baseline system (system A) and the proposed system (system B). First, we compute the
difference d in F1 score between systems A and B.
Then, we repeatedly construct a random set of predictions for each input item by choosing between
the outputs of system A and B with equal probability. We compute the F1 score of these random
predictions, and if it exceeds the F1 score of the
baseline system by at least d, we count the iteration as a success. The significance level is at most
the number of successes divided by one more than
the number of trials (Noreen, 1989).

Evaluation

We split each SALT corpus into training, development, and test partitions. Each training partition
contains 80% of the utterances the corpus, while
the development and test partitions each contain
10% of the utterances. We use the development
portion of each corpus to set the penalty matrix
system to roughly balance precision and recall.
We evaluate maze detection in terms of both
tagging performance and bracketing performance,
both of which are standard forms of evaluation
for various tasks in the Natural Language Processing literature. Tagging performance captures
how effectively maze detection is done on a wordby-word basis, while bracketing performance describes how well each maze is identified in its entirety. For both tagging and bracketing performance, we count the number of true and false
positives and negatives, as illustrated in Figure 2.
In tagging performance, each word gets counted
once, while in bracketing performance we compare the predicted and observed maze spans. We
use these counts to compute the following metrics:
tp
(P)recision =
tp + f p
tp
(R)ecall =
tp + f n

4.3

Baseline Results

For each corpus, we train the maze detector on
the training partition and test it on the development partition. The results of these runs are
in Table 3, which also includes the rank of the
size of each corpus (1 = biggest, 9 = smallest).
We see immediately that our maze detector performs far better on some corpora than on others, both in terms of tagging and bracketing performance. We note that maze detection performance is not solely determined by corpus size:
tagging performance is substantially worse on the
largest corpus (C ONVERSATION) than the small-

2P R
P +R
Note that partial words and punctuation are both
ignored in evaluation. We exclude punctuation because punctuation does not need to be included
in mazes: it is not counted in summary statistics
F1 =

3

http://bit.ly/1dtFTPl

Figure 2: Tagging and bracketing evaluation for maze detection. TP = True Positive, FP = False Positive, TN = True Negative,
FN = False Negative

Pred.
Gold
Tag
Brack.

(
(

and then it )
and then it
TP ×3
FP, FN

oh
oh
FN

)

and then it
and then it
TN ×3
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(
(

um
um
TP
TP

)
)

put his wings out .
put his wings out .
TN ×4

Corpus
C ONVERSATION
ENNI
E XPOSITORY
G ILLAM NT
NARRATIVE SSS
NARRATIVE S TORY R ETELL
NZC ONVERSATION
NZP ERSONAL NARRATIVE
NZS TORY R ETELL

Size Rank
1
2
8
3
6
7
4
5
9

P
0.821
0.923
0.703
0.902
0.781
0.799
0.832
0.842
0.905

Tagging
R
0.779
0.882
0.680
0.907
0.768
0.774
0.835
0.835
0.862

F1
0.800
0.902
0.691
0.904
0.774
0.786
0.838
0.838
0.883

P
0.716
0.845
0.620
0.827
0.598
0.627
0.707
0.707
0.773

Bracketing
R
F1
0.729 0.723
0.837 0.841
0.615 0.618
0.843 0.835
0.679 0.636
0.671 0.649
0.757 0.731
0.757 0.731
0.780 0.776

Table 3: Baseline maze detection performance on development sections of SALT corpora: corpus-specific models
train a model for a set of corpora that share particular characteristics that can outperform the baseline
models because such a model could leverage more
training data. We first evaluate a model for corpora
that contain transcripts collected from children of
similar ages. We also evaluate task-specific models, specifically a maze-detection model for story
retellings, and another for conversations. These
two types of models could perform well if children of similar ages or performing similar tasks
produce mazes in a similar manner. Finally, we
train models for each group of annotators to see
whether systematic variation in annotation standards between research groups could be responsible for the generic model’s poor performance.
We train all of these models similarly to the
generic model: we pool the training sections of
the selected corpora, train the model, then test on
the development section of each selected corpus.
We use the combined development sections of the
selected corpora to tune the penalty matrix to balance precision and recall.
Again, we only report F1 scores that are higher
than the baseline model’s, and we test whether
the improvement is statistically significant. We
do not report results where just the precision or
just the recall exceeds the baseline model performance, but not F1, because these are typically the
result of model imbalance, favoring precision at
the expense of recall or vice versa. Bear in mind
that we roughly balance precision and recall on the
combined development sets, not each corpus’s development set individually.

est (NZS TORY R ETELL).
4.4

Generic Model

We train a generic model for maze detection on
all of the training portions of the nine SALT corpora. We use the combined development sections
of all of the corpora to tune the loss matrix for balanced precision and recall. We then test the resulting model on the development section of each
SALT corpus, and evaluate in terms of tagging and
bracketing accuracy.
We find that the generic model performs worse
than the baseline in terms of both tagging and
bracketing performance on six of the nine corpora
corpora. The generic model significantly improves
tagging (F1=0.925, p ≤ 0.0022) on the NZS TO RY R ETELL corpus, but the improvement in bracketing performance is not significant (p ≤ 0.1635).
There is improvement of both tagging (F1=0.805,
p ≤ 0.0001) and bracketing (F1=0.677, p ≤
0.0025) performance on the NARRATIVE SSS corpus. The generic model does not perform better
than the baseline corpus-specific models on any
other corpora.
The poor performance of the generic model is
somewhat surprising, as it is trained with far more
data than any of the corpus-specific models. In
many tasks in natural language processing, increasing the amount of training data improves the
resulting model, although this is not necessarily
the case if the additional data is noisy or out-ofdomain. This suggests two possibilities: 1) the
language in the corpora varies substantially, perhaps due to the speakers’ ages or the activity that
was transcribed; and 2) the maze annotations are
inconsistent between corpora.

4.5.1 Age-Specific Model
We train a single model on the following corpora: ENNI, G ILLAM NT, NARRATIVE SSS, and
NARRATIVE S TORY R ETELL. As shown in Table 1, these corpora contain transcripts collected
from children roughly aged 4-12. In three of the
four corpora, the age-based model performs worse
than the baseline. The only exception is NAR -

4.5 Multi-Corpus Models
It is possible that poor performance of the generic
model relative to the baseline corpus-specific
models can be attributed to systematic differences
between the SALT corpora. We may be able to
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performed worse than the corpus-specific ones.
This was surprising because the more generic
models were able to leverage more training data
than the corpus specific ones, and more training
data typically improves the performance of datadriven models such as our maze detector. These
results strongly suggest that there are substantial
differences between the nine SALT corpora.
We suspect there are many areas in which the
SALT corpora diverge from one another. One
such area may be the nature of the language: perhaps the language differs so much between each
of the corpora that it is difficult to learn a model
appropriate for one corpus from any of the others. Another potential source of divegence is in
transcription, which does not always follow the
SALT guidelines (Miller et al., 2011). Two of the
idiosyncracies we have observed are: more than
three X’s (or a consonant followed by multiple
X’s) to indicate unintelligble language, instead of
the conventional X, XX, and XXX for unintelligible words, phrases, and utterances, respectively;
and non-canonical transcriptions of what appear
to be filled pauses, including ‘uhm’ and ‘umhm’.
These idiosyncracies could be straightforward to
normalize using automated methods, but doing so
requires that they be identified to begin with. Furthermore, although these idiosyncracies may appear to be minor, taken together they may actually
be substantial.
Another potential source of variation between
corpora is likely in the maze annotations themselves. SALT’s definition of mazes, “filled pauses,
false starts, and repetitions and revisions of words,
morphemes and phrases” (Miller et al., 2011, p.
48), is very short, and none of the components
is defined in the SALT manual. In contrast, the
Disfluency Annotation Stylebook for Switchboard
Corpus (Meteer et al., 1995) describes a system
of disfluency annotations over approximately 25
pages, devoting two pages to filled pauses and five
to restarts. The Switchboard disfluency annotations are much richer than SALT maze annotations, and we are not suggesting that they are appropriate for a clinical setting. However, between
the stark contrast in detail of the two annotation
systems’ guidelines, and our finding that crosscorpus models for maze detection perform poorly,
we recommend that SALT’s definition of mazes
and their components be elaborated and clarified.
This would be of benefit not just to those trying to

RATIVE S TORY R ETELL , for which the age-based
model outperforms the baseline in terms of both
tagging (F1=0.794, p ≤ 0.0673) and bracketing
(F1=0.679, p ≤ 0.0062).

4.5.2 Task-Specific Models
We construct two task-specific models for maze
detection: one for conversations, and the other
for narrative tasks. A conversational model
trained on the C ONVERSATION and NZC ON VERSATION corpora does not improve performance on either corpus relative to the baseline. A model for narrative tasks trained on the
ENNI, G ILLAM NT, NARRATIVE SSS, NARRA TIVE S TORY R ETELL , NZP ERSONAL NARRATIVE
and NZS TORY R ETELL corpora only improves
performance on one of these, relative to the baseline. Specifically, the narrative task model improves performance on the NARRATIVE SSS corpus both in terms of tagging (F1=0.797, p ≤
0.0005) and bracketing (F1=0.693, p ≤ 0.0002).
4.5.3 Research Group-Specific Models
There are two groups of researchers that have
annotated multiple corpora: a group in New
Zealand, which annotated the NZC ONVERSA TION , NZP ERSONAL NARRATIVE , and NZS TO RY R ETELL corpora; and another group in Wisconsin, which annotated the C ONVERSATION ,
E XPOSITORY, NARRATIVE SSS, and NARRA TIVE S TORY R ETELL corpora.
We trained research group-specific models, one for each of
these groups.
Overall, these models do not improve performance. The New Zealand research group model
does not significantly improve performance on any
of the corpora they annotated, relative to the baseline. The Wisconsin research group model yields
significant improvement on the NARRATIVE SSS
corpus, both in terms of tagging (F1=0.803, p ≤
0.0001) and bracketing (F1=0.699, p ≤ 0.0001)
performance. Performance on the C ONVERSA TION and E XPOSITORY corpora is lower with
the Wisconsin research group model than with
the corpus-specific baseline models, while performance on NARRATIVE S TORY R ETELL is essentially the same with the two models.

5

Discussion

We compared corpus-specific models for maze detection to more generic models applicable to multiple corpora, and found that the generic models
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automate the application of SALT annotations, but
also to clinicians who use SALT and depend upon
consistently annotated transcripts.
There are two clear tasks for future research that
build upon these results. First, maze detection performance can surely be improved. We note, however, that evaluating maze detectors in terms of F1
score may not always be appropriate if such a detector is used in a pipeline. For example, there
may be a minimum acceptable level of precision
for a maze detector used in a preprocessing step
to applying SALT error codes so that maze excision does not create additional errors. In such a
scenario, the goal would be to maximize recall at
a given level of precision.
The second task suggested by this paper is to explore the hypothesized differences within and between corpora. Such exploration could ultimately
result in more rigorous, communicable guidelines
for maze annotations, as well as other annotations
and conventions in SALT. If there are systematic
differences in maze annotations across the SALT
corpora, such exploration could suggest ways of
making the annotations consistent without completely redoing them.
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Abstract

AD and related Dementias. According to Kalaria
et al. (2008), 71% of 81.1 million dementia related
cases have been projected to be in the developing
countries with annual costs of US$73 billion.
Alzheimer’s disease is the most common form
of dementia (Ballard et al., 2011). However, early
diagnosis of dementia is currently challenging, especially in the earlier stages. Dementias have been
typically diagnosed through extensive neuropsychological examinations using a series of cognitive tests containing set questions and images
(Williams et al., 2013). For example, the MMSE
screening tool is composed of a series of questions
and cognitive tests that assess different cognitive
abilities, with a maximum score of 30 points. A
MMSE score of 27 and above is suggestive of
not having a Dementia related disease. The challenge with these cognitive tests is that the accuracy depends on the clinician’s level of experience and their ability to diagnose different subtypes of the disease as Dementia disease can be
classified further into Alzheimer’s disease, Vascular Dementia, Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB),
Mixed dementia, Parkinson’s disease, as well as
other forms1 .
As such, this paper investigates effective computational diagnostic models for predicting AD
and related Dementias using several linguistic features extracted from the transcribed verbal utterances produced by potential patients. The premise
is that, neurodegenrative disorders (ND) are characterized by the deterioration of nerve cells that
control cognitive, speech and language processes,
which consequentially translates to how patients
compose verbal utterances. Thus, we proposed the
diagnostic models using Machine Learning (ML)
algorithms that learn such linguistic features and
classify the AD and related Dementias group from
the healthy elderly group.

Early diagnosis of neurodegenerative disorders (ND) such as Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) and related Dementias is currently a
challenge. Currently, AD can only be diagnosed by examining the patient’s brain
after death and Dementia is diagnosed
typically through consensus using specific diagnostic criteria and extensive neuropsychological examinations with tools
such as the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) or the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (MoCA). In this paper, we
use several Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to build diagnostic models using syntactic and lexical features resulting
from verbal utterances of AD and related
Dementia patients. We emphasize that
the best diagnostic model distinguished
the AD and related Dementias group from
the healthy elderly group with 74% FMeasure using Support Vector Machines
(SVM). Additionally, we perform several
statistical tests to indicate the significance
of the selected linguistic features. Our results show that syntactic and lexical features could be good indicative features for
helping to diagnose AD and related Dementias.

1

Karen Jennifer Golden
Jeffrey Cheah School of
Medicine and Health Sciences
Monash University Malaysia
karen.golden@monash.edu

Introduction

Ageing and neurodegeneration can be a huge challenge for developing countries. As ageing population continues to increase, government and health
care providers will need to deal with the associated
economic and social effects such as an increased
dependency ratio, higher need for social protection, and smaller workforce. The significance of
this increase and demographic transition is a high
prevalence of neurodegenerative diseases such as

1
http://www.alz.org/dementia/
types-of-dementia.asp
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Related Work

ent ML algorithms rather than NB alone.
Similarly, Roark et al. (2011) demonstrated the
efficacy of using complex syntactic features to
classify mild cognitive impairment (MCI) but not
AD and Dementia. Also, de Lira et al. (2011) investigated the significance of lexical and syntactic
features from the verbal narratives of AD patients
by performing several statistical tests based on 121
elderly participants comprising of 60 AD subjects
and 61 healthy subjects. Their lexical features
comprised of word-finding difficulties, immediate
word repetition of isolated words, word revisions,
semantic substitutions, and phonemic paraphasias.
For syntactic features, coordinated sentences, subordinated sentences, and reduced sentences were
examined. Upon performing and making comparison between the parametric Student’s t-test (t)
and the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test (U),
only word-finding difficulties, immediate repetitions, word revisions, coordinated sentences, and
reduced sentences were found to be statistically
significant with p = 0.001 at a 95% confidence
interval (CI). Further post-hoc analysis with the
Wald test (Wald X 2 ) showed that immediate word
repetitions, word revisions, and coordinated sentences could be used to distinguish AD patients
from the healthy elderly group.

Few ML algorithms have been proposed to automate the diagnosis of Dementias using linguistic features. In a recent study, Williams et
al. (2013) experimented with different ML algorithms for learning neuropsychological and demographic data which are then used for the prediction of Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scores
for different sub-types of Dementia and other cognitive impairments. In that study, four ML algorithms were used comprising of Naı̈ve Bayes
(NB), C4.5 Decision Trees (DT), Neural Networks
with back-propagation (NN), and Support Vector
Machines (SVM). The study reports NB with the
highest classification accuracy; however, its accuracy could be biased as the same NB was used for
the initial feature selection for all the four ML algorithms. As such, the feature sets would have
been optimized for NB.
In another study, Chen and Herskovits (2010)
proposed different diagnostic models that distinguished the very mild dementia (VMD) group
from the healthy elderly group by using features
from structural magnetic-resonance images (MRI)
to train seven ML algorithms. Their study reported
that both SVM and Bayesian Networks (Bayes
Nets) gave the best diagnostic models with the
same accuracy of 80%. Similarly, a study by
Klöppel et al. (2008) reported a better accuracy
with SVM on the scans provided by radiologists.
In contrast, we study several linguistic features
from the transcribed verbal utterances of AD and
related Dementia patients. We emphasize that the
proposed diagnostic models do not depend on the
complex MRI scan processes but a simple verbal
description of familiar activities in order to diagnose the disease.
A closely related work to ours is Garrard
et al. (2013) research. The study used Naı̈ve
Bayes Gaussian (NBG) and Naı̈ve Bayes multinomial (NBM) to classify textual descriptions into
a Dementia group and a healthy elderly group.
The Information Gain (IG) feature selection algorithm was used in both cases and both algorithms
achieved a better accuracy of up to 90% with features such as low frequency content words and certain generic word components. In this paper, we
study more exclusive syntactic and lexical features
that could distinguish the AD and related Dementia patients from the healthy group. In addition, we
build several models by experimenting with differ-

While de Lira et al. (2011) did not perform any
evaluation using ML algorithms, we focus on the
feasibility of effectively diagnosing AD and related Dementias by learning additional syntactic
and lexical features with different ML algorithms.
According to Ball et al. (2009), syntactic processing in acquired language disorders such as Aphasia in adults, has shown promising findings, encouraging further study on identifying effective
syntactic techniques. Similarly, Locke (1997) emphasized the significance of lexical-semantic components of a language, part of which is observable during utterance acquisition at a younger age.
Locke highlighted further that as the lexical capacity increases, syntactic processing becomes automated, hence leading to changes in language.
As such, it is almost certain that the effects of a
specific language disorder could be observed as
changes to the lexical and syntactic processes governing language and verbal utterances.
In this paper, we identify several syntactic and
lexical features in addition to the significant features studied by de Lira et al. (2011) and then
train five different ML models to predict the like79

lihood of a patient having Dementia. First, we extract predictive syntactic and lexical features from
the existing DementiaBank2 corpus containing a
set of transcribed texts from verbal utterances produced by AD and related Dementia patients living in the United States. The transcribed texts are
stored in the CHAT system format in the DementiaBank corpus made available by the School of
Medicine of the University of Pittsburgh as part of
the TalkBank project3 . We further extract several
lexical and syntactic features from the CHAT format and conduct different statistical tests and then
learn and evaluate with different ML algorithms.
We emphasize that the best model accuracy reported in our study is comparable to the accuracy
reported in Garrard et al. (2013) and outperforms
a model using only the three significant features
reported in de Lira et al. (2011).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
We present the methodology used in this study in
Section 3. The DementiaBank dataset and the participants are described in Section 3.1 and Section
3.2 respectively. Section 4 discusses the feature
extraction process that extracts both the lexical and
syntactic features used in this study. In Section 5,
we perform statistical tests to understand the significant features. Section 6 performs additional
feature selection and make comparison with the
statistical test results. We discuss the ML models used in this study in Section 7. Finally, results,
discussion and conclusion are presented in Section
8, 9, and 10.

3

tactic and lexical features from the transcripts and
compare to the features established in de Lira et al.
(2011) as our baseline. We identified 21 features
including the 3 significant features investigated in
de Lira et al. (2011). 9 of those features are syntactic, 11 are lexical features, and 1 is a confounding feature (age). We will describe the features in
detail in Section 4. Our feature extraction is followed by statistical tests as performed in de Lira
et al. (2011). Both the Student’s t-test (t) and
the Mann-Whitney test (U) are performed and followed by multiple logistic regression (MLR) that
shows the most significant features. In addition,
we also perform feature selection using the Information Gain algorithm and compare our results to
those achieved by MLR. The final ML models are
built using SVM, NB, Bayes Net, DT, and NN.
3.1

Datasets

In this study, an existing DementiaBank clinical
dataset was used. The dataset was created during a
longitudinal study conducted by the University of
Pittsburgh School of Medicine on Alzheimer’s and
related Dementia and funded by the National Institute of Aging4 . The dataset contains transcripts
of verbal interviews with AD and related Dementia patients, including those with MCI. Interviews
were conducted in the English language and were
based on the description of the Cookie-Theft picture component which is part of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (Kaplan et al., 2001).
During the interview, patients were given the picture and were told to discuss everything they could
see happening in the picture. The patients’ verbal utterances were recorded and then transcribed
into the CHAT transcription format (MacWhinney,
2000). Thus, in this study, we extract the transcribed patient sentences from the CHAT files and
then pre-process the sentences for feature extraction.

Methods

It is common in clinical research to conduct investigation on the actual patients (or subjects). This
process can be achieved over a period of time;
however, previous research studies have made
available series of clinical datasets that reduce the
investigation time considerably. Although, this
study does not involve direct interaction with actual patients, we focus on understanding the linguistic patterns from the verbal utterances of existing patients. In Section 2, we have discussed those
verbal utterances to be present in the transcription
files contained in the DementiaBank dataset and
we will describe the dataset further in Section 3.1.
In this study, our focus is to use the extended syn-

3.2

Participants

The participants in the DementiaBank dataset have
been categorized into Dementia, Control, and Unknown patient groups. Our study uses only the
Dementia and Control groups as we are interested
in the binary diagnosis of the AD and related Dementias. Thus, the Dementia group consists of 314
elderly patients with an approximate age range of
49 to 90 years. The group consists of 239 peo-

2

http://talkbank.org/DementiaBank/
http://www.talkbank.org/browser/
index.php
3

4
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tences are those whose clauses are combined
using coordinating conjunctions. The number of occurrence for this feature per patient
narrative is obtained based on the frequency
of the coordinating conjunction PoS tag (CC)
detected in the parse tree structure.

ple diagnosed with probable AD; 21 with possible
AD; 5 with Vascula Dementia (VD); 43 with MCI;
3 with Memory problem and 4 other people with
an unidentified form of dementia. On the other
hand, the Control group consists of 242 healthy elderly without any reported diagnosis and with approximate age range of 46 to 81 years. In order
to have a balanced number of participants across
groups, we reduced the AD and related Dementias
group to the first 242 patients consisting of 189
probable AD, 8 possible AD, 37 MCI, 3 memory
problems, 4 Vascular dementia, and 1 other participant with an unidentified form of dementia. In addition, some demographic information was made
available in the DementiaBank dataset, however,
we have only selected age in order to measure the
significance of the disease with respect to age.

4

• Subordinated sentences: Subordinated sentences are those that are subordinate to the
independent primary sentence to which they
are linked. Similarly, the number of occurrence for this feature per patient narrative is
obtained based on the frequency of the subsentences indicated by the PoS tag (S) detected in the parse tree structure.
• Reduced sentences: Following the definition set out by de Lira et al. (2011), this
feature represents those subordinated sentences without a conjunction but with nominal verb forms (which are either participles
or gerund). To obtain the count for this feature, the frequencies of PoS tags (VBG and
VBN) are used.

Features Extraction

Several features were extracted from the transcript
files. First, we extracted every CHAT symbol in
the transcript files and stored them according to
their frequencies and positions in each sentence.
We emphasize that some CHAT symbols represent
both explicit and implicit features that describe the
lexical capability of the patient. For example, having the CHAT symbol [//] at a specific position
within a sentence implies that the patient was retracing a verbal error that precedes that position
and at the same time attempting to make correction, while the CHAT symbol [/] shows the patient
making immediate word repetition (MacWhinney,
2000). On the other hand, it is non-trivial to extract
the syntactic features without performing syntactic
parsing on the sentences. As such, using the Stanford Parser Klein and Manning (2003), we generated the syntactic tree structure of each sentence
and extract features as appropriate.
4.1

• Number of predicates: The number of predicates found in every patient’s narrative can
be seen as another estimation of the sentence
complexity. The predicates are extracted using a rule-based algorithm that locates transitive verbs which are followed by one or more
arguments. We emphasize that the importance of predicate-argument structures has
been explored in the literature for text classification tasks (Surdeanu et al., 2003; Orimaye, 2013).
• Average number of predicates: The average
number of predicates per patient narrative is
investigated as well to study its effect.

Syntactic features

• Dependency distance: This feature was used
in the study of Pakhomov et al. (2011) as a
way to measure grammatical complexity in
patients with Alzheimer’s disease. The distance value is calculated based on the sum of
all the dependency distances, in which each
dependency distance is the absolute difference between the serial position of two words
that participate in a dependency relation.

As described below, we investigated a number
of features that are seen to demand complex
syntactic processing, including the three syntactic features (coordinated, subordinated, and reduced sentences) evaluated by de Lira et al. (2011)
and the Dependency distance feature evaluated by
Roark et al. (2011) and Pakhomov et al. (2011).
All syntactic features are extracted from the syntactic tree structures produced by the Stanford
Parser.
• Coordinated sentences:

• Number of dependencies: For a purpose similar as to the syntactic dependency distance,
the number of unique syntactic dependency

Coordinated sen81

rative. Function words enable sentences to
have meaning and they have been studied as
an essential attribute to brain and language
processing (Friederici, 2011).

relations found in every patient’s narrative is
examined.
• Average dependencies per sentence: We also
consider the average number of the unique
dependency relations per sentence.

• Unique words: We measure the total number of unique words as the absolute word
count minus the number of immediate repeated words.

• Production rules: Production rules derived
from parse trees has been explored in a number of NLP related classification tasks (Wong
and Dras, 2010; Post and Bergsma, 2013).
We investigate this feature by counting the
number of unique production rules in the
context-free grammar form extracted from
each patient’s narrative.
4.2

• Word count: This is measured as the absolute
word count including repeated words.
• Character length: We measure the absolute
character length of the patient’s narrative.
• Total sentences: This is the absolute count of
sentences in the patient’s narrative.

Lexical features

The lexical features used in this study include
the revision and repetition features proposed in
Croisile et al. (1996) and evaluated in de Lira et
al. (2011). The remaining features are additionally investigated lexical features that show better
improvement with our models.

• Repetitions: This is measured as the number
of immediate word repetitions in the patient’s
narrative (de Lira et al., 2011; Croisile et al.,
1996).
• Revisions: This feature is measured as the
count of pause positions where the patient retraced a preceding error and then made a correction (MacWhinney, 2000; de Lira et al.,
2011; Croisile et al., 1996).

• Utterances: The total number of utterances
per patient was computed. Each utterance is
identified to start from the beginning of a verbal communication to the next verbal pause
length, such as punctuation or a CHAT symbol that represents a specific break in communication (Marini et al., 2008). A sentence
could have one or more utterances, and an
utterance could be one word, a phrase or a
clause. It has been identified that utterance
acquisitions form a grammatical lexicon for
a language (Locke, 1997). Thus, we hypothesize that the absolute number of utterances
in a conversation could show the language
strength of a potential patient.

• Lexical bigrams: We take into account the
number of unique bigrams in a patient’s narrative in order to capture repeated bigram patterns.
• Morphemes: To capture the morphology
structure of the patient’s narrative, we measured the number of morphemes. Each morpheme represents a word or a part of it that
cannot be further divided (Creutz and Lagus,
2002).

• Mean Length of Utterances (MLU): We measure the structural organization of sentences
using the MLU. This was computed as the ratio of the total number of words to the number
of utterances (Marini et al., 2008). MLU has
been specifically used to measure grammar
growth in children with Specific Language
Impairment (SLI) (Yoder et al., 2011). In this
study, we investigate the significance of MLU
in determining language disorder in AD and
related Dementias.

5

Statistical Evaluation

One of the challenges that we encountered in evaluating the features above is that some features are
not normally distributed. An exception to that is
the confounding feature “age”. For age, it is our
assumption that the DementiaBank study was designed to cover normally distributed participants
in terms of age range. For the other generated
features, it is understandable, since each patient
would give specific attributes that show the severity of the disease overtime. As such, we performed
one parametric test (Student’s t-test (t)) and one

• Function words: We compute the total number of function words in the patient’s nar82

non-parametric test (Mann-Whitney test (U)) and
then compared the results of the two tests similar
to the baseline paper (de Lira et al., 2011). Both
results achieved the same results as shown in Table
1; thus, we chose the parametric results for further
statistical evaluation.
Further, we conducted a post-hoc test using
multiple logistic regression analysis in order to
identify specific features that distinguish the AD
and related Dementias group from the healthy elderly group. We present the results of the analysis using the Wald test (Wald X 2 ) and the Odds
Ratio or Exp(B) as shown in Table 2. A 95%
confidence interval (CI) was computed for both
lower and upper bound of Exp(B) and p < 0.05
shows statistical significance. All tests performed
are two-tailed using the IBM Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 20.0.05 .
The result of our analysis is in agreement with
the study conducted by de Lira et al. (2011); however, we examined more features in our study.
Our analysis shows that the statistically significant
syntactic features of the ADAG have lower mean
compared to the HAG. This indicates that the disease group have difficulties in constructing complex sentences unlike the healthy group. We suggest that effective use of predicates and reduced
structures could be of vital importance to appropriately measure healthy language in Alzheimer’s
disease and related Dementia patients. On the
other hand, statistically significant lexical features
of the ADAG have higher mean compared to the
HAG, except for MLU with just 0.91 difference.
This makes sense, for example, the disease group
performed more immediate word repetitions and
made more revisions on grammatical errors in
their narrative. More utterances were also noticed
with the disease group as they tend to make several
pauses resulting from syntactic errors and attempts
to correct or avoid those errors in the first place.
The multiple logistic regression analysis indicates that number of utterances, reduced sentences, MLU, revisions, and number of predicates
significantly distinguish the disease group from
the healthy elderly group leaving out repetitions
and average predicates per sentence. Interestingly,
repetitions was found to be significant in de Lira
et al. (2011), albeit with just 121 patients. In
our case, we suspect that repeated words could

be less common with both groups given the combined 484 patients, while the absolute count of
predicates in a discourse (not at the sentence level)
could be more representative of the groups. The
confounding feature age was used because of the
age difference between ADAG and HAG. The resulting odd ratios OR emphasize the likelihood
of having Alzheimer’s and the related Dementia diseases when the distinguishing features are
used. Lower β values for MLU, predicates, and
reduced sentences decreases the likelihood of having Alzheimer’s disease and related Dementias.

6

Feature Selection

To further support that the features selected
through statistical testing from the previous section (Section 5) are indeed significant, one of the
widely adopted metrics for feature selection in the
ML-based text classification paradigm — Information Gain (IG) — is explored. We could adopt
the feature selection approach taken by Williams
et al. (2013), in which the subset of indicative features were selected based on a specific classifier,
NB in their case; we chose to use IG instead given
that the IG value for each feature is calculated independent of the classifiers and thus reduces the
chance of bias in terms of the model performance.
By ranking the IG values for each of the extracted
features (both lexical and syntactic), the top eight
features with the highest IG values are the same as
the subset of the eight significant features identified through the statistical tests.

7

Machine Learning Models

In order to conduct an informed comparison with
the findings from the previous related work, we
evaluate the same four ML models investigated
by Williams et al. (2013) which include Support
Vector Machines (SVM) with radial basis kernel,
Naı̈ve Bayes (NB), J48 Decision Trees (DT), and
Neural Networks (NN) with back propagation. In
addition, Bayesian Networks (Bayes Nets), which
has also been found useful in the work of Chen
and Herskovits (2010), is also evaluated. Using
the ML models, we performed three sets of experiments6 to confirm the hypothesis that the identified significant syntactic and lexical features could
give effective diagnostic models. First, we experimented with the three significant features reported
in de Lira et al. (2011). Second, we performed

5
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/
analytics/spss/

6
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Syntactic features
Coordinated sentences
Subordinated sentences
Reduced Sentences
Number of Predicates
Avr.Predicates per sentence
Number of Dependencies
Avr.dependency per sentence
Dependency distance
Production rules
Lexical features
Utterances
MLU
Function words
Unique words
Word count
Character length
Total sentences
Repetitions
Revision
Lexical bigrams
Number of Morphemes

ADAG
MEAN(SD)

HAG
MEAN(SD)

t

df

p

95%
CI(Difference)

5.21(3.51)
5.37(3.41)
3.24(2.47)
5.77 (3.33)
0.46(0.19)
104.67(53.76)
8.84(2.71)

4.73(3.11)
5.12(2.84)
4.12(2.67)
7.03(3.63)
0.57(0.23)
104.12(50.20)
8.82(2.47)

1.59
0.85
-3.77
-3.99
-5.48
0.11
0.09

482
482
482
482
482
482
482

0.11
0.40
<0.000*
<0.000*
<0.000*
0.91
0.932

-0.11 to 1.07
-0.32 to 0.81
-1.34 to -0.42
-1.89 to -0.64
-0.15 to -0.07
-8.75 to 9.83
-0.44 to 0.48

18.57(8.71)
128.36(50.68)

18.12(8.04)
126.83(44.68)

0.59
0.35

482
482

0.56
0.73

-1.05 to 1.95
-7.01 to 10.05

43.56(28.22)
2.66(1.22)
59.18(34.82)
115.54(60.93)
127.28(68.42)
567.01(303.59)
13.24(7.03)
1.64(2.44)
3.77(4.36)
104.84 (52.55)
104.23(60.73)

32.31(15.42)
3.57(1.31)
58.98(32.46)
116.17(55.61)
127.25(63.24)
580.87(292.07)
12.86(5.29)
0.64(0.99)
1.93(2.22)
106.79 (50.61)
107.90(55.74)

5.44
-7.87
0.07
-0.12
0.005
-0.512
0.67
5.92
5.87
-0.42
-0.694

482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482

<0.000*
<0.000*
0.948
0.905
0.996
0.61
0.502
<0.000*
<0.000*
0.677
0.488

7.19 to 15.31
-1.13 to -0.68
-5.81 to 6.21
-11.05 to 9.79
-11.74 to 11.79
-67.07 to 39.35
-0.73 to 1.49
0.67 to 1.34
1.23 to 2.47
-11.17 to 7.26
-14.09 to 6.74

ADAG = Alzheimer’s disease and related Dementia group (n=242); HAG = Healthy elderly group (n=242); SD = standard
deviation; df = degree of freedom; CI = confidence Interval.

Table 1: Statistical analysis of linguistic features based on Student’s t-test.
Features
Age
Utterances
MLU
No of Predicates
Revisions
Reduced Sentences
Constant

β
-0.11
-0.03
0.374
0.25
-0.143
0.121
5.23

S.E
0.02
0.01
0.137
0.059
0.069
0.055
1.18

Wald X 2
39.53
5.55
7.39
17.64
4.33
4.89
19.67

p
<0.000*
0.018*
0.007*
<0.000*
0.037*
0.027*
<0.000*

OR
0.90
0.97
1.45
1.28
0.87
1.129
187.25

95% CI of OR
0.87 to 0.93
0.95 to 0.99
1.11 to 1.90
1.14 to 1.44
0.76 to 0.99
1.01 to 1.26
-

ADAG, n=242; HAG, n = 242; S.E = standard error; OR = Odds ratio or Exp(β); CI = confidence Interval.

Table 2: Multiple logistic regression analysis on significant and confounding features.

8

an experiment with the eight significant features
identified by the parametric test reported in Table
1. Finally, we used the six distinguishing features
identified by MLR in Table 2.

The results of the three experiments are shown in
Table 3, 4, and 5 respectively. In addition, Table 6
shows a summary of the performance of the best
ML model (SVM) for predicting Alzheimer’s disease and the related Dementia diseases.
Our results show that SVM gave better FMeasure and recall in most cases compared to
other ML algorithms. Interestingly, DT, Bayes
Nets, and NB showed better precision on the disease group using the 6 and 8 significant features.
Specifically, using the 6 significant features, DT
showed 78% precision but 69% recall on the disease group. Similarly, Bayes Nets showed 77%
precision but 66% recall on the disease group.
Overall, SVM takes the lead as it showed the highest F-Measure of 74% on the disease group with
75% precision and 73% recall.

Given the relatively small size of the dataset
used in this study, we conduct a 10-fold cross
validation on each of the ML models by using
a balanced data set with 242 instances for each
group: the AD and related Dementias group and
the healthy (Control) group. Performance of the
ML models were measured in terms of precision,
recall, and F-measure. All the ML experiments
including the IG ranking are conducted using the
Weka toolkit7 with the default settings.

7

Results

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Model
SVM
NB
DT
NN
Bayes Nets

Precision
(ADAG/HAG)
0.70/0.65
0.72/0.57
0.67/0.65
0.70/065
0.66/0.68

Recall
(ADAG/HAG)
0.59/0.75
0.34/0.87
0.62/0.69
0.60/0.74
0.71/0.64

F−Measure
(ADAG/HAG)
0.64/0.70
0.47/0.69
0.65/0.67
0.64/0.69
0.68/0.66

Table 3: Results of different ML models using the three significant features reported in (de Lira et al.,
2011) on both disease and healthy elderly groups.
Model
SVM
NB
DT
NN
Bayes Nets

Precision
(ADAG/HAG)
0.74/0.73
0.77/0.62
0.74/0.69
0.75/0.72
0.75/0.69

Recall
(ADAG/HAG)
0.73/0.74
0.46/0.86
0.66/0.77
0.69/0.77
0.65/0.78

F−Measure
(ADAG/HAG)
0.73/0.74
0.58/0.72
0.70/0.73
0.72/0.74
0.70/0.73

Table 4: Results of different ML models using the eight statistically significant features in Table 1 on
both disease and healthy elderly groups.

9

Discussion

of a binary classification between a combined Dementia related diseases group with different subtypes (such as AD, MCI and memory problems)
and a control group of healthy participants. Although MCI could sometimes (but not always) be
a precursor to AD and Dementia, we suggest that
it could be important to exclude patients with MCI
and other minor memory problems from the AD
and related Dementia patients in future study.

The results of our ML experiments and statistical evaluations suggest that using ML algorithms
by learning syntactic and lexical features from the
verbal utterances of elderly people can help the diagnosis of Alzheimers and the related Dementia
diseases. The outcome of our evaluations is similar to the study conducted in de Lira et al. (2011).
However, our study identifies more indicative and
representative linguistic features compared to de
Lira et al. (2011). Furthermore, the results of our
statistical evaluation agree with the feature selection results (using IG). That is, all the statistically
significant features discussed in Section 5 are also
the top ranked features using the IG feature selection algorithm in Section 6. Following the identification of additional linguistic features, we emphasize that the best ML model with six significant
linguistic features (age, utterances, MLU, reduced
sentences, revisions, and predicates) outperforms
a three-feature model (repetitions, revisions, and
coordinated sentence). More importantly, unlike
de Lira et al. (2011), repetitions and coordinated
sentences did not contribute to the accuracy of
our diagnostic models. Finally, in comparison to
Williams et al. (2013), SVM obtained the highest
prediction accuracy, albeit on linguistic features.
Moreover, unlike Williams et al. (2013), our feature selection process is independent of the best
ML algorithm (SVM) in our case. Again, this
avoids unnecessary bias especially in clinical diagnosis. A limitation of this study could be the use

10

Conclusion and Future Work

We have investigated promising diagnostic models
for Alzheimer’s and the related Dementia diseases
using syntactic and lexical features from verbal utterances. We performed statistical and ML evaluations and show that the disease group used less
complex sentences than the healthy elderly group.
Additionally, following our regression analysis,
we show that the disease group makes more grammatical errors and at the same time makes reasonable attempts to correct or avoid those errors
in the first place. We also emphasized that utterances, reduced sentences, MLU, revisions, and
number of predicates, significantly distinguish the
disease group from the healthy elderly group. In
the future, we plan to investigate indexical cues,
prosodic cues, and semantic cues in order to capture the perspectives in a patient’s narrative. Furthermore, we intend to evaluate our models against
the MMSE and MoCA diagnostic thresholds on
actual AD and Dementia patients in a developing
country. More importantly, there is a need to train
the diagnostic models on a larger dataset, which
85

Model
SVM
NB
DT
NN
Bayes Nets

Precision
(ADAG/HAG)
0.75/0.74
0.79/0.65
0.78/0.71
0.74/0.70
0.77/0.70

Recall
(ADAG/HAG)
0.73/0.76
0.53/0.86
0.69/0.76
0.67/0.76
0.66/0.80

F−Measure
(ADAG/HAG)
0.74/0.75
0.63/0.74
0.71/0.73
0.71/0.73
0.71/0.75

Table 5: Results of different ML models using the six statistically significant features in Table 2 on both
disease and healthy elderly groups.
Model
6-feature
8-feature
3-feature(Baseline)

Precision
0.75*
0.74
0.70

Recall
0.73*
0.73
0.59

F−Measure
0.74*
0.73
0.64

Table 6: Summary of SVM performance with the best predictive features for diagnosing AD and related
Dementias.
could lead to better accuracy. Furthermore, longitudinal studies are recommended in order to improve sample sizes and follow the course of the
disease overtime.
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Abstract

a necessary component of understanding the nature of ASD, creating systems for automatic ASD
screening, and early intervention methods such as
social skills training and applied behaviour analysis (Wallace et al., 1980; Lovaas et al., 1973).
There are a number of studies finding differences between people with ASD and people with
typical development (TD). In terms of deficits in
social communication, there have been reports describing atypical usage of gestures (Ashley and
Inge-Marie, 2010), frequency of eye-contact and
laughter (Geraldine et al., 1990), prosody (McCann and Peppe, 2003; Rhea et al., 2005), voice
quality (Asgari et al., 2013), delay responses
(Heeman et al., 2010), and unexpected words
(Rouhizadeh et al., 2013). In this paper, we particularly focus on the cues of ASD that appear in
children’s language and speech
In the case of language, Newton et al. (2009)
analyze blogs of people with ASD and TD, and
found that people with ASD have larger variation
of usage of words describing social processes, although there are no significant differences in other
word categories. In the case of speech, people with
ASD tend to have prosody that differs from that
of their peers (Kanner, 1943), although McCann
and Peppe (2003) note that prosody in ASD is an
under-researched area and that where research has
been undertaken, findings often conflict. Since
then, there have been various studies analyzing
and modeling prosody in people with ASD (Daniel
et al., 2012; Kiss et al., 2013; Santen et al., 2013;
Van et al., 2010). For example, Kiss et al. (2012)
find several significant differences in the pitch
characteristics of ASD, and report that automatic
classification utilizing these features achieves accuracy well above chance level. To our knowledge, there is no previous work integrating both
language and speech features to identify differences between people with ASD and TD. However, it has been noted that differences in person-

Autism spectrum disorders are developmental disorders characterised as deficits
in social and communication skills, and
they affect both verbal and non-verbal
communication. Previous works measured
differences in children with and without
autism spectrum disorders in terms of
linguistic and acoustic features, although
they do not mention automatic identification using integration of these features.
In this paper, we perform an exploratory
study of several language and speech features of both single utterances and full narratives. We find that there are characteristic differences between children with
autism spectrum disorders and typical development with respect to word categories,
prosody, and voice quality, and that these
differences can be used in automatic classifiers. We also examine the differences
between American and Japanese children
and find significant differences with regards to pauses before new turns and linguistic cues.

1

Introduction

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are developmental disorders, first described by Kanner and
Asperger in 1943 and 1944 respectively (Kanner,
1943; Asperger, 1944). The American Psychiatric Association defines the two characteristics of
ASD as: 1) persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction across multiple contexts, and 2) restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). In particular, the former
deficits in social communication are viewed as the
most central characteristic of ASD. Thus, quantifying the degree of social communication skills is
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ality traits including introversion/extroversion can
be identified using these features (Mairesse et al.,
2007).
In this paper, we perform a comprehensive analysis of language and speech features mentioned in
previous works, as well as novel features specific
to this work. In addition, while previous works analyzed differences between people with ASD and
TD, we additionally investigate whether it is possible to automatically distinguish between children
with ASD or TD using both language and speech
features and a number of classification methods.
We focus on narratives, where the children serving
as our subjects tell a memorable story to their parent (Davis et al., 2004). Here, the use of narrative
allows us to consider not only single-sentence features, but also features considering interaction aspects between the child and parent such as pauses
before new turns and overall narrative-specific features such as words per minute and usage of unexpected words. Given this setting, we perform
a pilot study examining differences between children with ASD and TD, the possibilities of automatic classification between ASD and TD, and the
differences between American and Japanese children.

2

and video of the child and the parent.
In this paper, we use narrative data of four children with ASD (male: 3, female: 1) and two
children with TD (male: 1, female: 1) as an exploratory study. The intelligence quotient (IQ) for
all subjects is above 70, which is often used as
a threshold for diagnosis of intellectual disability. Each subject’s age and diagnosis as ASD/TD
is provided in Table 1. In the narrative session,
each child and parent speaks “a memorable story”
for 5 minutes in turn, and the listener responds to
the speaker’s story by asking questions. After 5
minutes, the experimenter provides directions to
change the turn.
Table 1: Subjects’ age and diagnosis
Subject
Age
Diagnosis

A1
10
ASD

A2
10
ASD

A3
10
ASD

A4
13
ASD

T1
10
TD

T2
12
TD

In this paper, we analyze the child-speaking turn
of the narrative session in which the parent responds to the child’s utterances. All utterances are
transcribed based on USC Rachel corpus manual
(Mower et al., 2011) to facilitate comparison with
this existing corpus. In the transcription manual, if
the speaker pauses for more than one second, the
speech is transcribed as separate utterances. In this
paper, we examine two segment levels, the first
treating each speech segment independently, and
the second handling a whole narrative as the target. When handling each segment independently,
we use a total of 116 utterances for both children
with ASD and TD.

Data Description

As a target for our analysis, we first collected a
data set of interactions between Japanese children
and their parents. In collecting the data, we followed the procedure used in the creation of the
USC Rachel corpus (Mower et al., 2011). The data
consists of four sessions: doh (free play), jenga (a
game), narrative, and natural conversation. The
first child-parent interaction is free play with the
parent. The child and parent are given play doh,
Mr. Potato Head, and blocks. The second childparent interaction is a jenga game. Jenga is a game
in which the participants must remove blocks, one
at a time, from a tower. The game ends when the
tower falls. The third child-parent interaction is a
narrative task. The child and parent are asked to
explain stories in which they experienced a memorable emotion. The final child-parent interaction
is a natural conversation without a task. These
child-parent interactions are recorded and will enable comparison of the child’s interaction style and
communication with their parent. Each session
continues for 10 minutes. During interaction, a pin
microphone and video camera record the speech

3 Single Utterance Level
In this section, we describe language and speech
features and analysis of these characteristics towards automatic classification of utterances based
on whether they were spoken by children with
ASD or TD. We hypothesize that based on the features extracted from the speech signal we are capable to classify children with ASD and TD on a
speech segment level, as well as on narrative level
after temporally combining all the segment-based
decisions.
3.1 Feature Extraction
We extract language and speech features based
on those proposed by (Mairesse et al., 2007) and
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(Hanson, 1995). Extracted features are summarized in Table 2. We also add one feature not covered in previous work counting the number of occurrences of laughter.

3.1.2 Speech Features
For speech feature extraction, we use the Snack
sound toolkit3 . Here, we consider fundamental
frequency, power, and voice quality, which are effective features according to previous works (McCann and Peppe, 2003; Hanson, 1995). We do
not extract mean values of fundamental frequency
and power because those features are strongly related to individuality. Thus, we extract statistics
of standard deviation (fsd, psd) and coefficient of
variation (fcov, pcov) for fundamental frequency
and power. We calculate speech rate, which is a
feature dividing the number of words by the number of voiced seconds. Voice quality is also computed using: the amplitude of the third formant
(a3), the difference between the first harmonic and
the second harmonic (h1h2), and the difference
between the first harmonic and the third formant
(h1a3) (Hanson, 1995).

Table 2: Description of language and speech features.
Language
General descriptor
Sentence structure
Psychological proc.
Personal concerns
Paralinguistic
Speech
Pitch
Intensity
Speech rate
Voice quality

Features
Words per sentence (WPS)
Words with more than 6 letters
Occurrences of laughter
Percentage of pronouns, conjunctions,
negations, quantifiers, numbers
Percentage of words describing social,
affect, cognitive, perceptual,
and biological
Percentage of words describing work,
achievement, leisure, and home
Percentage of assent,
disfluencies, and fillers
Features
Statistics of sd and cov
Statistics of sd and cov
Words per voiced second
Amplitude of a3
Difference of the h1 and the h2
Difference of the h1 and the a3

3.1.3 Projection Normalization
For normalization, we simply project all feature
values to a range of [0, 1], where 0 corresponds
to the smallest observed value and 1 to the largest
observed value across all utterances. For utterance
i, we define the value of the jth feature as vij and
vij −minj
define pij = max
, where pij is the feature
j −minj
value after normalisation.

3.1.1 Language Features

3.2 Characteristics of Language and Speech
Features

We use the linguistic inquiry and word count
(LIWC) (Pennebaker et al., 2007), which is a tool
to categorize words, to extract language features.
Because a Japanese version of LIWC is not available and there is no existing similar resource for
Japanese, we implement the following procedures
to automatically establish correspondences between LIWC categories and transcribed Japanese
utterances. First, we use Mecab1 for part-ofspeech tagging in Japanese utterances, translate
each word into English using the WWWJDIC2
dictionary, and finally determine the LIWC category corresponding to the English word. Among
the language features described in Table 2, we
calculate sentence structures, psychological processes, and personal concerns using LIWC, and
other features using Mecab. Here, we do not
consider language-dependent features and subcategories of LIWC.
1
2

In this section, we report the result of a t-test, principal component analysis, factor analysis, and decision tree using the normalised features. We use
R4 for statistical analysis.
Table 3 shows whether utterances of children
with ASD or TD have a greater mean on the corresponding feature. The results indicate that the
children with ASD more frequently use words
with more than 6 letters (e.g. complicated words),
assent (e.g. “uh-huh,” or “un” in Japanese), and
fillers (e.g. “umm,” or “eh” in Japanese) significantly more than the children with TD. In contrast, the children with TD more frequently use the
words words categorized as social (e.g. friend), affect (e.g. enjoy), and cognitive (e.g. understand)
significantly more than the children with ASD. In
addition, there are differences in terms of fundamental frequency variations and voice quality (e.g.
3
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Table 3: Difference of mean values between ASD and TD based on language and speech features from
children’s utterances. Each table cell notes which of the two classes has the greater mean on the corresponding feature (*: p < 0.01, **: p < 0.005).
WPS
affect
TD**
nonfluent
-

6 let.
ASD*
cognitive
TD*
fillers
ASD*

laughter
perceptual
fsd
TD**

adverb
biological
fcov
TD*

pronoun
relativity
psd
-

conjunctions
work
pcov
-

h1a3). In particular, we observe that the children
with ASD tend to use monotonous intonation as
reported in (Kanner, 1943). We do not confirm a
significant differences in other features.
Next, we use principal component analysis and
factor analysis to find features that have a large
contribution based on large variance values. As
a result of principal component analysis, features
about fundamental frequency, power, and h1a3
have large variance in the first component, and the
feature counting perceptual words also has large
value in the second component. To analyze a different aspect of principal component analysis with
rotated axes, we use factor analysis with the varimax rotation method. Figure 1 shows the result of
factor analysis indicating that features regarding
fundamental frequency and power have large variance. In addition, other features such as speech
rate, a3, and h1a3 also have large variance. Here,
we can see that for features such as statistics of
fundamental frequency (fsd and fcov) and power
(psd and pcov), the correlation coefficient between
these features are over 80% (p < 0.01). For correlated features, we use only standard deviation in
the following sections.
We also analyze important features to distinguish between children with ASD and TD by using a decision tree. Figure 2 shows the result of a
decision tree with 10 leaves indicating that speech
features fill almost all of the leaves (e.g. fsd is a
most useful feature to distinguish between ASD
and TD). In terms of the language features, we
confirm that WPS and perceptual words are important for classification.

negations
achievement
speech rate
-

quantifiers
leisure
a3
-

numbers
home
h1h2
-

social
TD**
assent
ASD**
h1a3
ASD**

Figure 1: Factor analysis with varimax rotation
method. First and second factors are indicated.
feature sets: 1) language features (Language), 2)
speech features (Speech), 3) all features (All), 4)
important features according to the t-test, principal component analysis, factor analysis, and decision tree (Selected), 5) important features according to the t-test that are not highly correlated
(T-Uncor). The feature set of T-Uncor is as follows: 6 let., social, affect, cognitive, fillers, assent, fed, and h1a3. We also show the chance
rate, which is a baseline of 50% because the number of utterances in each group is the same, and
measure accuracy with 10-fold cross-validation
and leave-one-speaker-out cross-validation using
naive Bayes (NB) and support vector machines
with a linear kernel (SVM). In the case of leaveone-speaker-out cross-validation, we use T-Uncor
because the number of utterances without one
speaker is too small to train using high dimensional feature sets.

3.3 Classification
In this section, we examine the possibility of automatic identification of whether an utterance belongs to a speaker with ASD or TD. Based on
the previous analysis, we prepare the following

Table 4 shows the result indicating that accu-
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4

0.5
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

TD
ASD

0.0

Table 4: Accuracy using Naive Bayes and SVM
classifiers. The p-value of the t-test is measured
compared to baseline (chance rate) (†: p < 0.1, *:
p < 0.01)
Feature set
Accuracy [%]
Baseline
NB
SVM
Language
62.2† 70.3*
Speech
57.6 67.6*
All
50.0
65.0† 68.8*
Selected
67.4* 71.9*
T-Uncor
67.8† 68.1†
Per-Speaker
50.0
65.5† 66.7†

Exponential/Gamma probability values

racies with almost all feature sets and classifiers
are over 65%. The SVM with Selected achieves
the best performance for the task of 10-fold crossvalidation, and The SVM with T-Uncor achieves
66.7% for the task of leave-one-speaker-out. The
accuracy for the task of leave-one-speaker-out on
each speaker A1 to T2 is as follows: 78%, 60%,
53%, 51%, 82%, and 78%.

2

4

6

8

10

Pauses before new turns (sec)

Figure 3: Gamma/Exponential pause distributions
with parameters computed using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) for children with ASD
and TD.
ter fitted distribution. All subjects significantly fit
(p > 0.6). As shown in Figure 3, we confirm that
children with ASD tend to delay responses to their
parent compared with children with TD. To reflect
this information in our following experiments in
automatic identification of ASD in narrative, we
extract the expectation value of the exponential
distribution

Narrative Level

In this section, we focus on the features of entire narratives, which allows us to examine other
features of child-parent interaction for a better understanding of ASD and classification in children
with ASD and TD. Each following subsection describes the procedure of feature extraction and
analysis of characteristics at the narrative level.
We consider pauses before new turns and unexpected words, which are mentioned in previous
works, as well as words per minute.

Heeman et al., (2010) also reported the relationship of the parent’s previous utterance’s type
(question or non-question) and the child’s pauses.
We examine the relationship between the parent’s
previous question’s type and pauses before new
turns. For each of the children’s utterances, we
label the parent’s utterance that directly precedes
as either “open question,” “closed question,” or
“non-question”, and we calculate pause latency.
Closed-questions are those which can be answered
by a simple “yes” or “no,” while open-questions
are those which require more thought and more
than a simple one-word answer. As shown in Table
5, children with ASD tend to delay responses to
their parent to a greater extent than children with
TD. We found no difference between open and
closed questions, although a difference between
questions and non-questions is observed. These
results are consistent with those of previous work
(Heeman et al., 2010) in terms of differences between questions and non-questions.

4.1 Pauses Before New Turns
Heeman et al., (2010) reported that children with
ASD tend to delay responses to their parent more
than children with TD in natural conversation. In
this paper, we examine whether a similar result is
found in interactive narrative. We denote values
of pauses before new turns as time between the
end of the parent’s utterance and the start of the
child’s utterance. We do not consider overlap of
utterances. We test goodness of fit of pauses to a
gamma and an exponential distribution based on
(Theodora et al., 2013), because the later is a special case of gamma with a unity shape parameter,
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Figure 3 shows a fitting of pauses to gamma
or exponential distributions, and we select a bet-
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fsd < 0.366375

|

psd < 0.306304

fcov < 0.308899

WPS < 0.0543478

fcov < 0.204553

a

a

pcov < 0.46429

a

fsd < 0.513756

t

t

t

a

perceptual < 0.07

pcov < 0.230634

a

a

t

Figure 2: Decision tree with 10 leaves (a: ASD, t: TD).
Table 5: Relationship of pauses before new turns
and parents’ question types. The mean value and
standard deviation are shown.
Question type
Closed-question
Open-question
Non-question

TD
0.47 (0.46)
0.43 (0.34)
0.95 (1.18)

Table 6: Mean value of words per minute.
Subj.
A1
A2
A3
A4
T1
T2

ASD
1.61 (1.87)
1.76 (1.51)
2.60 (3.64)

Averaged WPM
18.25
86.75
23.75
115.5
99.25
103.5

4.2 Words Per Minute
priate usage of words (Rouhizadeh et al., 2013).
We evaluate these unexpected words using two
measures, term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) and log odds ratio. We use
the following formulation to calculate TF-IDF for
each child’s narrative i and each word in that narrative j, where cij is the count of word j in narrative i. fj is the number of narratives from the full
data of child narratives containing that word j, and
D is the total number of narratives (Rouhizadeh et
al., 2013).

We analyze words per minute (WPM) in children
with ASD and TD to clarify the relationship between ASD and frequency of speech. We use a
total of 5 minutes of data in each narrative, and
thus the total number of words are divided by 5 to
calculate WPM. Table 6 shows the result. The data
in this table indicates that some children with ASD
have a significantly lower speaking rate than others with TD, but it is not necessarily the case that
ASD will result in a low speaking rate such as the
case of Asperger’s syndrome (Asperger, 1944).
4.3 Unexpected Words

tf − idfij = (1 + log cij ) log

Characteristics of ASD include deficits in social
communication, and these deficits affect inappro-

D
fj

The log odds ratio, another measure used in in-
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formation retrieval and extraction tasks, is the ratio
between the odds of a particular word, j, appearing in a child’s narrative, i. Letting the probability of a word appearing in a narrative be p1 and
the probability of that word appearing in all other
narratives be p2 , we can express the odds ratio as
follows:
odds ratio =

with a K-NN classifier with K=1 nearest neighbour. As features, we compute the features mentioned in Section 3.1, and use the average over all
utterances as the features for the entire narrative.
Finally, we use pauses before new turns (expectation value of the exponential distribution), WPM,
TF-IDF, log odds ratio, 6 let., social, affect, cognitive, assent, fillers, fsd, h1a3, and calculate accuracy with leave-one-speaker-out cross-validation.
As a result, we achieved an accuracy of 100%
in classification between ASD and TD on the fullnarrative level, which shows that these features
are effective to some extent to distinguish children
with ASD and TD. However, with only a total of 6
children, our sample size is somewhat small, and
thus experiments with a larger data set will be necessary to draw more firm conclusions.

odds(p1 )
p1 /(1 − p1 )
=
odds(p2 )
p2 /(1 − p2 )

A large TF-IDF and log odds score indicates
that the word j is very specific to the narrative
i, which in turn suggests that the word might be
unexpected or inappropriate. In addition, because
the overall amount of data included in the narratives is too small to robustly analyze these statistics for all words, we also check for the presence
of each word in Japanese WordNet5 and determine that if it exists in WordNet it is likely a common (expected) word. Table 7 shows the result
of TF-IDF, log odds ratio, and their summation,
and we confirm that there is no difference between
children with ASD and TD. This result is different from that of previous work (Rouhizadeh et al.,
2013). The children in that study were all telling
the same story, and one possible explanation for
this is due to the fact that in this work we do
not use language-constricted data such as narrative
retelling, and thus differences due to individuality
are more prevalent.

5 Data Comparison
As all our preceding experiments have been performed on data for Japanese child-parent pairs, it
is also of interest to compare these results with
data of children and parents from other cultures.
In particular, we refer to the USC Rachel corpus
(Mower et al., 2011) (the subjects are nine children with ASD) for comparison. Using the USC
Rachel corpus, there is a report mentioning the relationship of parent’s and child’s linguistic information and pauses before new turns (Theodora et
al., 2013). In this paper, we follow this work using Japanese data. The USC Rachel corpus includes a session of child-parent interaction, and
the same transcription standard is used. We extract pauses before new turns, and short and long
pauses are differentiated based on the 70th percentile of latency values for each child individually. We investigate the relationship between the
parent and child’s language information based on
features used in Section 3.1, and short and long
pauses.
Table 8 and 9 show significantly greater mean
values performed using bootstrap significance
testing on the means of the two pause types. By
observing the values in the table, we can see
that the trends are similar for both American and
Japanese children. However, in terms of WPS,
there is a difference. The American ASD children have greater means for WPS in the case of
long pauses, while Japanese children have greater
means for WPS in the case of short pauses. We
analyze these differences in detail.

Table 7: TF-IDF, log odds ratio, and their summation.
Subj. TF-IDF Log-odds T+L
A1
0.50
1.01
1.52
A2
0.58
0.49
1.08
A3
0.66
1.23
1.89
A4
0.66
0.31
0.96
T1
0.74
0.49
1.23
T2
0.62
0.44
1.06

4.4 Classification
In this section, we examine the possibility of automatic classification of whether an interactive narrative belongs to children with ASD or TD. Because of the total number of subjects is small (n=4
for ASD, n=2 for TD), we perform classification
5

http://www.omomimi.com/wnjpn/
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nonflu.
L*
S†
L*
S†

adverb
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L†
L*
L*

Parent
cogn. percept.
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*

Table 9: Bootstrap for pause differences in the
Japanese corpus.
Subj.
A1
A2
A3
A4

WPS
S*
S†
S†
S*

Child
conj. affect
S*
-

nonflu.
-

adverb
S*
L*
L*
-

Parent
cogn. percept.
L*
L*
L*
L*
L*
-

In the Japanese corpus, we observe that WPS is
larger in the case of short pauses. As we noticed
that the child often utters only a single word for
responses that follow a long pause, we analyzed
the content of these single word utterances. As
shown in Figure 4, for example, A1 tends to use
a word related to assent when latency is long, and
A4 tends to use a word related to filler, assent or
others when latency is long. Though there are individual differences, we confirm that the Japanese
children with ASD examined in this study tend
to delay their responses before uttering one word.
These characteristics may be related to the parent’s
question types and the child’s cognitive process,
and thus we need to examine these possibilities in
detail.

6

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Child
conj. affect
L*
S*
L*
S†
L†
S*
S†
-

Percentage of one−word responces

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9

WPS
L*
L*
L*
L†
L*
L†
L*
-

Others
Laugh
Filler
Assent

0.0

Subj.

1.0

Table 8: In the case of USC Rachel corpus, bootstrap on difference of means between short (S) and
long (L) pauses based on linguistic features from
child’s and parent’s utterances (†: p < 0.1, *: p <
0.01). Each table cell notes which of the two types
of pauses has greater mean on the corresponding
feature.

A1

A2

A3

A4

Subject

Figure 4: The language category of one-word responses in the case of a long pause.
level and the narrative level. We examined features mentioned in a number of previous works, as
well as a few novel features. We confirmed about
70% accuracy in an evaluation over single utterances, and some narrative features also proved to
have a correlation with ASD.
For future directions, we plan to perform larger
scale experiments to examine the potential of these
features for automated ASD screening. Given the
results of this, we plan to move to applications including the development of dialogue systems for
automatic ASD screening and social skills training.
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Abstract

• User A: Do you feel paranoid at work?
. . . What are some situations in which you
think you have been unfairly treated?
• User B: Actually I am going through something like that now, and it is very difficult to
keep it under control. . .
• User A: Yes, yes that is it. Exactly . . . I think
it might be an Aspie trait to do that, I mean
over think everything and take it too literally?
• User B: It probably is an Aspie trait. I’ve
been told too that I am too hard on myself.

Discussion forums offer a new source of
insight for the experiences and challenges
faced by individuals affected by mental
disorders. Language technology can help
domain experts gather insight from these
forums, by aggregating themes and user
behaviors across thousands of conversations. We present a novel model for web
forums, which captures both thematic content as well as user-specific interests. Applying this model to the Aspies Central forum (which covers issues related to Asperger’s syndrome and autism spectrum
disorder), we identify several topics of
concern to individuals who report being on
the autism spectrum. We perform the evaluation on the data collected from Aspies
Central forum, including 1,939 threads,
29,947 posts and 972 users. Quantitative evaluations demonstrate that the topics extracted by this model are substantially more than those obtained by Latent
Dirichlet Allocation and the Author-Topic
Model. Qualitative analysis by subjectmatter experts suggests intriguing directions for future investigation.

1

Aspies Central, like other related forums, has
thousands of such exchanges. However, aggregating insight from this wealth of information poses
obvious challenges. Manual analysis is extremely
time-consuming and labor-intensive, thus limiting
the scope of data that can be considered. In addition, manual coding systems raise validity questions, because they can tacitly impose the preexisting views of the experimenter on all subsequent analysis. There is therefore a need for
computational tools that support large-scale exploratory textual analysis of such forums.
In this paper, we present a tool for automatically mining web forums to explore textual themes
and user interests. Our system is based on Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA; Blei et al, 2003), but is
customized for this setting in two key ways:

Introduction

• By modeling sparsely-varying topics, we can
easily recover key terms of interest, while
retaining robustness to large vocabulary and
small counts (Eisenstein et al., 2011).

Online forums can offer new insights on mental disorders, by leveraging the experiences of affected individuals — in their own words. Such
insights can potentially help mental health professionals and caregivers. Below is an example dialogue from the Aspies Central forum,1 where individuals who report being on the autism spectrum
(and their families and friends) exchange advice
and discuss their experiences:
1

• By modeling author preference by topic, we
can quickly identify topics of interest for each
user, and simultaneously recover topics that
better distinguish the perspectives of each author.
The key technical challenge in this work lies in
bringing together several disparate modalities into

http://www.aspiescentral.com
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a single modeling framework: text, authorship,
and thread structure. We present a joint Bayesian
graphical model that unifies these facets, discovering both an underlying set of topical themes,
and the relationship of these themes to authors.
We derive a variational inference algorithm for
this model, and apply the resulting software on a
dataset gathered from Aspies Central.
The topics and insights produced by our system
are evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively.
In a blind comparison with LDA and the authortopic model (Steyvers et al., 2004), both subjectmatter experts and lay users find the topics generated by our system to be substantially more coherent and relevant. A subsequent qualitative analysis
aligns these topics with existing theory about the
autism spectrum, and suggests new potential insights and avenues for future investigation.

2

α

θd

m

zdpn

ηk

wdpn

Ω

ad

bi

yik

N

K

P
D

ρ
K
A

Figure 1: Plate diagram. Shaded notes represent observed
variables, clear nodes represent latent variables, arrows indicate probabilistic dependencies, and plates indicate repetition.

riences, concerns, and challenges. Using the
python library Beautiful Soup, we collected 1,939
threads (29,947 individual posts) from the discussion board archives over a time period from June
1, 2010 to July 27, 2013. For a given post, we
extracted associated metadata such as the author
identifier and posting timestamps.

Aspies Central Forum

Aspies Central (AC) is an online forum for individuals on the autism spectrum, and has publicly
accessible discussion boards. Members of the site
do not necessarily have to have an official diagnosis of autism or a related condition. Neurotypical individuals (people not on the autism spectrum) are also allowed to participate in the forum. The forum includes more than 19 discussion
boards with subjects ranging from general discussions about the autism spectrum to private discussions about personal concerns. As of March 2014,
AC hosts 5,393 threads, 89,211 individual posts,
and 3,278 members.
AC consists of fifteen public discussion boards
and four private discussion boards that require
membership.
We collected data only from
publicly-accessible discussion boards. In addition,
we excluded discussion boards that were websitespecific (announcement-and-introduce-yourself),
those mainly used by family and friends of individuals on the spectrum (friends-and-family) or
researchers (autism-news-and-research), and one
for amusement (forum-games). Thus, we focused
on ten discussion boards (aspergers-syndromeAutism-and-HFA, PDD-NOS-social-anxiety-andothers, obsessions-and-interests, friendships-andsocial-skills, education-and-employment, loverelationships-and-dating, autism-spectrum-helpand-support, off-topic-discussion, entertainmentdiscussion, computers-technology-discussion), in
which AC users discuss their everyday expe-

3

Model Specification

Our goal is to develop a model that captures the
preeminent themes and user behaviors from traces
of user behaviors in online forums. The model
should unite textual content with authorship and
thread structure, by connecting these observed
variables through a set of latent variables representing conceptual topics and user preferences.
In this section, we present the statistical specification of just such a model, using the machinery
of Bayesian graphical models. Specifically, the
model descibes a stochastic process by which the
observed variables are emitted from prior probability distributions shaped by the latent variables.
By performing Bayesian statistical inference in
this model, we can recover a probability distribution around the latent variables of interest.
We now describe the components of the model
that generate each set of observed variables. The
model is shown as a plate diagram in Figure 1, and
the notation is summarized in Table 1.
3.1

Generating the text

The part of the model which produces the text itself is similar to standard latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003). We assume a set
of K latent topics, which are distributions over
each word in a finite vocabulary. These topics are
98

Symbol
D
Pd
Np
α
θd
zdpn
wdpn
ad
yik
bi
ηk
m
Ω
2
σλ
σb2
ρ

Description
number of threads
number of posts in thread d
number of word tokens in post p
parameter of topic distribution of threads
the multinomial distribution of topics specific to the thread d
the topic associated with the nth token in post p of thread d
the nth token in post p of thread d
authorship distribution for question post and answer posts in
thread d respectively
the topic-preference indicator of author i on topic k
the Gaussian distribution of author i’s selection bias
topic k in log linear space
background topic
topic weights matrix
variance of feature weights
variance of selection bias
prior probability of authors’ preference on any topic

eral tendency, we add an “bias” variable bi ∈ R.
When bi is negative, this means that author i will
be reluctant to participate even when she does have
relevant interests.
Finally, various topics may require different levels of preference; some may capture only general
knowledge that many individuals are able to provide, while others may be more obscure. We introduce a diagonal topic-weight matrix Ω, where
Ωkk = ωk ≥ 0 is the importance of preference for
topic k. We can easily generalize the model by including non-zero off-diagonal elements, but leave
this for future work.
The generative distribution for the observed author variable is a log-linear function of y and b:

Table 1: Mathematical notations
shared among all D threads in the collection, but
each thread has its own distribution over the topics.
We make use of the SAGE parametrization for
generative models of text (Eisenstein et al., 2011).
SAGE uses adaptive sparsity to induce topics that
deviate from a background word distribution in
only a few key words, without requiring a regularization parameter. The background distribution is
written m, and the deviation for topic k is written
ηk , so that P r(w = v|ηk , m) ∝ exp (mv + ηkv ).
Each word token wdpn (the nth word in post p of
thread d) is generated from the probability distribution associated with a single topic, indexed by
the latent variable zdpn ∈ {1 . . . K}. This latent
variable is drawn from a prior θd , which is the
probability distribution over topics associated with
all posts in thread d.
3.2

exp(θdT Ωyi + bi )
P r(adi = 1|θd , y, Ω, b) = PA
T
j=1 exp(θd Ωyj + bj )

(1)
This distribution is multinomial over authors; each
author’s probability of responding to a thread depends on the topics in the thread (θd ), the author’s
preference on those topics (yi ), the importance of
preference for each topic (Ω), and the bias parameter bi . We exponentiate and then normalize, yielding a multinomial distribution.
The authorship distribution in Equation (1)
refers to a probability of user i authoring a single
response post in thread d (we will handle question
(r)
posts next). Let us construct a binary vector ad ,
where it is 1 if author i has authored any response
posts in thread d, and zero otherwise. The probability distribution for this vector can be written

Generating the author

(r)

P (ad |θd , y, Ω, b) ∝

We have metadata indicating the author of each
post, and we assume that users are more likely
to participate in threads that relate to their topicspecific preference. In addition, some people may
be more or less likely to participate overall. We
extend the LDA generative model to incorporate
each of these intuitions.
For each author i, we define a latent preference
vector yi , where yik ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether
the author i prefers to answer questions about
topic k. We place a Bernoulli prior on each yik , so
that yik ∼ Bern(ρ), where Bern(y; ρ) = ρy (1 −
ρ)(1−y) . Induction of y is one of the key inference tasks for the model, since this captures topicspecific preference.
It is also a fact that some individuals will participate in a conversation regardless of whether they
have anything useful to add. To model this gen-

A
Y
i=1

exp(θdT Ωyi + bi )
PA
T
j=1 exp(θd Ωyj + bj )

!a(r)
di

(2)

One of the goals of this model is to distinguish
frequent responders (i.e., potential experts) from
individuals who post questions in a given topic.
Therefore, we make the probability of author i initiating thread d depend on the value 1 − yki for
(q)
each topic k. We write the binary vector ad ,
(q)
where adi = 1 if author i has written the question post, and zero otherwise. Note that there can
(q)
only be one question post, so ad is an indicator
vector. Its probability is written as
(q)

p(ad |θd , y, Ω, b) ∝
A
Y
i=1
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exp(θdT Ω(1 − yi ) + bi )
PA
T
j=1 exp(θd Ω(1 − yj ) + bj )

!a(q)
di

(3)

We can put these pieces together for a complete
distribution over authorship for thread d:

B. Draw word
wdpn ∼ Mult(βzdpn )

P (ad , |θd , y, Ω, b) ∝
A
Y

exp(θdT Ωyi + bi )
PA
T
j=1 exp(θd Ωyj + bj )

i=1

·

A
Y
i=1

di

exp(θdT Ω(1 − yi ) + bi )
PA
T
j=1 exp(θd Ω(1 − yj ) + bj )
(q)

4

!a(r)

The purpose of inference and estimation is to recover probability distributions and point estimates
for the quantities of interest: the content of the
topics, the assignment of topics to threads, author preferences for each topic, etc. While recent
progress in probabilistic programming has improved capabilities for automating inference and
estimation directly from the model specification,2
here we develop a custom algorithm, based on
variational mean field (Wainwright and Jordan,
2008). Specifically, we approximate the distribution over topic proportions, topic indicators, and
author-topic preference P (θ, z, y|w, a, x) with a
mean field approximation

(4)
!a(q)
di

(r)

where ad = {ad , ad }. The probability
p(ad |θd , y, Ω, b) combines the authorship distribution of authors from question post and answer
posts in thread d. The identity of the original question poster does not appear in the answer vector,
since further posts are taken to be refinements of
the original question.
This model is similar in spirit to supervised latent Dirichlet allocation (sLDA) (Blei and
McAuliffe, 2007). However, there are two key differences. First, sLDA uses point estimation to obtain a weight for each topic. In contrast, we perform Bayesian inference on the author-topic preference y. Second, sLDA generates the metadata
from the dot-product of the weights and z̄, while
we use θ directly. The sLDA paper argues that
there is a risk of overfitting, where some of the topics serve only to explain the metadata and never
generate any of the text. This problem does not
arise in our experiments.
3.3

q(θ, z, y|γ, φ, ψ) =
Pd Np,d
D Y
Y
Y

q(zdpn |φdpn )

d=1 p=1 n=1

q(yik |ψik )

D
Y

(5)
q(θd |γd )

d=1

where Pd is the number of posts in thread d, K
is the number of topics, and Np is the number of
word tokens in post Pd . The variational parameters of q(·) are γ, φ, ψ. We will write h·i to indicate
an expectation under the distribution q(θ, z, y).
We employ point estimates for the variables
b (author selection bias), λ (topic-time feature
weights), η (topic-word log-probability deviations), and diagonal elements of Ω (topic weights).
The estimation of η follows the procedure defined
in SAGE (Eisenstein et al., 2011); we explain the
estimation of the remaining parameters below.
Given the variational distribution in Equation
(5), the inference on our topic model can be formulated as constrained optimization of this bound.

We are now ready to formally define the generative
process of our model:

Pexp(m+ηk )
i exp(mi +ηki )

A Y
K
Y
i=1 k=1

Formal generative story

1. For each topic k
(a) Set the word probabilities βk

Inference and estimation

=

2. For each author i
(a) Draw the selection bias bi ∼ N (0, σb2 )
(b) For each topic k
i. Draw the author-topic preference
level yik ∼ Bern(ρ)
3. For each thread d
(a) Draw topic proportions θd ∼ Dir(α)
(b) Draw the author vector ad from Equation (4)
(c) For each post p
i. For each word in this post
A. Draw topic assignment zdpn ∼
Mult(θd )

min L(γ, φ, ψ; b, λ, Ω)
s.t.γdk ≥ 0 ∀d, k
X
φdpn ≥ 0,
φdpnk = 1
k

0 ≤ ψik ≤ 1
ωk ≥ 0 ∀k

∀d, p, n

(6)

∀i, k

The constraints are due to the parametric form
of the variational approximation: q(θd |γd ) is
Dirichlet, and requires non-negative parameters;
2
see
org/
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q(zdpn |φdpn ) is multinomial, and requires that
φdpn lie on the K − 1 simplex; q(yik |ψik ) is
Bernoulli and requires that ψik be between 0 and
1. In addition, as a topic weight, ωk should also be
non-negative.

4.2

The inference for document-topic proportions is
different from LDA, due to the generation of the
author vector ad , which depends on θd . For a
given thread d, the part of the bound associated
with the variational parameter γd is

Algorithm 1 One pass of the variational inference
algorithm for our model.

Lγd = hlog p(θd |αd )i + hlog p(ad |θd , y, Ω, b)i

for d = 1, . . . , D do
while not converged do
for p = 1, . . . , Pd do
for n = 1, . . . , Np,d do
Update φdpnk using Equation (7) for each k =
1, . . . , K
end for
end for
Update γdk by optimizing Equation (6) with Equation (10) for each k = 1, . . . , K
end while
end for
for i = 1, . . . , A do
Update ψik by optimizing Equation (6) with Equation (13) for each k = 1, . . . , K
Update b̂i by optimizing Equation (6) with Equation (14)
end for
for k = 1, . . . , K do
Update ωk with Equation (15)
end for

4.1

+

Pd Np,d
X
X
dLγd
= Ψ0 (γdk )(αdk +
φdpnk − γdk )
dγdk
p=1 n=1

− Ψ0 (

K
X
k=1

K
X

(αdk +

Pd Np,d
X
X

φdpnk − γdk )

(10)

p=1 n=1

k=1

where Ψ0 (·) is the trigramma function. The first
two lines of Equation (10) are identical to LDA’s
variational inference, which obtains
P a closed-form
solution by setting γdk = αdk + p,n φdpnk . The
additional term for generating the authorship vector ad eliminates this closed-form solution and
forces us to turn to gradient-based optimization.
The expectation on the log probability of the
authorship involves the expectation on the log
partition function, which we approximate using
Jensen’s inequality. We then derive the gradient,

(7)

∂
hlog p(ad |θd , y, Ω, b)i
∂γdk
≈ ωk

A
X

(r)
adi ψik

−

(r)
Ad

(8)

A
X
i=1

A
X

ψik

D

(r)
adi |θd , y

!
E

i=1

i=1

− ωk

γdk )

γdk )

d
hlog p(ad |θd , y, Ω, b)i ,
+
dγdk

where β is defined in the generative story and
hlog θdk i is the expectation of log θdk under the
distribution q(θdk |γd ),
hlog θdk i = Ψ(γdk ) − Ψ(

(9)

hlog p(zdpn |θd )i − hq(θd |γd )i

and the derivative of Lγd with respect to γdk is

With the variational distribution in Equation (5),
the inference on φdpn for a given token n in post p
of thread d is same as in LDA. For the nth token
in post p of thread d,

K
X

Pd Np,d
X
X
p=1 n=1

Word-topic indicators

φdpnk ∝ βkwdpn exp(hlog θdk i)

Document-topic distribution

(q)
adi ψik

−

A
X

ψik

D

(q)
adi |θd , y

E

!

i=1

(11)
The convenience variable
counts the number
of distinct response authors in thread d; recall that
there can be only one question author. The notation
D
E
exp( θ T Ω hyi i + bi )
(r)
adi |θd , y = P
,
T Ω hy i + b )
j
j
j exp( θ

k=1

(r)
Ad

where Ψ(·) is the Digamma function, the first
derivative of the log-gamma function.
For the other variational parameters γ and ψ, we
can not obtain a closed form solution. As the constraints on these parameters are all convex with respect to each component, we employed a projected
quasi-Newton algorithm proposed in (Schmidt et
al., 2009) to optimize L in Equation (6). One pass
of the variational inference procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.Since every step in this algorithm will not decrease the variational bound, the
overall algorithm is guaranteed to converge.

(r)

represents the generative probability of adi = 1
under the current variational
q(θd )
D distributions
E
(q)
and q(yi ). The notation adi |θd , y is analogous, but represents the question post indicator
(q)
adi .
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4.3

Author-topic preference

Topic weights The topic-specific preference
weight ωk is updated by considering the derivative
of variational bound with respect to ωk

The variational distribution over author-topic
preference is q(yik |ψik ); as this distribution is
Bernoulli, hyik i = ψik , the parameter itself proxies for the topic-specific author preference — how
much author i prefers to answer posts on topic k.
The part of the variational bound the relates to
the author preferences is
Lψ =

D
X

A X
K
X

hp(yik |ρ)i −

i=1 k=1

A X
K
X

where for a given document d,
∂
hlog p(ad |θd , y, Ω, b)i ≈ hθdk i ωk ·
∂ωk
A

D
E
X
(r)
(q)
(q)
ψik ai − ai + adi |θd , y

(12)
hq(yik |ψik )i

i=1
(r)

i=1 k=1

− Ad

For author i on topic k, the derivative of
hlog p(ad |θd , y, Ω, b)i for document d with respect to ψik is
d
hlog P (ad |θd , y, Ω, b)i
dψik

D
E
D
E
(r)
(r)
(q)
(q)
≈ hθdk i ωk adi − adi |θd , y − adi + adi |θd , y ,

(13)
where hθdk i = P γ0dkγ 0 . Thus, participating as a
dk
k
respondent increases ψik to the extent that topic k
is involved in the thread; participating as the questioner decreases ψik by a corresponding amount.
4.4

Point estimates

We make point estimates of the following parameters: author selection bias bi and topic-specific
preference weights ωk . All updates are based
on maximum a posteriori estimation or maximum
likelihood estimation.

D

(r)

adi |θd , y

E

Thus, ωk will converge at a value where the observed posting counts matches the expectations
under hlog p(ad |θd , y, Ω, b)i.

5

Quantitative Evaluation

To validate the topics identified by the model,
we performed a manual evaluation, combining the
opinions of both novices as well as subject matter
experts in Autism and Asberger’s Syndrome. The
purpose of the evaluation is to determine whether
the topics induced by the proposed model are more
coherent than topics from generic alternatives such
as LDA and the author-topic model, which are not
specifically designed for forums.
5.1

Experiment Setup

Preprocessing Preprocessing was minimal. We
tokenized texts using white space and removed
punctuations at the beginning/end of each token.
We removed words that appear less than five
times, resulting in a vocabulary of the 4903 most
frequently-used words.

Selection bias For the selection bias bi of author i given a thread d, the objective function in
Equation (6) with the prior of bi ∼ N (0, σb2 ) is
minimized by a quasi-Newton algorithm with the
following derivative
∂
(r)
hlog P (ad |θd , y, Ω, b)i ≈ ad,i −
∂bi
D
E
D
E
(r)
(q)
(q)
adi |θd , y + ad,i − adi |θd , y

(15)

d=1

hlog p(ad |θd , y, Ω, b)i

d=1

+

D

X ∂
∂L
=
hp(ad |θd , y, Ω, b)i
∂ωk
∂ωk

Baseline Models We considered two baseline
models in the evaulation. The first baseline model
is latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), which considers only the text and ignores the metadata (Blei
et al., 2003). The second baseline is the AuthorTopic (AT) model, which extends LDA by associating authors with topics (Rosen-Zvi et al., 2004;
Steyvers et al., 2004). Both baselines are implemented in the Matlab Topic Modeling Toolbox (Steyvers and Griffiths, 2005).

(14)

The zero-mean Gaussian prior shrinks bi towards
zero by subtracting bi /σb2 from this gradient. Note
that the gradient in Equation (14) is non-negative
whenever author i participates in thread d. This
means any post from this author, whether question
posts or answer posts, will have a positive contribution of the author’s selection bias. This means
that any activity in the forum will elevate the selection bias bi , but will not necessarily increase the
imputed preference level.

Parameter Settings For all three models, we set
K = 50. Our model includes the three tunable
parameters ρ, the Bernoulli prior on topic-specific
expertise; σb2 , the variance prior on use selection
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bias; and α, the prior on document-topic distribution. In the following experiments, we chose
ρ = 0.2, σb2 = 1.0, α = 1.0. LDA and AT share
two parameters, α, the symmetric Dirichlet prior
for document-topic distribution; β, the symmetric
Dirichlet prior for the topic-word distribution. In
both models, we set α = 3.0 and β = 0.01. All
parameters were selected in advance of the experiments; further tuning of these paramters is left for
future work.
5.2

Topic Coherence Evaluation

To be useful, a topic model should produce topics
that human readers judge to be coherent. While
some automated metrics have been shown to cohere with human coherence judgments (Newman
et al., 2010), it is possible that naive raters might
have different judgments from subject matter experts. For this reason, we focused on human evaluation, including both expert and novice opinions.
One rater, R1, is an author of the paper (HH) and
a Ph.D. student focusing on designing technology
to understand and support individuals with autism
spectrum disorder. The remaining three raters are
not authors of the paper and are not domain experts.
In the evaluation protocol, raters were presented
with batteries of fifteen topics, from which they
were asked to select the three most coherent. In
each of the ten batteries, there were five topics
from each model, permuted at random. Thus, after completing the task, all 150 topics — 50 topics
from each model — were rated. The user interface
of topic coherence evaluation is given in Figure 2,
including the specific prompt.
We note that this evaluation differs from the
“intrusion task” proposed by Chang et al. (2009),
in which raters are asked to guess which word
was randomly inserted into a topic. While the intrusion task protocol avoids relying on subjective
judgments of the meaning of “coherence,” it prevents expert raters from expressing a preference
for topics that might be especially useful for analysis of autism spectrum disorder. Prior work has
also shown that the variance of these tasks is high,
making it difficult to distinguish between models.
Table 2 shows, for each rater, the percentage of
topics were chosen from each model as the most
coherent within each battery. On average, 80% of
the topics were chosen from our proposed model.
If all three models are equally good at discover-

Figure 2: The user interface of topic coherence
evaluation.
Rater
Model

R1

R2

R3

R4

Average

Our model
AT
LDA

70%
17%
13%

93%
7%
0%

80%
13%
7%

77%
10%
13%

80%
12%
8%

Table 2: Percentage of the most coherent topics that are
selected from three different topic models: our model, the
Author-Topic Model (AT), and latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA).

ing coherent topics, the average percentage across
three models should be roughly equal. Note that
the opinion of the expert rater R1 is generally similar to the other three raters.

6

Analysis of Aspies Central Topics

In this section, we further use our model to explore more information about the Aspies Central
forum. We want to examine whether the autismrelated topics identified the model can support researchers to gain qualitative understanding of the
needs and concerns of autism forum users. We are
also interested in understanding the users’ behavioral patterns on autism-related topics. The analysis task has three components: first we will describe the interesting topics from the autism domain perpective. Then we will find out the proportion of each topic, including autism related topics. Finally, in order to understand the user activity patterns on these autism related topics we will
derive the topic-specific preference ranking of the
users from our model.
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Index

Proportion

Top keywords

Index

Proportion

Top keywords

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
43
45
47
49

1.7%
2.2%
1.1%
3.4%
1.7%
1.2%
1.6%
0.1%
0.6%
3.7%
0.4%
0.4%
1.5%
0.5%
2.7%
3.3%
4.6%
1.0%
1.3%
2.1%
1.2%
1.0%
1.3%
0.6%
0.9%

dont im organization couldnt construction
game watched games fallout played
nobody smell boss fool smelling
doesn’t it’s mandarin i’ve that’s
obsessions bookscollecting library authors
stims mom nails lip shoes
battery hawke charlie ive swing
chocolate pdd milk romance nose
eat burgers jokes memory foods
depression beleive christianity buddhism becouse
alma star gods alien sun
trilogy sci-fi cartoon iphone grandma
empathy smells compassion emotions emotional
list dedicate lists humor song
captain i’m film anime that’s
shave exhausting during terrified products
dictionary asks there’re offend fog
cave blonde hair bald disney
song joanna newsom rap favorites
heat iron adhd chaos pills
uk maths team teams op
husband narcissist husband’s he hyper
autism disorder spectrum disorders pervasive
relationship women relationships sexual sexually
him he his bernard je

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50

2.6%
3.5%
3.2%
2.1%
2.6%
1.8%
1.9%
5.8%
2.4%
1.4%
2.6%
2.7%
1.7%
4.6%
3.6%
5.6%
1.5%
1.9%
1.8%
3.6%
0.8%
1.1%
0.7%
0.9%
2.0%

yah supervisor behavior taboo phone
volunteering esteem community art self
firefox razor blades pc console
diagnosed facessenses visualize visual
ptsd central cure neurotypical we
classroom campus tag numbers exams
divorce william women marryrates
kinda holland neccesarily employment bucks
dryer martial dream wake schedule
grudges pairs glasses museum frames
facebook profiles befriend friendships friends
flapping stuffed toes curse animal
males evolution females originally constructive
nts aspies autie qc intuitive
homeless pic wild math laugh
you’re you your yourself hiring
grade ed school 7th diploma
diagnosis autism syndrome symptoms aspergers
poetry asleep children ghosts lots
bike zone rides zoning worrying
book books read reading kindle
songs guitar drums music synth
dog noise dogs barking noisy
weed marijuana pot smoking fishing
her she she’s kyoko she’ll

Table 3: 50 topics identified by our model. The “proportion” columns show the topic proportions in the
dataset. Furthermore, 14 topics are highlighted as interesting topics for autism research.
Table 3 shows all 50 topics from our model. For
each topic, we show the top five words related to
this topic. We further identified fourteen topics
(highlighted with blue color), which are particularly relevant to understand autism.
Among the identified topics, there are three
popular topics discussed in the Aspies Central forum: topic 4, topic 19 and topic 31. From the top
word list, we identified that topic 4 is composed
of keywords related to psychological (e.g., selfesteem, art) and social (e.g., volunteering, community) well-being of the Aspies Central users.
Topic 19 includes discussion on mental health
issues (e.g., depression) and religious activities
(e.g., believe, christianity, buddhism) as coping
strategies. Topic 31 addresses a specific personal
hygiene issue — helping people with autism learn
to shave. This might be difficult for individuals
with sensory issues: for example, they may be
terrified by the sound and vibration generated by
the shaver. For example, topic 22 is about making friends and maintaining friendship; topic 12 is
about educational issues ranging from seeking educational resources to improving academic skills
and adjusting to college life.
In addition to identifying meaningful topics, another capability of our model is to discover users’
topic preferences and expertise. Recall that, for
user i and topic k, our model estimates a authortopic preference variable ψik . Each ψik ranges
from 0 to 1, indicating the probability of user i to

Topic

User index

5
8
12
19
22
31
36
45
47
48

U SER
U SER
U SER
U SER
U SER
U SER
U SER
U SER
U SER
U SER

1, U SER
1, U SER
1, U SER
1, U SER
1, U SER
1, U SER
1, U SER
1, U SER
2, U SER
5, U SER

2, U SER 3, U SER 4, U SER 5
2, U SER 6, U SER 5, U SER 7
2, U SER 4, U SER 8, U SER 3
2, U SER 3, U SER 4, U SER 7
2, U SER 3, U SER 9, U SER 7
3, U SER 2, U SER 6, U SER 10
2, U SER 4, U SER 3, U SER 11
3, U SER 4, U SER 12, U SER 13
14, U SER 15, U SER 16 , U SER 6
4, U SER 6, U SER 9, U SER 2

Table 4: The ranking of user preference on some interesting topics (we replace user IDs with user indices to avoid
any privacy-related issue). U SER 1 is the moderator of this
forum. In total, our model identifies 16 user with high topicspecific preference from 10 interesting topics. For the other
4 interesting topics, there is no user with significantly high
preference.

answer a question on topic k. As we set the prior
probability of author-topic preference to be 0.2,
we show topic-author pairs for which ψik > 0.2
in Table 4.
The dominance of U SER 1 in these topics is explained by the fact that this user is the moderator
of the forum. Besides, we also find some other
users participating in most of the interesting topics, such as U SER 2 and U SER 3. On the other
hand, users like U SER 14 and U SER 15 only show
up in few topics. This observation is supported by
their activities on discussion boards. Searching on
the Aspies Certral forum, we found most answer
posts of user U SER 15 are from the board “love104

sume that each document is generated by a mixture of its authors’ topic distributions. Our model
can be viewed as one further extension of topic
models by incorporating more metadata information (authorship, thread structure) in online forums.

relationships-and-dating”.

7

Related Work

Social media has become an important source of
health information (Choudhury et al., 2014). For
example, Twitter has been used both for mining
both public health information (Paul and Dredze,
2011) and for estimating individual health status (Sokolova et al., 2013; Teodoro and Naaman,
2013). Domain-specific online communities, such
Aspies Central, have their own advantages, targeting specific issues and featuring more closeknit and long-term relationships among members (Newton et al., 2009).
Previous studies on mining health information
show that technical models and tools from computational linguistics are helpful for both understanding contents and providing informative features. Sokolova and Bobicev (2011) use sentiment
analysis to analyze opinions expressed in healthrelated Web messages; Hong et al. (2012) focus
on lexical differences to automatically distinguish
schizophrenic patients from healthy individuals.
Topic models have previously been used to
mine health information: Resnik et al. (2013) use
LDA to improve the prediction for neuroticism
and depression on college students, while Paul and
Dredze (2013) customize their factorial LDA to
model the joint effect of drug, aspect, and route
of administration. Most relevantly for the current
paper, Nguyen et al. (2013) use LDA to discover
autism-related topics, using a dataset of 10,000
posts from ten different autism commnities. However, their focus was on automated classification of
communities as autism-related or not, rather than
on analysis and on providing support for qualitative autism researchers. The applicability of the
model developed in our paper towards classification tasks is a potential direction for future research.
In general, topic models capture latent themes
in document collections, characterizing each document in the collection as a mixture of topics (Blei
et al., 2003). A natural extension of topic models is to infer the relationships between topics and
metadata such as authorship or time. A relatively
simple approach is to represent authors as an aggregation of the topics in all documents they have
written (Wagner et al., 2012). More sophisticated
topic models, such as Author-Topic (AT) model
(Rosen-Zvi et al., 2004; Steyvers et al., 2004) as-

8

Conclusion

This paper describes how topic models can offer
insights on the issues and challenges faced by individuals on the autism spectrum. In particular,
we demonstrate that by unifying textual content
with authorship and thread structure metadata, we
can obtain more coherent topics and better understand user activity patterns. This coherence is validated by manual annotations from both experts
and non-experts. Thus, we believe that our model
provides a promising mechanism to capture behavioral and psychological attributes relating to
the special populations affected by their cognitive
disabilities, some of which may signal needs and
concerns about their mental health and social wellbeing.
We hope that this paper encourages future applications of topic modeling to help psychologists
understand the autism spectrum and other psychological disorders — and we hope to obtain further
validation of our model through its utility in such
qualitative research. Other directions for future
work include replication of our results across multiple forums, and applications to other conditions
such as depression and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).
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Abstract

professionals or, if they do, provide them with
accurate information. They may not even realize their own level of suicide risk before it is too
late. Self-reporting, then, is not an entirely reliable
means of detecting and assessing suicide risk, and
research on suicide prevention can benefit from
also exploring other channels for assessing risk.
For instance, individuals may be more inclined
to seek support from informal resources, such as
social media, instead of seeking treatment (Crosby
et al., 2011; Bruffaerts et al., 2011; Ryan et al.,
2010). Evidence suggests that youth and emerging adults usually prefer to seek help from their
friends and families; however, higher levels of
suicidal ideation are associated with lower levels
of help-seeking from both formal or informal resources (Deane et al., 2001).
These patterns in help-seeking behavior suggest that social media might be an important channel for discovering those at risk for—
and even preventing—suicide.
Internet- and
telecommunications-driven activity is revolutionizing the social sciences by providing data, much
of it publicly available, on human activity in situ,
at volumes and a level of time and space granularity never before approached. Can such data improve clinical preventative study and measures by
providing access to at-risk individuals who would
otherwise go undetected, and by leading to better
science about suicide risk behaviors?
The stress-diathesis model for suicidal behavior (Mann et al., 1999) suggests that they might. It
says that (1) objective states, such as depression or
life events, as well as subjective states and traits,
such as substance abuse or family history of depression, suicide, or substance abuse, are among
the risk factors that contribute to suicidal ideation
and (2) the presence of these factors could eventually lead to either externalizing (e.g., interper-

Suicide is a leading cause of death in the
United States. One of the major challenges to suicide prevention is that those
who may be most at risk cannot be relied upon to report their conditions to clinicians. This paper takes an initial step
toward the automatic detection of suicidal risk factors through social media activity, with no reliance on self-reporting.
We consider the performance of annotators with various degrees of expertise in
suicide prevention at annotating microblog
data for the purpose of training text-based
models for detecting suicide risk behaviors. Consistent with crowdsourcing literature, we found that novice-novice annotator pairs underperform expert annotators
and outperform automatic lexical analysis
tools, such as Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count.

1

Introduction

Suicide is among the leading causes of death for
individuals 10–44 years of age in the United States
(Heron and Tejada-Vera, 2009). Indeed, while
mortality rates for most illnesses decreased between 2008 and 2009, the rate of suicide increased
by 2.4% (Heron and Tejada-Vera, 2009). The lifetime prevalence for suicidal ideation is 5.6–14.3%
in the general population, and as high as 19.8–
24.0% among youth (Nock et al., 2008).
The first step toward suicide prevention is to
identify, ideally in consultation with clinical experts, the risk factors associated with suicide. Due
to social stigma among other sociocultural factors (Crosby et al., 2011), individuals at risk for
committing suicide may not always reach out to
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annotators—one being an expert, and others not—
to rate the level of distress of each tweet.
Clinical expert annotation, rather than generalpurpose tools for content and sentiment analysis such as LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count) by Pennebaker et al. (2001), provides a basis for text-based statistical modeling. We show
that expertise-based keyword retrieval, departing
from knowledge about contributing risk factors,
results in better interannotator agreement in both
novice-novice and novice-expert annotation when
the keywords reflect the task at hand.

sonal violence) or internalizing aggression (e.g.,
attempting suicide).
Since the stress-diathesis model was developed
using risk factors for suicidal behavior, and because it makes a connection between internalized
and externalized acts, it is a suitable framework for
analyzing publicly available linguistic data from
social media outlets such as Twitter. Data from social media can be seen as a kind of natural experiment on depression and suicidal ideation that is
unburdened by such sample biases as the willingness of individuals to take part in research and/or
seek out formal sources of support. Moreover, this
approach may provide information about individuals who are unlikely to engage in formal helpseeking behaviors, or may inform effective methods of natural helping. Thus, this macro-level approach to monitoring suicidal behaviors may have
future implications not only for identifying individuals who have a higher prevalence for suicidal
behaviors but it could eventually lead to additional
methods for enhancing protective factors against
suicide.

2

Related Work

Data on suicide traditionally comes from healthcare organizations, large-scale studies, or self reporting (Crosby et al., 2011; Horowitz and Ballard, 2009). These sources are limited by sociocultural barriers (Crosby et al., 2011), such as stigma
and shame. Moreover, data on suicide is never particularly reliable because suicide is a fundamentally subjective, complex phenomenon with a low
base rate. For these reasons, many researchers
tend to focus on the relationship between risk factors and suicidal behavior, without relying heavily
on theoretical models (Nock et al., 2008).
Approximately one-third of all individuals who
reported suicidal ideation in their lifetime made a
plan to commit suicide. Nearly three-quarters of
those who reported making a suicide plan actually attempted. The odds of attempting suicide increased exponentially when individuals endorsed
three or more risk factors, e.g., having a mood or
substance abuse disorder (Kessler et al., 1999).
Demographics, previous suicide attempts, mental health concerns (i.e., depression, substance
abuse, suicidal ideation, self-harm, or impulsivity), family history of suicide, interpersonal conflicts (i.e., family violence or bullying), and means
for suicidal behavior (e.g., firearms), are commonly cited risk factors for suicidal behavior
(Nock et al., 2008; Crosby et al., 2011; Gaynes
et al., 2004; Harriss and Hawton, 2005; Shaffer et
al., 2004; Brown et al., 2000).
Regarding the use of annotation for predictive
modeling, evidence suggests that when it comes
to judgments that involve clinical phenomena, experts and novices behave differently (Li et al.,
2012; Womack et al., 2012). Such distinctions intuitively make sense, as the learning of medical
domain knowledge requires advanced education in

In this paper, we take steps toward the automatic detection of suicide risk among individuals
via social media. Suicide ideation is a complex behavior and its connection to suicide itself remains
poorly understood. We focus on a particular aspect
of suicidality, namely distress. While not equivalent to suicide ideation, according to Nock et al.
(2010) distress is an important risk factor in suicide, and one that is observable from microblog
text, though admittedly observing suicide risk behavior is a subjective and noisy venture.
Lehrman et al. (2012) conducted an early study
on the computational modeling of distress based
on short forum texts, yet left many areas wide open
for continued study. For example, analysis at scale
is one such open issue. More specifically, Pestian
and colleagues (Matykiewicz et al., 2009; Pestian
et al., 2008) used computational methods to understand suicide notes. However, when it comes to
preventive contexts, such data are less insightful.
For preventive health, access to real-time healthrelated data that dynamically evolve can allow us
to address macro-level analysis. Social media provide an additional opportunity to model the phenomena of interest at scale.
We use methods that take advantage of lexical
analysis to retrieve microblog posts (tweets) from
Twitter and compare the performance of human
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hury et al., 2012a; De Choudhury et al., 2012b;
De Choudhury et al., 2013; De Choudhury and
Counts, 2013; Hannak et al., 2012; Thelwall et
al., 2011; Pak and Paroubek, 2010). For instance, Golder and and Macy study aggregate
global trends in “mood,” and show, among other
things, that people wake up in a relatively good
mood that decays as the day progresses (Golder
and Macy, 2011). Bollen et al. (2011c) show that
tweets from users who took a standard diagnostic instrument for mood are often tied to current
events, such as elections and holidays.

conjunction with substantial practical field experience.
In a task such as medical image inspection, the
subtle cues that point an observer to evidence that
allow them to identify a clinical condition, while
accessible to experts with training and perceptual
expertise to guide their exploration, are likely to be
missed by novices who lack that background and
clinical understanding. Such expertise can then be
integrated into human-centered health-IT systems
(Guo et al., 2014), in order to introduce novel ways
to retrieve medical images and take advantage of
an understanding of which information is useful.
It is reasonable to assume that this knowledge gap
also applies to other knowledge-intensive clinical
domains such as mental health. In this study, we
explore this question and study if novice vs. expert annotation makes a difference for identifying
distress in social media texts, as well as what the
impact of expert vs. novice annotation is for subsequent computational modeling with the annotated
data.

Relatively little of this work has focused on suicide or related psychological conditions. Masuda
et al. (2013) study suicide on mixi (a Japanese
social networking service). Cheng et al. (2012)
consider the ethical and political implications
of online data collection for suicide prevention.
Jashinsky et al. (2013) show correlations between
frequency in tweets related to suicide and actual suicide in the 50 United States of America. Sadilek et al. (2014) study depression on
Twitter. De Choudhury and collaborators studied
depression—in general and post-partum—in Twitter (De Choudhury et al., 2012a; De Choudhury et
al., 2012b; De Choudhury et al., 2013; De Choudhury and Counts, 2013) and Facebook (De Choudhury et al., 2014). Homan et al. (2014) investigate
depression in TrevorSpace. A number of social
theories of suicide have been proposed (Wray et
al., 2011), but most of this work was with respect
to offline social systems.

Affect in language is a phenomenon that has
been studied in the speech and text analysis domains, and in many others (Calvo and D’Mello,
2010). Clearly, emotion is a key element in the
human experience, but it is notoriously difficult
to pin down and scholars in the affective sciences
lack a single agreed-upon definition for emotion.
Accordingly, different theoretical constructs have
been proposed to describe affect and affect-related
behaviors (Picard, 1997). In addition, research on
affect in language has shown that such phenomena tend to be subjective, lack real ground truth
(often resulting in moderate kappa scores), and
have particularly fuzzy semantics in the gray zone
where neutrality and emotion meet (Alm, 2008).
These kinds of problem characteristics bring with
them their own set of demanding challenges from
a computational perspective (Alm, 2011). Yet, the
nature of such problems make them incredibly important to study, despite the challenges involved.

3

Methods

Our methods involve four main phases: (1) We filtered a corpus, obtained from Sadilek et al. (2012),
of approximately 2.5 million tweets from 6,237
unique users in the New York City area that were
sent during a 1-month period between May and
June, 2010, into a set of 2,000 tweets that are relatively likely to be centered around suicide risk factors. (2) We annotated each of these 2,000 tweets
with their level of distress, and also analyzed the
annotations in detail. (3) We then trained support vector machines and topic models with the
annotated data, except for a held-out subset of 200
tweets. (4) Finally, we assessed the effectiveness
of these methods on the held-out data.

Sentiment analysis has been widely studied in
a number of computational settings, including on
various social networking sites. A rather substantial body of work already exists on the use of
Twitter to study emotion (Bollen et al., 2011b;
Dodds et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; Pfitzner et
al., 2012; Kim et al., 2012; Bollen et al., 2011a;
Pfitzner et al., 2012; Bollen et al., 2011c; Mohammad, 2012; Golder and Macy, 2011; De Choud109

Source
tweets

Filtered
tweets

Categories
distribution

Number of tweets
Unique geo-active users
“Follows” relationships
“Friends” relationships
Number of tweets
Unique users
Unique unigrams
Unique bigrams
Unique trigrams
LIWC sad
Depressive feeling
Suicide ideation
Depression symptoms
Self harm
Family violence/discord
Bullying
Gun ownership
Drug abuse
Impulsivity
Prior suicide attempts
Suicide around individual
Psychological disorders

2,535,706
6,237
102,739
31,874
2,000
1,467
1,714,167
9,246,715
1,306,1142
1,370
283
123
72
67
47
10
10
6
6
2
2
2

depressive
feeling

depression
symptoms
drug
abuse
prior suicide
attempts
suicide
ideation
self
harm
psychological
disorders
family
violence
discord

Table 1: Summary statistics and thematic category distributions of the collected dataset. The
data were collected from NYC. Geo-active users
are those who geo-tag (i.e., automatically post the
GPS location of) their tweets relatively frequently
(more than 100 times per month).
3.1

tried suicide
commit suicide,
committing suicide,
feeling suicidal, want to suicide,
shoot myself, a gun to head,
hang myself, intention to die
hurt myself, cut myself
sleep apnea
lost my friend,
argument with wife,
argument with husband,
shouted at each other

Table 2:
Filtering terms added to those
from Jashinsky et al. (2013).
3.2

Filtering tweets

Novice and Expert Tweet Annotation

We then divided the resulting set of 2,000 filtered tweets (1,370 from the LIWC sad dimension
and 630 from suicide-specific search terms), into
two randomized sets of 1,000 tweets each. Both
sets had the same proportion of LIWC-filtered and
suicide-specific-filtered tweets. A novice annotated the first set and a counseling psychologist
with experience in suicide related research annotated the second set. A second novice annotated
a subset of 250 tweets of the first set, to reveal
interannotator agreement between novices, as one
might expect a novice without training to be less
systematic. (The annotators were among the authors.) Each tweet in each set was rated on a fourpoint scale (H, ND, LD, HD) according to the level
of distress evident (Table 3).
Each tweet to be annotated was provided with
context in the form of the three tweets before and
after the tweet to be annotated that the tweeter
made, along with the timestamp of those tweets
and the thematic categories to which the tweet belonged, based on the filtering process (Figure 1).

In order to facilitate the discovery of distressrelated tweets, we first (a) converted all text to
lower case; (b) stripped out punctuation and special characters; and (c) mapped informal terms
(such as abbreviations and netspeak) to more standard ones, based on the noslang dictionary.1
We then used two different methods to filter
tweets that are relatively likely to center on suicide risk factors. We used LIWC to capture 1,370
tweets by sampling randomly from among the
2,000 tweets with the highest LIWC sad score.
LIWC has been widely used to estimate emotion
in online social networks, and specifically to mood
on Twitter. This slight amount of randomness in
filtering tweets this way was intended to avoid selecting obvious false positives, such as the use of
“sad” in nicknames.
Next, we adopted a collection of inclusive
search terms/phrases from Jashinsky et al. (2013),
which was designed specifically for capturing
tweets related to suicide risk factors, and applied
them to our source corpus. We added to these
more terms, from (Crosby et al., 2011) (see Table 2). These terms yielded 630 tweets.
1

tired of living, leave this world,
wanna die, hate my job,
feeling guilty, deserve to die,
desire to end own life,
feeling ignored,
tired of everything, feeling blue,
have blues
sleeping pill, have insomnia,
sleep forever, sleep disorder
clonazepam, drug overdose,
imipramine

3.3

Modeling

We then mapped each tweet to a feature space
composed of the unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams
in the corpus. For example, a simple tweet “I am

http://www.noslang.com/dictionary
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978: Date: XXXX
-3: dat man on maury is overreacting!!
he juss doin dat cuz he on
tv [-0:24:39]
-2: @XXXX cedes!!! [-0:21:25]
-1: yesssss! da weatherman was wronq
no rainy ass prom days!! yesss
prom is 2day guys!! class
of 2010! [-0:02:56]
>>> @XXXX awwww thanks trae-trae
1: rt @XXXX: abt 2 hop in a kab
to skool i wouldn’t dare spend
over 2 dollars to get somewhere
i dnt wanna be n da first
place! [+0:00:57]
2: @XXXX yeaa [+0:03:59]
3: @XXXX wassup? [+0:05:28]
Msg_id: XXXX [Distress: ND, LIWC Sad: No]

sional space (one dimension per uni-, bi-, and trigram in the corpus). SVMs are a form of linear
separator that can also distinguish between nonlinearly separable classes of data by warping the
feature space (though in our case we perform no
such warping, or kernelization). They have proven
to be an extremely effective tool in classifying text
in numerous settings, including Twitter.

4

Results

Figure 1: Example input for annotator. The tweet
to be annotated is indicated by >>>. Annotators
were given context in the form of the three tweets
immediately preceding—and the three tweets immediately following—the tweet to be annotated
that the tweeter made, along with the relative time
at which each tweet was made. Each numerical label denotes one of these context tweets. (Tweeter
information has been blanked out.)
Code
H
ND
LD
HD

Distress Level
happy
no distress
low distress
high distress

Figure 2: Distribution of distress level annotations on the tweets annotated by Novices 1 and 2
(N=250, identical set).

Table 3: Distress-related categories used to annotate the tweets.
so happy” was represented as the following feature
vector: {I, am, so, happy, I am, am so, so happy,
I am so, am so happy}. Each feature is associated
with its tf-idf score (Manning et al., 2008).
We performed topic modeling on our dataset. A
topic is a set of lexical items that are likely to occur
in the same tweet. Topic models are capable of associating words with similar meanings and distinguishing among the different meanings of a single
word. We used latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
(Blei et al., 2003) to create these topics. Before
doing so, we removed stop words and words that
occur only once in the dataset. We then applied
LDA algorithm on the data to discover three topics using 100 iterations.
We used support vector machines (SVMs)
(Joachims, 1998), a machine learning method that
is used to train a classification model that can assign class labels to previously unseen tweets, to
assess the power of our annotations. SVMs treat
each tweet as a point in an extremely high dimen-

Figure 3: Distribution of distress level annotations from Novice 1 and Expert. Note the these
two datasets are disjoint (N = 1000 tweets, respectively).
Figure 2 shows the distribution of annotation labels for the subset of tweets that Novices 1 and 2
both annotated, and Figure 3 compares the overall annotation distributions between Novice 1 and
the Expert. Interestingly, the novices are relatively
conservative, compared to the expert, in assigning distressed labels, whereas the expert exhibits
a higher sensitivity toward low distress than either
of the novices. This suggests that it is important in
this domain not to rely too much on novice judg111

ments, as novices are not trained to pick up on subtle cues—in contrast to the clinically trained eye.
Note that there are very few happy tweets,
which confirms that our filtering was effective in
removing tweets of the opposite polarity.
Filtering method
LIWC sad
Thematic suicide risk factors
Both

H
ND
LD
HD

H
0
1
0
0

ND
2
85
22
1

LD
0
2
9
0

H
4
0
0
0

ND
6
55
12
1

LD
0
12
22
3

LD
0
14
31
3

HD
0
2
5
6

• @XXXX i’m still sad thoo. i feel
neglected! and i miss XXXX

And here are two examples of tweets labeled as
no distress by two annotators.

HD
0
1
0
2

• i did mad push-ups tryna get that
cut up look, then look at myself
after a shower ... #plandidntwork;
thats #whyiaintgotomiami
• my son is gonna have blues eyes and
nappy hair! yes yes yes

Table 5: Confusion matrix between Novices 1 and
2 on annotations of the LIWC-sad-based filtered
tweets.

H
ND
LD
HD

ND
8
140
34
2

Table 7: Confusion matrix between Novices 1 and
2 on annotations of all common tweets between
the two annotators.

Kappa
0.4
0.6
0.5

Table 4: Cohen kappa interannotator agreement
between Novice 1 and 2.

H
ND
LD
HD

H
4
1
0
0

The above examples are rather clear cut, however in many cases the tweets were more ambiguous, even when annotators had the preceding and
succeeding three tweets from the user of the tweet
to be annotated to rely on for context. While context and time offset information was useful for annotators, distress annotation is clearly a challenging task, as the confusion matrices in Tables 5–6
reveal. The lower agreement levels, and particularly the fuzzy border between ‘no distress’ and
‘low distress’ are completely in line with prior
research, discussed above, on affective language
phenomena.
Another filtering and annotation challenge involves tweets with mixed emotion, such as:

HD
0
1
5
4

Table 6: Confusion matrix between Novices 1 and
2 on annotations of tweets filtered by Jashinsky et
al. (2013)’s thematic suicide risk factors inclusion
terms.
Table 4 shows the Cohen kappa score between
Novices 1 and 2, when high and low distress vs.
no distress and happy, are grouped in a single category and Tables 5—7 show the confusion matrices
between Novices 1 and 2. In all cases the kappa
score is moderate. However, it clearly improves
when annotation is restricted to just those tweets
filtered using the suicide-thematic inclusion terms
of Jashinsky et al. (2013). This again seems to
point to the usefulness of including clinical experts
into the training process.
Due to their sensitive nature, we decided not to
provide examples of high distress tweets. Here are
two examples of tweets labeled as low distress by
two annotators.

• as much as i hate my job some of the
people i work with are amazing.

Beyond the targeted annotation categories of
distress level, there were emerging themes of
aggression, privilege and oppression, and daily
struggles, among others. For instance, jobs were
a popular source of distress:
• i friggin hate these bastards my
job grimey ass bastards knew i
wanted the day off and tell me some
next shit
• hate my job wit a passion! hate
every1 there.. they better do
sumthin about it, or im out!

• insomnia night#56325897521365!!
sheesh can’t deal w/ this shit!
i have class in the morning got
dammit....

Personal bias may have impacted annotation decisions. For instance, numerous tweets contained
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irony and dark humor, which may result in annotators underestimating or overlooking actual distress. In addition, by pulling data from Twitter,
any non-Twitter context behind the tweets is lost.
For example, a few individuals retweeted in a sarcastic manner about what individuals should say
to someone who is considering suicide:

from tweets labeled high distress by any one of
the three annotators (72 tweets total). The second column comes from a randomly-chosen sample of 2000 tweets from the 2.3 million tweet corpus. These results show that the lexical contents
of the annotated tweets are recognizeably different from the random sample. By our judgement,
the topical groupings in the rows of the high distress column are all clearly marked by strong negative affect, and additionally they could arguably
be labeled—from top to bottom—as: “failure and
defeat,” “loss,” and “loneliness.” The rows of the
second column are less clear cut, and appear to
reflect a much broader scope of topics. One interesting aspect of the second, random column is that
recording artist Chris Brown had released a new
album during the collection period, which seems
to explain why his name appeared.

• you wish!!! rt @XXXX: i think
suicide is funny. especially once
my mom does it
• rt @XXXX: what do i say to a person
thats asking me for advice becuz
they thinking bout committing
suicide when i see there point?
lmao

Without knowing the circumstances of the original
message (beyond the provided context window) it
is difficult to classify such tweets.
Finally, a number of tweets seemed to show
compassion or empathy for others experiencing
stress. This suggests to us the profound role that
social support places in well-being and depression,
that one’s friends and associates can also provide
clues into one’s emotional state, and that social
media can reveal such behavior.

Training
N1
N1
E
E
N1 + E

• @XXXX that’s just sad i feel for you

feel like, wanna cry, get
hurt, miss 2, ima miss, win
lose, tired everything, broke
bitches, gun range, one
person
commit suicide, miss you!,
miss baby, feel empty,
committing suicide, tired
living, sleep forever, lost
phone, left alone, :( miss
hate job, feel sad, tummy
hurts, lost friend, feel
helpless, leave alone, don’t
wanna, worst feeling, leave
world, don’t let

Precision
0.53
0.58
0.59
0.34
0.33

Recall
0.63
0.27
0.71
0.85
0.41

F-Measure
0.58
0.37
0.64
0.48
0.37

Table 9: Performance of SVM-based classification
when the training and testing sets are alternately
Novice 1 (N1) or the Expert (E). Because we focus on distress classification, we report precision,
recall and F-measure for the distress class, which
combines LD and HD into a single class with respect to binary (distress vs. non-distress) classification. In each case, a held-out set of 100 randomly selected tweets compose the test set and
the remaining 900 tweets from that annotator compose the training set. The last row shows when the
two training sets (respectively, test sets) are combined into a single set of 1800 (respectively, 200)
tweets.

• rt @XXXX: damn now what do i do? i
feel empty as f$% damit!! breathe
ocho, *tears* from liberty city to
(cont) http://XXXX

High Distress

Testing
N1
E
E
N1
N1 + E

Random
good morning, last
night, happy birthday,
look like, bout 2, can’t
wait, video , know
(cont), chris brown, jus
got
feel like, let know,
make sure, bout go,
time get, don’t get, wats
good, . ., don’t want,
jus saw
don’t know, let’s go,
looks like, what’s good,
go sleep, even tho, hell
yea, new single, r u?,
don’t wanna

For classification, because we are most interested in being able to separate distressed from
non-distressed tweets, we combine low distress
and high distress into a single distress class, and
no distress and happy into a non-distress class. Table 9 shows the performance of the SVM-based
classifier when trained and tested on the Expert
and Novice 1 training sets. Four themes emerge:
(1) the SVM classifier is much more accurate (in
terms of F-measure) when the testing and training
data come from the same annotator (test and training data are disjoint), and the best performance
comes from the expert-annotated data. (2) When

Table 8: Topic analysis on bigrams of tweets labeled as high distress vs. randomly selected tweets
from the larger, unlabeled dataset. The high distress tweets clearly convey strong negative affect.
Table 8 shows the results of a 3-category topic
model on bigrams. The first column is taken just
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even under less noisy conditions, extremely subjective; even the observers’ personal understandings of such concepts as “distress” may differ
drastically. This makes annotation quite a challenge, and does not reveal in an objective fashion a
tweeter’s true mental state. As we have mentioned
earlier, self-reporting has its own limitations, yet
it is often regarded as the gold standard for ground
truth about emotional state. Part of the problem in
assessing the effectiveness of self-reporting is the
relative rareness by which suicide occurs, and by
the inherent subjectivity of the act, which makes
any data on suicide fuzzy. We hope to explore in
future work the relationship between clinical observation in both on- and off-line settings and selfreporting, including the integration of natural language data of patients from clinical settings. We
also hope to explore distress annotation from different perspectives and levels of context.
Higher levels of suicidal ideation have an inverse relationship with all types of help-seeking
and a positive correlation with the decision to not
seek support (Deane et al., 2001). Thus, we would
expect suicidal individuals to generally be less active on social media than those who are not. Nevertheless, a number of studies have shown a positive correlation between online social network use
and negative mood. Perhaps this means in part that
individuals who are depressed are slower to disengage on- rather than off-line.

testing and training data are from different annotators, the F-measure performance of the SVM
is lower when the training set is from the novice
rather than the expert. (3) When testing and training data are from different annotators, the SVM
has lower recall and higher precision when the
training set is from the novice rather than the expert. This is in part because the Expert was more
sensitive to distress than Novice 1. It is premature
to draw conclusions from this observation, but perhaps this shows that training with expert-labeled
annotations is preferable to using novice-labeled
data, espectially when our goal is to discover distressful tweets for the purpose of identifying atrisk individuals and err on the side of caution (high
recall). (4) Integrating more but mixed data does
not improve performance.

5

Discussion

As previously mentioned, many of the risk factors for suicidal behavior may be linked to other
expressions of distress, such as aggression and
interpersonal violence (Mann et al., 1999). The
goal of this study is to determine the feasibility
of classifying distress to enable further study of
expressed suicidal behaviors. Consistent with the
stress diathesis model for suicidal behavior, aggression was an emerging theme that arose from
the data. Here are some examples:
• @XXXX i don’t feel sad 4 him. he
gets pissed n says wat he wants then
sends out fony apologies
• @XXXX cuz
with that
lied 2 me
worthless

6

he’s n a relationship
horseface bitch &amp; he
&amp; i feel so used &amp;
now

We studied the performance of different approaches to training systems to detect evidence
of suicide risk behavior in microblog data. We
showed that both the methods used to automatically collect training sets, as well as the expertise level of the annotator affect greatly the
performance of automatic systems for detecting
suicide risk factors. In general, our study and
its results—from filtering via data annotation to
classification—confirmed the critical importance
of bringing clinical expertise into the computational modeling loop.

Some individuals tweeted about feeling empty,
hopeless, angry, frustrated, and alone. Behaviors
indicating bullying and schadenfreude were also
observed. While these are all risk factors for internalizing aggression (i.e., suicidal behavior), they
are also associated with externalized aggression.
In addition to overt expressions of anger and violence, many of the humorous, ironic tweets also
had an aggressive undertone.
5.1

Conclusion
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As ground truth, we rely on tweets hand-annotated
by expert and novice for classification. However,
the mental state of another individual, observed
from a few lines of text often written in an informal register is necessarily hard to discern and,
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Abstract

fied into discrete categories (absent, mild, moderate, severe). Clinicians rely on retrospective reports by patients to monitor symptoms and treatment. Unobtrusive assessments based on language
use in Facebook and social media usage could
amend both the self-help resources available to patients as well as repertoire of clinicians with richer
information. Such a tool could allow for more frequent and fine grained (i.e., continuously scored)
assessment and could provide contextualized information (e.g. specific words and online activities that are contributing to the user’s depression
score).

Depression is typically diagnosed as being present or absent. However, depression severity is believed to be continuously distributed rather than dichotomous.
Severity may vary for a given patient daily
and seasonally as a function of many variables ranging from life events to environmental factors. Repeated population-scale
assessment of depression through questionnaires is expensive. In this paper we
use survey responses and status updates
from 28,749 Facebook users to develop a
regression model that predicts users’ degree of depression based on their Facebook status updates. Our user-level predictive accuracy is modest, significantly
outperforming a baseline of average user
sentiment. We use our model to estimate
user changes in depression across seasons,
and find, consistent with literature, users’
degree of depression most often increases
from summer to winter. We then show the
potential to study factors driving individuals’ level of depression by looking at its
most highly correlated language features.

1

Here, we predict and characterize one’s degree
of depression (DDep) based on their language use
in Facebook. Datasets connecting surveyed depression with language in Facebook are rare at
best. To operationalize DDep, we use the depression facet scores of the “Big 5” item pool (Goldberg, 1999) from the MyPersonality dataset. This
provides a continuous value outcome, for which
we fit a regression model based on ngrams, LDA
topics, and lexica usage. By predicting continuous
values, rather than classes, one can track changes
in DDep of varying size across time; we find significantly more users’ DDep increases from summer to winter than vice-versa.

Introduction

Depression, a common mental disorder, greatly
contributes to the economic, social, and physical burden of people worldwide. Along with
other mental disorders it has been related to
early termination of education, unstable marriages, teenage pregnancy, financial problems, role
impairment, heart disease, and other negative outcomes (Kessler and Bromet, 2013; Lichtman et al.,
2014)
Currently, depression is primarily assessed
through surveys. Diagnoses require a medical or
psychological evaluation, and are typically classi-

Our primary contribution is the exploration
of predicting continuous-valued depression scores
from individuals’ social media messages. To the
best of our knowledge this has not previously been
studied, with other social media and depression
work focused on discrete classes: present or absent. We compare our predictive model of DDep
to one derived from a state-of-the-art sentiment
lexicon and look at changes across seasons. Finally, we characterize DDep by looking at its top
ngram and topic correlates.
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2
2.1

Background

rent major depressive disorder with a seasonal pattern. A clinical diagnosis of seasonal depression
requires that two major depressive episodes have
occurred in the past two years, with the onset and
remission showing a regular temporal pattern (predominantly with onset occurring in the fall/winter
and full remission in spring/summer).

Depression

Depression is generally characterized by persistent
low mood, poor concentration, fatigue, and little
interest in normally enjoyable activities. Depression can range from mild to severe, and can occur
as an acute episode (major depressive episode),
extend chronically over time (major depressive
disorder, persistent depressive disorder), reoccur
after a period of remission (recurrent depression),
or occur at specific periods (seasonal affective disorder, postpartum depression, premenstrual dysphoric disorder). Prevalence rates vary; the World
Health Organization estimates that over 350 million people worldwide have a depressive disorder,
with many more reporting at least some symptoms
(Organization, 2012). In the U.S., in the World
Health Mental Survey, over half of the respondents
(62%) endorsed at least one diagnostic stem questions for depression, with 19.2% meeting criteria
for at least one major depressive episode (Kessler
et al., 2010).
Although depression has long been defined as
a single disease with a set of diagnostic criteria,
it often occurs comorbidly with other psychological and physical disorders. Anxiety, anger, and
other psychological disorders often co-occur with
depression, and some have suggested that anxiety and depression are different manifestations
of the same underlying pathology (Mineka et al.,
1998). An expert panel convened by the American Heart Association recently recommended that
depression be considered a formal risk factor for
heart disease (Lichtman et al., 2014). Depression has been related to a range of physical conditions, including asthma, cancer, cardiovascular
disease, diabetes, and chronic pain (Kessler and
Bromet, 2013), although the causal direction is
confounded; it may be that other factors cause
both depression and physical illness (Friedman
and Kern, 2014).
As noted previously, assessing degree of depression as a continuous value allows us to look
at changes in depression across time. There has
been longstanding interest and discussion of seasonal patterns of depression, with observations of
seasonal depressive patterns apparent in ancient
times, and the first systematic description occurring in 1984 (Westrin and Lam, 2007). Commonly called Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD),
the DSM-V now refers to this pattern as recur-

Patients with depression often have common
symptoms of low energy, reduced or intensified
psychomotor movements, low concentration, indecisiveness, and thoughts of death, as well as
related symptoms such as fatigue, insomnia, and
weight gain. A challenge in diagnosis is that it relies on a patient’s historical report, and other possible causes such as physical illness must be ruled
out. Further, with stigmas against mental illness
and feats about seeking treatment, many cases go
unrecognized, causing considerable burden on the
individual and society as a whole. Prevalence rates
vary, but rigorous reviews suggest a prevalence of
.4% in the U.S., although estimates have been reported as high as 10% (Blazer et al., 1998; Magnusson and Partonen, 2005).
There are a number of different hypotheses
about the pathophysiology of S A D, including circadian, neurotransmitter, and genetic causes (Lam
and Levitan, 2000). Reviews suggest that light
therapy is an effective and well-tolerated treatment, with effects equal to or larger than antidepressants (Golden et al., 2005; Lam and Levitan,
2000; Thompson, 2001; Westrin and Lam, 2007).
Attempts to explain why light therapy is so effective have included shifting photoperiods (lightdark cycles, with less light in the winter), changes
in melotonin secretion, and circadian phase shifts
(Lam and Levitan, 2000).
One related explanation for the photoperiod effect is latitude, with the prevalence of seasonal
depression increasing with growing distance from
the equator. Although there has been some support
for this hypothesis in the U.S. (Rosen et al., 1990),
findings in other countries have been mixed (Mersch et al., 1999). Although latitude may play some
role, other factors such as climate, genetic vulnerability, and the sociocultural context may have a
stronger impact.
Altogether, inconsistent results suggest that
there is considerable variation in the magnitude,
causes and manifestations of seasonal depression,
much of which is not fully understood, in part due
to diagnostic issues (Lam and Levitan, 2000). A
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Dislike myself.
Am often down in the dumps.
Have frequent mood swings.
Feel desperate.
Feel comfortable with myself. (-)
Seldom feel blue. (-)
Am very pleased with myself. (-)

pression. For example, De Choudhury et al.
(2013) used online posting behavior, network
characteristics, and linguistic features when trying to predict depression rather than find its correlates. They used crowdsourcing to screen Twitter
users with the CES-D test (Beekman et al., 1997),
while others analyzed one year of Facebook status updates for DSM diagnostic critera of a Major
Depressive Episode (Moreno et al., 2011). In addition, Park et al. (2013) predicted results of the
Beck Depression Inventory (Beck et al., 1961).
While previous works have made major headway toward automatic depression assessment tools
from social media, to the best of our knowledge,
none have tried to predict depression as a continuum rather than a discrete, present or absent,
attribute. For instance, Neuman et al. (2012)
classified blog posts based on whether they contained signs of depression, and De Choudhury et
al. (2013) classified which newfound mothers
would suffer from postpartum depression.

Table 1: The seven items of the depression facet
from the 100-item International Personality Item
Pool (IPIP) proxy to the NEO-PI-R (Goldberg,
1999). (-) indicates a reverse coded item.
weekly or even daily depression assessment tool
would allow us to more fully understand the seasonal and other temporal changes in depression.
We use the “depression facet” scores derived from a subset of the “big-5” personality
items. Specifically, depression is one of several facets (e.g. anger, depression, anxiety, selfconsciousness, impulsiveness, vulnerability) of
the neuroticism personality factor. Neuroticism
refers to individual differences in the tendency to
experience negative, distressing emotions, and behavioral and cognitive styles that result from this
(McCrae and John, 1992). It includes traits such
as tension, depression, frustration, guilt, and selfconsciousness, and is associated with low selfesteem, irrational thoughts and behaviors, ineffective coping styles, and somatic complaints.
Various scales have been developed to measure neuroticism, such as the Eysenck Personality
Questionnaire (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1975) and
the NEO-PI-R (Costa and McCrae, 1992). Some
items on these scales overlap with self-reported
items that screen for depression (e.g., personality
item: “I am often down in the dumps”; depression
screening item: “how often have you been feeling down, depressed, or hopeless?”; see Table 1.),
such that the personality items effectively provide
a proxy measure of depressive tendencies.
2.2

3
3.1

Predicting Degree of Depression
Method

Dataset. We used a dataset of 28,749 nonclinical users who opted into a Facebook application
(“MyPersonality”; Kosinski and Stillwell, 2012)
between June 2009 and March 2011, completed
a 100-item personality questionnaire (an International Personality Item Pool (IPIP) proxy to the
NEO-PI-R (Goldberg, 1999), and shared access
to their status updates containing at least 500
words. Users wrote on average of 4,236 words
(69,917,624 total word instances), and a subset of
16,507 users provided gender and age, in which
57.0% were female and the mean age was 24.8.
The dataset was divided into training and testing samples. In particular, the testing sample consisted of a random set of 1000 users who wrote
at least 1000 words and completed the personality measure, while the training set contained the
27,749 remaining users.

Related Work

Depression has been linked with many online behaviors. In fact, even Internet usage itself seems to
vary as a function of being depressed(Katikalapudi
et al., 2012). Other behaviors include social networking (Moreno et al., 2011) and differences in
location sharing on Facebook (Park et al., 2013).
Most related to our work, are those using linguistic features to assess various measures of de-

Degree of depression. We estimated user-level
degree of depression (DDep) as the average response to seven depression facet items, which are
nested within the larger Neuroticism item pool.
For each item, users indicated how accurately
short phrases described themselves (e.g., “often
feel blue”, “dislike myself”; responses ranged
from 1 = very inaccurate to 5 = very accu120
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Figure 1: Histograms of (a) survey-assessed
and (b) predicted user-level degree of depression
DDep.

Figure 2: Seasonal trends in degree of depression as assessed by surveys. Red line is a LOESS
smoothed trend (+/- 1 SE) over the average of
scores from users who completed the survey on
that day.

rate). Figure 1a shows the distribution of surveyassessed DDep (standardized). The items can be
seen in Table 1.
Figure 2 shows the daily averages of surveyassessed DDep, collapsed across years. A LOESS
smoother over the daily averages illustrates a seasonal trend, with depression rising over the winter
months and dropping during the summer.

lexica: 64 LIWC categories (Pennebaker et al.,
2007) as well as the sentiment lexicon from NRC
Canada (Mohammad et al., 2013).2 Usage of a
lexicon (lex) was calculated similar to the LDA
topics, where w is the weight of the word in the
lexicon in the case of sentiment and always 1 in
the case of LIWC which has no weights:

Regression modeling. In order to get a continuous value output from our model, we explored
regression techniques over our training data.
Since this first work exploring regression was
concerned primarily with language content, our
features for predicting depression were based
entirely on language use (other social media
activity and friend networks may be considered in
future work). These features can be broken into
four categories:

usage(lex, user) =

number of words: Encoded simply as the integer
value for that user.
We used penalized linear regression to fit our
features to DDep. We experimented with a few penalization types over the training set and settled on
L2 (“ridge regression”), using Principal Components Analysis to first reduce the ngram and topic
features to 10 % of their original size. In order to
ensure users tested provided an adequate amount
of features, we only tested over those with at least
1,000 words. However, we found that including
more users in our training set at the expense of
words per user increased model accuracy. Thus,
we only required our training data users to mention 500 words, essentially allowing more noise in
order to increase the number of training examples.
We also experimented with training models on
two sets of messages: all messages and the subset of messages written in the same three-month
season as the survey administration (season only

f req(user, ng)
X
f req(user, ng 0 )
ng 0 ∈ngs

topics: 2000 LDA derived Facebook topics.1 Usage was calculated as the probability of the topic
given the user:
usage(top|user) =

X

p(top|ng) ∗ rel f req(user, ng)

ng∈topic

1

w(ng, lex) ∗ rel f req(user, ng)

ng∈lex

ngrams: Ngrams of order to 1 to 3, found via HappierFunTokenizer, and restricted to those used by
at least 5% of users (resulting in 10,450 ngrams).
The features were encoded as relative frequency of
mentioning each ngram (ng):
rel f req(user, ng) =

X

2

downloaded from wwbp.org/data.html
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Baselinesentiment

Season
All

Season test (r)
.124
.321
.351

All test (r)
.149
.340
.386

160

120

Number of users

Model

Table 2: Accuracy of various models against test
sets containing only messages from the season
and year in which the user took the survey as
well as a test using all of user’s messages. Models: Baselinesentiment a model based on a stateof-the-art sentiment lexicon (Mohammad et al.,
2013); Season: model trained on messages sent
only during the same season and year in which
each user took the survey; All model trained on
all messages of each user.
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Figure 3: Histogram of differences between winter
and summer predictions of user-level DDep. Average user-level predicted DDep values were significantly higher in the winter months (t = 4.63,
p < .001).

messages). Because the degree of depression may
vary over time, we reasoned that messages written
closer to survey administration might better reflect
the degree of depression assessed by the survey.
When generating predictions on users in the test
set, we applied both the all messages model and
the season only messages model to features from
all messages and then to just the features from the
same season as the survey administration.
3.2

−0.6

for higher variance explained. We suspect having more users to train on and taking more features into account could improve results. For example, people who nearly stopped writing for a
season would be thrown out of our analyses since
it is completely based on language content, even
though they are more likely to be depressed (social isolation is a common symptom in depression). Similarly, we do not use demographics in
our models, even though women are more likely
to become depressed than men.
To assess individual seasonal changes in degree of depression, we predicted summer and winter DDep values for each user with at least 1000
words across both summer-only and winter-only
messages, respectively. We then compared the
differences across the seasonal predictions; Figure 3 shows the distribution of user-level seasonal
differences across 676 users with sufficient language for both seasonal predictions. In line with
the trends seen in survey data, average user-level
DDep values, as predicted by language, were significantly higher in the winter months (t = 4.63,
p < .001).

Evaluation and Results

We evaluated accuracy using the Pearson correlation coefficient r between our predictions and
survey-assessed DDep. As a baseline, we built a
regression model simply using the NRC sentiment
(Mohammad et al., 2013) feature.
Accuracies are shown in Table 2. Accuracy was
highest (r = .386) when we trained a model over
all messages from users in the training set and then
applied this model to all messages by users in the
test set. Though our model allows for seasonal
change in depression, we suspect the test across all
messages was more accurate than that of only using the season in which the users depression was
assessed due to the larger amount messages and
language features provided to the model.
Both models (season-only messages, and all
messages) gave significant (p < 0.05) improvement over the baseline (r = .149) and though
these accuracies may look small, it’s worth noting that a correlation above r = 0.3 is often regarded as a strong link between a behavior and a
psychological outcome (Meyer et al., 2001). Still,
we fit many behavior variables (i.e., language use
features) to an outcome and so we might hope

4

Differential Language Analysis

Figure 4 shows the 100 ngrams most highly correlated with depression score across the 21,913
Facebook users in our dataset writing at least
1,000 words. Unlike typical word clouds, the
clouds represent language that differentiates users
scoring high on depression. The size of a word
represents its correlation with depression (larger
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= stronger), the color its relative frequency (grey
= rarely used, blue = moderately used, red = frequently used).
The f-word emerges as both the most correlated
feature (as indicated by the size of the word) and
is highly frequent (indicated by the red color). Together with words such as ‘pissed’ and ‘bloody’,
these curse words suggest hostility or aggression.
Similarly, words such has ‘hate’ and ‘lonely’ suggest negative social relationships.
Perhaps surprisingly, the words ‘depression’
and ‘depressed’ emerge as highly correlated features. These face valid features occur infrequently
(as indicated by their grey color), yet are strongly
associated with depressive tendencies, demonstrating the high statistical power of our approach
applied to this large dataset in identifying significant but rarely used language features. The both
frequent and highly correlated word ‘why’ hints at
signs of hopelessness and meaninglessness, a core
feature of depressive disorders.
As illustrated in Figure 5, extending the words
and phrase results, automatically derived topics
demonstrate substantial overlap with the major
clinical symptoms of major depressive disorder
(American Psychiatric Association et al., 2013).
Hopelessness and meaninglessness are seemingly
expressed by ‘hopeless’ and ‘helpless’. Perhaps
the most noticable symptom of depression, depressed mood, is expressed in topics mentioning
‘feel’, ‘crap’, ‘sad’, and ‘miserable’.
Depression often affects psychomotor function,
either in terms of fatigue and low energy or inversely as insomnia and hyperactivity. Such symptoms are reflected in words such as ‘tired’, and
‘sleep’. Depression is often expressed somatically through bodily symptoms, captured through
‘hurt’, ‘my head’ and ‘pain’.
One of the most predictive questions on depressive screening questionnaires asks about suicidal thought, which appears with topics related to
thoughts of death, with words such as ‘kill’, ‘die’,
and ‘dying’.
Topics also reflected hostility, aggression, and
negative relationships with other people. Loneliness has emerged as one of the strongest predictors of physical morbidity and mortality (Hawkley and Cacioppo, 2010), and both ‘lonely’ and
‘alone’ appear as some of the most correlated single words. Given such striking descriptive results,
future work might try to detect depression associ-

Figure 5: Top ten topics most positively correlated
with depression (from r = .14 at top to r = .11
at bottom). All are significant at a Bonferronicorrected threshold of p < 0.001. Word size corresponds to prevalence within the topics.
ated conditions as well such as insomnia, loneliness, and aggression.

5

Conclusion

Depression can be viewed as a continuous construct that changes over time, rather than simply as
being a disease that one has or does not have. We
showed that regression models based on Facebook
language can be used to predict an individual’s degree of depression, as measured by a depression
facet survey. In line with survey seasonal trends
and the broader literature, we found that languagebased predictions of depression were higher in
the winter than the summer, suggesting that our
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Figure 4: The 100 ngrams most correlated with DDep (ranging from r = .05 to r = .10). All are
significant at a Bonferroni-corrected threshold of p < 0.001. Ngram size corresponds to correlation
strength (larger words are more distinguishing). Color corresponds to relative frequency (red if frequent,
blue moderate, grey infrequent).
continuous predictions are capturing small, yet
meaningful within-person changes. With further
development of regression models, many users
write enough on Facebook that we could estimate
changes in their level of depression on a monthly
or even weekly basis. Such estimates, correlated
with word use over time offers potential both for
research at the group-level (“What are the social
and environmental determinants of depression?”,
“How well are talk or medication-based interventions working?”) as well as, eventually, for medical and therapeutic application at the individual
level (“How well am I doing and what depressionrelevant thoughts or behaviors have I disclosed in
the past week?”).
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